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A FAMILY OF COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
0,Net Sound Net Soyhd
ei

Lim

SSE. DIGITAL
Multiple Systems Multiple Users

With SSL's unique family of digital products, audio post-production for

film and video moves to new heights of speed, accuracy and creative
potential.
SoundNet - The world's only multi -user digital audio network system.
ScreenSound, Scenaria and OmniMix users can work on the same, or
diverse, projects without having to waste time up- or down -loading.
SoundNet also provides a central database of all audio held on hard disk
or optical discs, removing the need to duplicate sound libraries.
ScreenSound - An integrated digital audio- for -video editing suite.

Hard disk recording, editing and mixing, combined with multiple

SCenaria - 24 -track random access recorder, multi- channel editor, 38channel digital mixing system, and random access video are just some of
the features which enable Scenaria to set new standards in audio post
production.
OmniMix - All the features of Scenaria,-plus a configurable output bus
structure, suitable for 4, 5 or 6- channel surround sound and a variety of
stem mixes. MotionTrncking" dynamically automates panning to an
exact position within the surround sound field. Spatial Processing "
provides advanced digital audio effects to emulate the characteristics of
objects moving in space and time.

machine control.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters:- Begbroke, Oxford, England, OX15 1RU. Tel: (0865) 842300
Paris (1) 43 60 46 66 Milan (2) 262 24956 Darmstadt (6151) 93 86 40 Tokyo (3) 54 7411 44
New York (212) 3151111 Los Angeles (213) 463 4444
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The Queen's Award for
Technological Achievement
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Glass menagerie.
See page 61
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5

Editorial

22

8

International News
-utest nev.s uric e.-Lnrs u, pro
audio including the launch of
Video -CD, the world's first
solar- powered album
recording and the
life- saving power of a
Flashlight PA system

13

Products
Latest product news includes
British MC' power amps, the
Belgian Andromeda 6G digital
mixing system, the Australian
Fairlight MFX3 hard -disk
recorder and an Austrian
wireless-mic system from AKG
aimed squarely at the USA

19

35

Practice

39

75

Letters
IflOu Srï -, ri: SpC r7',.s to a

variety of subjects raised in
the pages of Studio Sound:
mic preamp design, digital
carts, mastering, classical
miking, Brad Kay...

,r -and

79

On

Air

confrontation between the
IBC and ITS conventions
features heavily in Kevin
Hilton's regular report from
thy, hrenr nst v,orld
The

49

DSP -4000

Ultra -Harmonizer
Eventide s vision of signal
processing takes another
evolutionary step in the form
of the DSP -4000. Patrick
Stapley comes up to date on
one of the recording studio's

the DeClicker makes a useful
tool in many situations. Dave
Foi ;ter reckons it's a snap

Music News

81

55

colunust !Au rt,:r t'olon
discusses digital data links,
high -speed data highways
and their place in the future of
audio recording

Mixed- signal

AES AMSTERDAM FLOOR PLAN
BETWEEN PAGES 82 AND 83

testing
Digital test sets and their
increasing importance in the
recording studio. Tektronix'
Jeffery Noah and Lionel
Durant discuss problems in
digital installations and how
to address them

61

Zoo Life
Kevin Hilton looks at rock's

biggest tour -U2's Zooropa
-and examines its problems
and its successes

Perspective
US

favourite outboard traditions

players' worlds

Leading -edge postpro.
See page 22

John Watkinson explodes a
few misconceptions and
explains relative level settings
in the digital audio chain

Foundation 2000
exclusive
-technical review of Fostex'
plans for the future of
nonlinear recording systems.
Yasmin Hashmi looks at the
machine, its genesis and its
intended future

Digital
signal levels

Tony Griffiths
about digital systems and the
value of good engineering

CEDAR DC 1

Korg s Audio Gallery and the
updated ART 5GX2000 star in
Zenon Schoepe's excursion
into the keyboard and guitar

69

The General Manager of the
Decca Recording Centre talks

_.e,rated from the powerful
and expensive CEDAR system,

21

Hollywood Digital
On the west coast of Amer'
one audio -video facility has
adopted digital technology in
a big way. James Douglas
visits Sunset Boulevard to get
a glimpse of the future

Improved audio technology
brings us many of the benefits
we hove requested of our
equipment, but do we always
exploit them?

83

Sabine ADF -2400
Sam Wise's test bench makes

room for Sabine's feedback d;r,;tal r; :d;o processor
l; ¡rt;r.

98

Business
Burry rex report, on Kodak's
current stand on CD -R blanks
and Derek Nimmo's
importance in discovering
the truth behind
the 'Churchill Tapes'
3

"YOU WANT WHAT! ?!"
So,there he was, this client, for want

of

a

better word, telling me, in no

Windows 3.1' on 486 host
computer

Rapid graphical editing

Clear user interface

uncertain terms we needed

a

piece long ago

Local SCSI drive fast audio
access

consigned to the bin.

I

could see myself

All crossfades calculated in
real -time

burning the midnight oil again, desperately

trying to find this

3

second out -take from

the 2000 feet on the cutting room floor.
And what about the night before! I'd

mixed down a couple of nifty, if a

little time -

Fully non -destructive,
sample accurate editing
Up to 8 track playback with
real -time mixing

Unique Trim Window
allowing real -time
adjustment of audio
Jog

and shuttle scrub modes

AESIEBU, SPDIF and

consuming crossfades, then realised

I

had a

analog I/O

All standard

problem

-

all the edits from earlier that

evening also needed crossfades to cover

the gaps.

Oh

well, Sleep's overrated

anyway! It's just something else to do in

sample rates

Full SMPTE timecode
support with chase and
trigger lock
16, 20 and 24 bit digital
audio editing

Bounce down

Overdub

bed!

Reverse playback

should've listened to Jim! I'd just

I

Real-time dynamics control
Real -time EQ

replaced my ageing tape deck with

a

Real -time digital

resampling

gleaming new machine when he said, "You
could get a complete

that

-

SADir

system for less than

Real -time duration change
Real -time noise reduction

real-time crossfades, non -destructive

editing and so fast to use, it's incredible!"
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BRITISH INNOVATION

What next!

I

need more tape, more time,

less grey hair

MANUFACTURED IN THE EUROPEAN

COMMUNITY BY STUDIO AUDIO A
VIDEO LTD

Studio Audio & Video Ltd
The Old School, Stretham
Ely, Cambridge
CB6 3LD. UK
TEL: +44 (0)353 648888
FAX: +44 (0)353 648867

USA

Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc
1808 West End Avenue
Suite 1119
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
USA
TEL: +1 615 327 1140
FAX: +1 615 327 1699
SADIE' DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
31 0818 F 081 31 1493 Asia Pacific VW Marketing T +44 372 728481 F +44 372 724009 Australia Audio & Recording T 02 316 9935 F 02 666 3752 Canada JSGS Ltd. T 416 751 7907 F 416 751 7975
China Wo Kee Eng. Ltd T +852 774 2628F +852 363 7808 Denmark SC Sound T 43 99 88 77 F 43 99 80 77 Finland oy HedCom AB T 90 682 866 F 90 682 8489 France Coach Audio T 87 77 00 00 F 87 77 01 21
Germany Stefan Mayer Audio Engineering T 0 6851 6519 F 0 6851 6519 Hong Kong Digital Professions Ltd T 318 0588 F 305 1455 Israel Sontronics Electronic Equipment T 03 5705223 F 03 6199297
Korea Avix Trading Co. Ltd. T 02 565 3565 F 02 565 3561 Philippines Tracks T 2 631 3277 F 2 631 3267 Poland Unico T +44 223 63025 F +44 223 301488 Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia Team 108 Technical Services T +65 748 9333 F +65 747 7273
South Africa Tru -fi Electronics SA (Ply) Ltd T 011 462 4256 F 011 462 3303 Spain Lexon T 93 203 48 04 F 93 280 40 29 Sweden Tranzicom T 08 730 3710 F 08 730 5125
Taiwan Acesanic T 2 716 8896 F 2 719 2065 Thailand KDM Trading T 2 318 2724 F 2 318 6186 USA SADiE Inc T 615 327 1140 F 615 3271699
Argentina Kappa T 081

'Windows is

a

registered trademark of Microsoft Inc. Studio Audio A Video Ltd reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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One of the indisputable areas of improvement in audio recording and reproduction
equipment over the years has been in terms of its dynamic range.
Certainly, this improvement is most widely recognised in the performance of digital
equipment, but analogue technology has also been consistently turning in better results.
Dynamic range: we all wanted it, we have all got it. So what are we doing with it?
If you are involved in the world of classical music, the answer is likely to be that you
are revelling in it. After all, the origins of classical music comfortably predate those of
audio recording and the music was composed without any consideration for such things
as the running time of an LP, the response of a microphone -or the dynamic range of a
tape recorder. As such, an improvement in the available dynamic range of audio
equipment comes as a welcome improvement in the ability of the technology to best
represent the art. Outside of classical circles, however, the answers are less clearly

defined and rather less satisfactory.
Dance music, for example, keeps the meters unwaveringly at OdBFS. Most other forms
of popular music fare little better-the dynamic range is nice to have, but other benefits
of technological progress (the ability to bounce tracks free from the build up of noise in a
digital system, for example) are nicer.
Perhaps it is an opportune time -with popular music obviously in need of
refreshment-to remember that greater use of dynamics could be made in both the music
itself and production values applied to it.
It is ironic that one of the areas in which improved dynamic range could be exploited to
considerable effect is one that currently makes blatant use of compression: broadcast.
Consider two `givens' of broadcasting: the first is that both radio and television handle
a wide variety of programme material which necessarily involves a variety of production
considerations, the second is the steady spread of domestic TV installations now using
better sound channels than a tiny speaker embedded in a television set -this covers
everything from simply feeding a mono signal through a half-decent hi -fi system to
ambitious surround sound systems.
Unlike the general consistency usually present in a record release-whatever the
programme matter-radio and television stray over everything from the spoken word to
the classical symphony and including audio-only drama and fully- fledged feature films.
Obviously the practical considerations of suiting a broadcast signal to in -car systems
and televisions still using small internal speakers places considerable restrictions on
what can be done. But how much gain riding do we do with our TV sets? Why should it
remain the viewers' responsibility. How much more satisfactory it would be to be able to
introduce a significant dynamic difference between the music and the bridges music
concert broadcasts, whether they be The Last Night of the Proms or Top of the Pops. And
many of opportunities denied to film sound because the best reproduction systems are
invariably installed in the highly- reverberant acoustics cinemas would become available
if the sound people could rely on the relatively controlled acoustic of domestic
environments.
Of course, what is presently impractical may not remain so. The future may see a time
when broadcasters can confidently expect the vast majority of television viewers to be
using capable audio facilities. And the compression necessary for drive -time listening
could be transferred from the transmitting site to the reception site. The only genuinely
insurmountable problem I can see is that presented by advertising -who is going to
convince the ad agencies that subtlety is a valid policy?

Tim Goodyer
Cover: Fostex Foundation 2000
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International News
In -brief
BBC Wood Norton offer services
BBC Wood Norton, which for 50 years
have formed the backbone of the high
technical and operational standards for
the BBC, is to make their services
available to broadcasters, commercial
companies and individuals worldwide.
Tel: 0386 420190
Classic FM win Dutch licence
Classic FM have been awarded one of
the first new national commercial radio
licences in Holland. Announced by the
Netherlands' Ministry of Welfare, Health
and Cultural Affairs. The new license
will enable Classic FM to broadcast
on one of the two important FM
transmitter networks in Holland with a
potential audience reach of the
80% of the population.
Tel: 071 938 3911
SPARS launches LA chapter
SPARS have established a Los Angeles
chapter of the organisation, modelled on
the NYC chapter. The first meeting of
nearly 100 audio professionals took
place at the Mondrian Hotel on
13th January with the Board of
Directors. The 1994 SPARS Digital
Audio Workstation Conference will take
place 21st-22nd May at the Beverley
Garland Holiday Inn in North Hollywood.
SPARS Tel: +1 407 641 6648
AES Conference and trips
The AES inform us they have a full set
of lectures scheduled for the year
covering a wide range of topics. Several
technical visits are planned and the UK
conference for 1994 will take place in
London, 16th-17th May under the title
'Managing the Bit Budget'.
Tel: 0628 663725
SSL digital promotional video
Solid State Logic has released a
20- minute video featuring interviews
with owners and users of their digital
products. The video which is shot in
England, France, Austria, America and
Japan, is available from all SSL offices
and distributors. SSL Tel: 0865 842300

First ever media

highway keeps
OMF alive at NAB
Industry leaders from a broad range
of high technology sectors will
participate in the first ever floor-wide
network at the upcoming NAB

Conference. The OMF Media
Highway will demonstrate the use of
the Open Media Framework
Interchange, an industry endorsed
standard for the digital exchange of
multimedia information, and a key
enabling technology for an all-digital
media production environment.
The data exchange will occur over
a fibre -optic-based Ethernet network,
integrating applications producing
graphics, animation, text, video and
audio files to simulate a media
production environment. A Silicon
Graphics Indigo II server will act as a
focal point for the transfer and
storage of interchange files.
Companies involved with the
highway at NAB include Avid; Apple;
DigiDesign; Studer Editech;
The Synclavier Company; Hewlett
Packard and TimeLine Vista.
OMF Tel: +1 508 640 3157
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The main control room at Consipio Studio, recently opened in Tokyo. Centre stage is the

new Over Quality console, an

00M-8196a11 discrete

flanked by two isolation areas and

Video CD launches on all formats
At a crowded and noisy

DINOSAURS!
launch last month at the
THE MYTHS &THE REALITY
Marquee Club in London's
since Steven Spielbe
ark broke boa -office recorde
West End, various
yn,,...... e,everyono has wanted,..
t dinosaurs, the mighty creatoree thakralked the
an ago. Being animation and
representatives from music
ree- dir¢én oralreputar
akin,
separates myth from prehistoric
publishers, CD
reality with the help of dlànssur
Brett Surman, a consultant
Sandiá Ihr-Nnd Ih.Dav d *Norm
'.,tkorit a diems,
manufacturers, multimedia
only to fiad Li :tenth is often tar r
fli4rt -mod fan
*dinosaur
producers, and hardware
ad as nacer
pj_chge.
manufacturers, launched a
new format, Video CD.
Video CD promises around
65 minutes of random access
apeleená,d,
video and audio on a 5in disc.
'DISÇIAo
A standard has been reached
for the format using the
The Video CD - the myth and the reality
MPEG compression system.
Discs will play back on Philips CDIt is expected that there will be
i and Amiga CD32 machines fitted
1,000,000 systems capable of playing
with digital -video upgrade cartridges Video CD by the end of 1994.
and 386 PCs and Apple Macs
On the evening, Castle Multimedia
equipped with CD -ROM XA drives
announced a release date of 7th
and special MPEG video playback
March for their first music and
boards.
documentary titles. The three titles
SSL's video featuring interviews with
They will also run on
are the world's first to play on five
owners and users of digital products
new -generation audio -video CD
separate formats.
throughout the world
players scheduled for introduction by
The titles are Pavarotti Nessum
Crookwood Paint Pot on the phone other leading consumer electronics
Dorms; Dinosaurs Myths and
The correct phone number for manufacturers and the American
Reality; and The History of Aviation.
Crookwood is 0628 528026
3D0 games machine.
-
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Studio Sound, February 1994

96- channel

model with GML

automation. Monitors are M4M(4) by DynaudioAcoustics. The large tracking room is

-

a

Bosendorfer piano booth.

FlashlightPA
helps save lives
A potentially fatal incident

at an
American football game was avoided
with help from Turbosound's
Flashlight PA system.
Thousands of fans surged the field
as Wisconsin Badgers defeated the
Michigan Wolverines. From 70 rows
up, a wave of human energy
concluded in a massive pile -up, as
fans were pressed up against a fence
surrounding the playing area in the
packed 78,000- capacity Camp
Randall Stadium.
Mike Green, Director of facilities
described the scene: `Once the
severity of the crisis became evident,
we had to get the ambulances onto
the field as quickly as possible. We
recently installed a Turbosound
Flashlight system, and the quality of
the system was instrumental in
helping us save lives and instruct
fans to move to the other end of the
field in order to allow access to the
injured.'
Turbosound. Tel: 0403 711447

Contracts

Yamaha's Sound

Works in Wales
The Sound Work's new all digital
postproduction suite in Cardiff,
Wales, have brought in a Yamaha
DMC1000 to complete the studio.
When Director Simon Jones
decided to open a second editing and
postproduction suite it was not an
initial design consideration that it
should encompass the totally
digital -audio domain.

REM

sunbathe in front

NRG, the

of CYRUS, the

Greenpeace solar -powered truck used for recording

world's first album recorded and mixed using only the power

the recording equipment. Other artists on the album included
Chain,

11/340

U2, The

of

the sun to run

Jesus and Mary

and Annie Lennox

Sunlight dawns
on recording

world
Greenpeace International have
launched the first album recorded
entirely with the power of the sun.
The NRG album was recorded and
mixed using a specially -designed
solar generator on a truck called
CYRUS (Persian for Sun) and
features artists like U2, REM, ÚB40,
Annie Lennox and Midnight Oil,
playing live.
The recording team travelled to
14 venues across America, and taped
each band's show, using a remote
recording truck powered only by the
solar power collected, stored and
delivered by CYRUS. The tracks were
then mixed, either at the venue, or
back in Los Angeles, again powered
totally by CYRUS.
The generator is a converter 28ft
aluminium box trailer, upon which is
mounted a 160ftz,1,920W solar power
array, consisting of 401ft x 4ft solar
modules. The entire solar array can
be hydraulically tilted to track the
sun's seasonal variations and capture
the optimum sunlight. The power
produced by the solar array is stored
in two 48V, sealed, long -life batteries
totalling 2,500 amp hours or 110,000
watt hours when fully charged.
The album's Co- Executive

Producer is ex-lead singer of The Beat
and General Public, Dave Wakeling,
he commented: With the NRG album,
Greenpeace hope to not only show
alternative energy in action, but also
to show that the demand for this kind
of environmentally -sound alternative
is growing by leaps and bounds.'
In 1991 he and Greenpeace
coworker Kate Karam commissioned
a solar power engineer to design a
collector and generator specifically to
power recording equipment. The
concept came about during the Gulf
War when the world's attention
turned to energy misuse and the
damage it was doing.
Greenpeace. Tel: 071 833 0600.

'We had an existing analogue
suite, but examining the analoguebased alternatives, we quickly
concluded that very little had
advanced in the last ten years,
particularly in terms of automation.
With EQs, auxs and effects changing
from frame to frame, there has been
no automation system running on
analogue that can cope with such
requirements. The DMC1000
however can provide completely
recallable and instantaneous
automation of all parameters.
`Fifty to sixty per cent of our
customers are independent
producers for S4C, HTV and local
BBC. In among those, we have a
good number of specialist arts and
music programme directors for who
sound quality is going to be far more
critical a consideration, say for
instance with an opera production,
and the digital upgrade has pleased
then tremendously.
`The DMC being digital and
software based, it is a future- proofed
purchase. We know that it will be in
service for many years to come.'
Yamaha Tel: 0908 366700

Delta becomes Prime Suspect
Digital Audio Research have sold three
SoundStation Deltas to the film
department of Granada TV. They
selected two 8 -track Deltas and one 16track, having been impressed by the
machine posting Prime Suspect 3. DAR.

Tel: 0372 742848

'Don't quote me on that!'

Genesis man endorses Korg
Apart from a Wavestation keyboard and
SR unit, Genesis' Tony Banks also has
a Korg 01/WFD in his setup.

Banking on Korg: Genesis' Tony Banks

The BBC approve of their desk
Installed in The Music Studio, BBC
Television's AMS -Neve Capricorn digital
mixing console has already 'won its
spurs' according to Sound Supervisor,
Tony Philpott, (pictured below).

Neve Capricorn at BBC Television

First SSL console in Argentina
The installation of the first SSL console
in Argentina has been completed
recently, with the support of Intervideo
Professional, SSL's recently appointed
distributor in Buenos Aires. The SSL
4040 G Plus console with Total Recall,
has been bought by Panda Studios.

Audionics installs Brussels studio
A Yamaha DMC1000digital console looks on under the watchful eyes of Sound Works

for the BBC World Service to enable
journalists to prepare material to file.
9

Now You Can Add Digital Video
To ScreenSound
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ScreenSound V5 combines a new faster processor

with major operational advances, like internal

ScreenSound V5 & VisionTrack

reconform of your audio to EDLs. You can even add
random -access video with SSL's VisionTrack.

New generation, faster processor
8/16 channel random -access recorder /editor

Together, the new, faster ScreenSound and
VisionTrack provide instant access to audio and
picture at any cue or mark point. With spool time and
machine lock -up problems eliminated, you can
dramatically speed up your editing, voiceover and

Unlimited Unpeel /Remake of audio edits
Random -access 525/625 video (dual standard)

ADR sessions.
VisionTrack even comes with its own machine
control port and audio recorder, allowing you to load
both sound and picture off -line, saving valuable
ScreenSound time.
Digital video - just what you'd expect from the
world's leader in digital audio.

SSL DIGITAL

Instant Locate of audio and picture
Insert /delete editing of audio and video
Off -line loading of sound and picture
EDL autoconform and reconform of audio
ADR cueing and cycling with picture
MO working discs /sound library
Multiple machine control
Multi -user networking capability
Compatible with Scenaria and OmniMix

dir
QUEENS AWARD FOR TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENT

Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England Tel: (0865) 842300
Paris (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan (2) 262 24956 Darmstadt (6151) 93 86 40 Tokyo (3) 54 74 11 44
New York (212) 3151111 Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 In USA call Toll Free 800-343 0101

Montreux' Palais de Congres also hosts the NAB Radio show

ITS: the future
As might be expected, the

announcement made at the end of
last year that the International
Broadcast Convention (IBC) is to
become an annual event, drew a
sharp reaction from the organisers of
the International Television
Symposium at Montreux (ITS).
The organisers confirmed that the
next ITS would take place as
planned in June 1995 and that
support from all areas of the
broadcast, cable and satellite
industries had been positive. The
organisers are throwing down the
gauntlet in saying that two large
broadcast shows in Europe in a

single year are not what the
industry wants-or needs.
In a comprehensive press release
stating its position, the ITS
organisers claim an annual IBC is
against the wishes of major
manufacturers and furthermore,
that it is confusing the issue as IBC
is a European event whereas ITS is
international-the ITS drew around
32,000 visitors from 105 countries at
the 1993 Symposium.
Comparisons of past ITS shows
conducted in an unfinished venue
are not, claim the organisers, a fair
indication of the future: 1993 saw
the Palais de Congres finally
finished and though still not ideal in
terms of layout and navigation, the
venue is indisputably better. Special

The dawn of a new
Model D20A

seminars, the increasing popularity
of the International Electronic
Cinema Festival and the Future
Technology Exhibition, combined
with a wide conference programme
and technical exhibition, mean that
the ITS covers a lot of ground-some
different in concept to that covered
by the IBC.
Parking and transport problems
have been alleviated by the
provision of out-of-town car parks
and shuttle buses. There is also
more hotel accommodation than
several years ago. Whereas the ITS
tariff for exhibition stands has
remained static since 1989, what
tends to cause the most anxiety is
the cost of spending time in
Montreux itself-this appears at last
to be being countered by the promise
of guaranteed hotel prices. However,
the fact that Montreux is a resort
means that prices will never be low
and a show in town will always
worsen the situation.
It is encouraging that the ITS
organisers are talking more freely
with exhibitors, international
broadcast organisations and other
interested parties. The 1993
Symposium was followed by an
extensive mailshot to all
participants, who were asked to
comment on all aspects of the show
and out of the 10% who replied, an
average of 85% were fully satisfied
Terry Nelson
with the event.

Exhibitions 1994
26th February-1st March, 96th AES
Convention, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. 9th -13th March, ITA,
Tuscon, USA. 16th -20th March,
Musikmesse, Frankfurt, Germany.
20th-24th March, NAB, Las Vegas,
USA.
12th -14th April, Replitech,
Europe, Munich, Germany.
7th-11th May, Pro Audio Light &
Music, Beijing, China. 16th -20th
May, AV and Broadcast China,
Guangzhou, China. 1st-4th June,
Broadcast Asia, World Trade Centre,
7th-9th June,
Singapore.
Multimedia '94, Earls Court 2, London,
UK. 14th -16th June, Replitech
International and ITA, Santa Clara,
Califomia. 22nd-24thJune, APRS,
6th -8th July,
Olympia, London, UK.
Pro Audio Asia, Singapore.
24th-26th July, BMF, Olympia 2,
London, UK.
30th-31st July,
NAMM, Nashville, USA. 8th -l0th
September, Leipzig Radio Show,
11th -14th
Leipzig Exhibition Centre
September, PLASA, Earl's Court,
London, UK.
18th -20th September,
IBC '94, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. 19th -23rd September,
Image World Video Expo, New York,
22nd -27th September,
USA.
12th -15th
Photokina, Cologne.
October, NAB, Los Angeles, USA.
10th -11th November, SEES,
10th -13th
Birmingham, UK.
November 97th AES Convention,
16th -18th
San Francisco, USA.
November Tonmeister, Karlsruhe,
Germany. 16th -18th November
Interbee, Makuhari, Japan
,
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20 bit Differential DAC
Super low distortion
Wide dynamic range
Staggering sonic improvement
In -line
e
e

processing for:

Error concealment
DC fil-ering and reclocking
Nicam emphasis stripping
Varispeed handling

i

Caber DSP Reference units in development:

it

2

24
24

gib converter with

noise shaping
Limiter- Compressir

bDigital

Fader.

bnorograrnmable Processor

TMeSP Reference Series

a new standard in djgital processing
Full information from

AUDIO

DESIGN

oe Park, Pangbourne, RG8 7JW, UK.
844545 Fax +44 (0) 734 842604

"THE BEST"
Just Keeps Getting Better...
"The M5000 is part
of my standard rack."

See us at
AES Amsterdam
Booth F53

"The depth of field and remarkable
quality puts this unit at the top of my
list of reverbs will use on every project."

George Massenburg

I

GrammyTM Award winner and
TEC "Hall of Fame" Engineer

Bruce Swedien
Grammy Award winner and
TEC "Hall of Fame" Engineer

"A cleanliness that makes
me wish could remix every
record I've ever done."

"I won't go into
the studio without it!"

I

Roger Nichols

Al Schmitt

Grammy and MC Award
winning Engineer

/1/15
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Six time Grammy Award
winning Engineer
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...and better and better.

The M5000 is the only software and hardware upgradable digital signal processor in the world.
No need to purchase a new unit every few years. Under continuous refinement, the M5000 will serve you for years to come.

Unlimited User Presets
Talk about storage
capacity...22,077 user
presets will fit on a
standard 1.44Meg
floppy disk. PCMCIA
memory card too.

The 60 sec. Upgrade
A "NEW" M5000 is as
near as your mailbox
or modem, since the

Minutes of Sampling

Expandable Hardware

Our Extended Sampling
Option permits fast
triggered samples up
to 3 minutes in phase
locked Stereo or
6 minutes in Mono.

Want a second "machine"
in your M5000? Simply
install expansion modules. It's cost effective
and no additional rack
space is required!

The 100+ Presets
include Reverb,
Nonlinear,Ambience,
Pitch, Chorus and
Delay like no others.
Third party software to
be available soon.

latest software is
always on our exclusive
24 hour BBS.

Sampling Here NOW!
Short sampling is
standard and very
easy to use. Trigger
from analog, digital,
MIDI or pedal inputs.

8

Channels VO

In the digital domain you

can expand the M5000 to
four independent stereo
"machines" using the

AES/EBU, SPDIF or
Optical I /Os.

FREE UPGRADES
Upgrading your
M5000 to the latest
standard software is
fast, easy and best of
all FREE of charge!

IVER. 1.12

IVER. 1.12

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE& CREATIVITY

OF DENMARK

1993 WINNER

t.c. electronic
International Head Office - Grimhejvej 3, DK -8220 Brabrand, DENMARK - Phone:( +45) 86 26 28 00 Fax:( +45) 86 26 29 28
AUSTRALIA (02) 975 1211 AUSTRIA (222) 601 17 BELGIUM 011 28 1458 BRASIL 21 325 9221 CANADA (514) 738 3000 CHILE 2 231 2356 CHINA 8515533
ENGLAND 0691 -658 550 FINLAND (9) 0592055 FRANCE (1) 48 47 45 26 GERMANY 05231 -3297 GREECE (01) 8837 629 HOLLAND 030 -414500 HONG KONG 3 620202 -5
INDIA (22) 615 -0397 ISRAEL 03- 5441113 ITALY (02) 50841 JAPAN (03) 3332 -3211 KOREA (822) 741 -7385 NORWAY (22) 710710 PORTUGAL 4754348
SINGAPORE 7489333 SPAIN (93) 340 55 12 SWITZERLAND 56 32 18 50 TAIWAN 2 719 2388 THAILAND 480 -6923 U.S.A. (805) 373 -1828
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In-brief

Power: MC2
Cofounder and former Technical
Director of Klark- Teknik, Terry
Clarke, has re- emerged following a
two -year research and design
programme to launch a new
Professional Audio Company to
manufacture a new generation of
power amplifiers. With codirector, Ian
McCarthy, MC2 have set up a
manufacturing facility based in
Exeter in the South -West of England.
Using sophisticated digital
management techniques, the new
range of power amplifiers incorporate
complimentary class AB bipolar
outputs driven by a phase
compensated floating drive stage. All
the dynamic parameters are
monitored using a digital control
system which intelligently manages
load, temperature and all operating

Audio Kinetics control

Spirit Studio LC- breaking new ground at NAMM

with a revolutionary bus system. The
complete system can handle up to
1,024 audio I -0 channels in real time.
The most fundamental parameter
for musicians and audio engineers in
real -time applications is probably the
overall delay imposed by AD/DA
conversion, mixing, filtering,
equalising, etc. Conventional digital
systems have processing delays of
parameters and ensures that the
between 10 to 100ms. With a
power amplifier produces optimum
sampling rate of 48kHz, the BitWise
performance under all operating
approach offers a processing delay of
just 42.56 nanosecs. Additional delays
conditions. Specific emphasis has
due to AD and DA conversions
been given to temperature control
which will adjust the power
come to about lms, depending on the
conversion technology used.
amplifiers operating conditions
Consequently live performances can
without total shutdown. Limiters
have also been included as part of the be recorded using a single digital
mixing console, instead of separate
digital control system which can be
adjusted to match the frequency band analogue and digital systems.
The system is modular and exists
and dynamics of the load they are
required to drive.
on one or more plug -in core -board
The amplifiers are fully configured modules. At the heart of the sound mixing board is the Andromeda 6G
and wired for external control and
fully customised core board running
will be fully compatible with the
various protocols which have been
at more than 5,6 G OPS. Its based on
proposed for remote control as
the TMS320C3X/C4X 32 -bit floating
standard. The amplifier requires only point DSP from Texas Instruments.
The configuration on view at the
a small option card to interface its
AES Convention consists of a
own control system to the host
prototype console connected via a
control system.
The power amplifiers, MC650
LAN (Local Area Network) to the
mixing core. The eight channels
(650W per channel) and MC450
physically present allow the full
(450W per channel) are to be
implementation of a 32 in -line digital
launched at the Amsterdam
AES Exhibition.
mixing desk by multiple channel
MC2, Unit 6, Kingsgate,
assignment. The console consists of
Heathpark, Honiton, Devon,
I-0 modules, 128 of which can be
EX14 8YD, UK. Tel: 0404 44633.
coupled to make a single mixing desk,
Fax: 0404 44660
and a master module. The latter is
functionally independent of the
former, as communications between
the two are handled by different
software and hardware protocols.
Every I -0 module accepts a wide
The Andromeda 6G digital sound
mixing core system has been designed range of analogue, digital, mono or
to realise the potential of the 32 -bit
stereo inputs, and controls two I -0
Floating Point DSP. This core system, paths and an assignable path for `on
the fly' redirection of the control to
which makes use of scalable
other channels.
architecture, offers AD DA
BitWise n.v. Digital Design
conversion, digital input and output
channels with sample rate
Centre, Van Akenstraat 41, B -1850
Grimbergen, Belgium.
conversion, and a processing engine

Andromeda 6G

Tel: +32 02 270 25 15.
Fax: +32 02 270 27 68

Spfrit Studio LC
Soundcraft unveiled their Soundcraft
Spirit Studio LC console at the
NAMM show last month. The desk is
available in 16, 24 and 32- channel
frame sizes, delivering up to
82 inputs on mixdown. Studio LC
uses an in -line design for maximum
flexibility, with both channel and
monitor paths on each input strip,
and a Fader Flip facility to allow
switching of channel and monitor
paths without repatching. Other
channel features include 3 -band EQ
with IN-OUT switch plus swept mid
and low bands, a high -pass filter to
eliminate rumble and mic popping,
eight AUX sends and a 100mm throw
level fader.
Both line and XLR mic inputs are
provided, with switchable 48V
phantom powering. Channel insert
points are also provided to allow the
use of signal processors, while
solo -in -place allows each channel to
be monitored with level, pan and
effects send settings intact.

Soundcraft, Cranbourne House,
Cranbourne Ind. Estate, Potters
Bar, Herts EN6 3JN.

F.

Faders

Audio Kinetics have announced a
development that allows direct
AMS-Neve Flying Fader control of its
ES.Lock 1.11 system via a new
interface using the Adams Smith
2600 serial protocol. Developed in
close collaboration with AMS -Neve,
this provides users of Flying Faders
with enhanced flexibility, for a range
of machine control applications.
Audio Kinetics. Tel: 081 953 8118

Bullfrog introduce speakers
Bullfrog Inc have recently introduced
their new line of trapezoidal speaker
systems. Seven loudspeakers and
two monitors makeup the line.
Designed for small bands, DJ music
playback, on-stage monitoring or
sound reinforcement applications.
Bullfrog. Tel: +1 219 233 4151

Neutrik launch the NP2RCS
Key features of the new connector
include 2- pole' /4-inch rectangular
phone plug; robust make with
chuck -type strain relief; and ground
termination without soldering.
Neutrik. Tel: +41 75 232 53 93
Sound-Link provide ISDN link
As part of a package with the
DSM100 Digital Audio Transceiver,
is the Pro -Link ISDN Manager, which
synchronises up to three ISDN
B- Channels, with a data transmission
rate of 384Kb /s.
Sound -Link. Tel:0223 262 765
dbx extend Project

1

line

The dbx Project 1 processing line
now includes the 242 parametric
equaliser and the 206 power supply.
dbx. Tel: +1 510 351 0555

Crest add to Century Series

Tel: 0707 665900.
Fax: 0707 660482

RTW DAT remote
The RTW DC -2 (single machine
remote control) and DC -3 (dual
machine remote control) are desktop
devices with interfaces for Sony 7000
Series and Otari DTR -90 machines
and DAE-3000 control line. In
addition to a comprehensive set of
tape transport controls and a number
keypad for locate times and IDs, an
illuminated LCD screen displays time
code, tape counter or elapsed time.
Enhanced features include extended
locate facilities, back up and parallel
operation and fader start, along

www.americanradiohistory.com

242 parametric equaliser from dbx
The new Century Series LM20
monitor console provides up to 20
discrete mono mixes from up to
52 inputs. The LM 8+4 monitor
provides eight stereo and four
mono mixes and is ideal for
in -ear monitoring
Crest Audio. Tel: +1 201 909 8666.

PRODUCTS

4000 SERIES
Pure
Condenser
Following the acclaim of
AT-0033

pure condenser,

these two 'shotgun' models

offer smooth, extended
response in both studio and

demanding fielc situations.
Call us now for

product

evaluation or an info pack.

Pure
Quality

Trantec

SPECIFICATIONS
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with regular auto cue, varispeed and
chase functions.
UK: HHB Communications, 73-75
Scrubs Lane, London. NW10 6QU.
Tel: 081 960 2144. Fax: 081 960 1160.
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Trantec Systems, one of the largest
manufacturers of DTI radio
microphone systems in Europe, have
announced the launch of their latest
receiver, the S2000.
A quartz -controlled, VHF
true- diversity single conversion
receiver, the S2000 features two
separate RF sections with fixed
telescopic antennas on a durable
all -metal enclosure.
As a true -diversity system, the
S2000 constantly monitors the
received signal and switches between
the outputs of the two internal
receivers to find the best one and
avoid normal interference. It has an
exclusive LED display which
indicates power, the RF carrier
selected, audio presence and clip.
Trantec Systems, 30 Wates Way,

Willow Lane Industrial Estate,
Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 4HR.
Tel: 081 640 1225.
Fax: 081 640 4896.

Three for Valley
Three processors from Valley Audio
include the Model 433 Dynamite3;
730 DynaMap; and 4607 Gate /NR.
The Model 433 Dynamite3is a dual
channel, full function compressor,
limiter and expander-gate- ducker,
with enhanced stereo linking.
Features include selectable key or
normal detector inputs, with
function -interactive dynamics control
using Valley Audio's proprietary
Linear Integration Detection
circuitry.
The Model 730 DynaMap offers
stereo compression, keyable
expansion and gating, look -ahead

DAT remote from RTW -now

distributed in the UK by HHB

limiting and sibilance control, and
also DynaMap, a multiple threshold,
multiple segment -ratio true Digital
Dynamics Processor available with
500 storage registers.
The Model 460 X Gate /NR is a full
function, dual channel,
sweep- frequency Expander-Gate with
integral single-ended Noise
Reduction. Features include dual
channel, keyable input, selectable
frequency-sensitive Expansion,
Gating and single -ended Noise
Reduction.
Valley Audio Products Inc, 9020
West 51st Terrace, Merriam,
Kansas 66203, USA.
Tel: +1 913 432 3388.
Fax: +1 913 432 9412.

AKG release

wireless systems
for US market
AKG have introduced two wireless
microphone systems for the US

market and have announced plans for
a full line of wireless to be released
throughout 1994.
The engineers mandate for the
WMS900 multichannel system was to
design the best wireless microphone
system in the world. This modular

system allows up to 12 microphone
channels to be used simultaneously
within one UHF television channel.
The WMS 900 system also
incorporates RF circuitry that
minimises outside interferences.
The WMS900 has already been
used on the Peter Gabriel and Rod
Stewart tours.
The WMS/00 is the first in a series
of VHF wireless mics that focuses on
cost -effective systems. It was
designed to meet European wireless
communications standards. Dbx
noise-reduction circuitry is included
for improved dynamic range. The
single channel, true-diversity system
is available with a choice of two
hand -held mic transmitters, as well
as a body pack transmitter formic
and instrument use.
Meanwhile AKG's C451 modular
condenser microphone series is being
discontinued to make way for the
more up-to -date Blue -Line Series.
AKG Vienna will hold sufficient
stocks of C451 components to run
worldwide spares and service backup
for at least five years.
AKG Acoustics, 1525 Alvarado
Street, San Leandro, CA 94577,
USA. Tel: +1 510 351 3500.
Fax: +1 510 351 0500.
UK: Harman Audio, Unit Two,
Borehamwood Ind. Park, Rowley
Lane, Borehamwood, Herts.
WD6 5PZ. Tel: 081 207 5050.
Fax: 081 207 4572.
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Three from Valley Audio -730 DynaMap; Model 433 Dynamite3; and 460 X Gate/NR
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The audio mastering revolution starts here.

Because now, Sony sets a new standard in audio mastering
to take you into the next century.
MSdisc.
For the

first time, there's an audio mastering system that

incorporates the latest laser technology.
It means a storage

Now Sony is
setting a new
standard in

medium on ready -formatted,

erasable

magneto -optical

disc, providing random access

audio mastering.

that's virtually instantaneous.
It means

a

pristine

recording surface, untouched by any part of the record /playback

mechanism.
And it means that a single unit for recording and simple

editing can be all you need. Compatibility with current and future
Sony editing systems is guaranteed.
The new

PCM -9000

MSdisc recorder is exceptionally

compact, and because it has a modular design, you pay only for

the functions you need.
What's more, it offers 80
minutes of full 20-bit digital sound

quality today, with 24-bit capability already built in for tomorrow.
Put it all together and one thing's clear.

Audio mastering will never be the same again.

Sony Broadcast
International

SONY
SONY BROADCAST INTERNATIONAL JAYS CLOSE. VIABLES.

SIMPLY CALL US ON AMSTERDAM

BASINGSTOKE. HAMPSHIRE, RG22 458. UNITED KINGDOM.

020 6581911: BASINGSTOKE. UK )256 483666: BRUSSELS 02- 7241711: COLOGNE 022159660: COPETINABEN 042 995100; DUBAI 04 313472: HELSINKI 0 50291: ISTANBUL 0212 224 5961;

usBON 01 837 2316; MADRID 091 536 5700; MILAN 02 61838440: MOSCOW 095 253 2575. OSLO 02 2303530: PARIS 014945 4000; ROME 06 509 131; STOCKHOLM 08 7950800: VIENNA 0222 61050; ZURICH (SCHUEREN) 01 733 3511:
EAST CENTRAL EUROPE, CUL, BALTIC

STATE -

UK

0256 483294. MIDDLE EAST -NORTH AFRICA

- GENEVA

022 7336350; AFRICA -

UK

0256 483248. Sony and MSdisc are trademarks of the Sony Corporation, Japan.
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In -brief
Son of Francinstien Is launched
Perfect Pitch Music, the makers of the
Francinstien stereo enhancer, have
announced a new range of 3 -D sound
processors called OM. An OM
encoded recording will create a three
dimensional soundfield which totally
surrounds the listening position.
Baccus Professional.
Tel: 0234 840 408

AudioSpector for the Atari
German software house, Steinberg
have launched AudioSpector real-time
spectrum analyser software for the
Atari Falcon computer.
Harman Audio. Tel: 081 207 5050
A poke in the ear from OSC
OSC have released two more
CD -ROM sound libraries. A Poke in
the ear with a sharp stick, volume Ill
has over 1,800 sounds, effects, loops
and clip-tunes from five different
sound designers. Textural
Environments contains long, evolving
atmospheres, soundtracks and beds.
OSC. Tel: +1 415 252 0460

Clyde Presenter 2
Presenter 2 is the latest offering from
Glasgow-based broadcast console
manufacturer Clyde Electronics. The
design is aimed at the smaller radio
station for use in on -air and
production work.
Up to 19 universal input modules
can be user -reconfigured in seconds to
accept nearly any mono or stereo
source. The universal concept extends
to the equalisation and production
modules, which can be connected to
any input module, be it configured for
mono or stereo use.
Other features of the Presenter 2
console include fast acting peak
limiters on the main output,
distribution amplifiers, and
intelligent bidirectional
remote interfacing.

Clyde Electronics, 2 Rutherford
Court, 15 North Avenue,

Clydebank Business Park,
Clydebank. G81 2QP.
Tel: 041 952 7950.
Fax: 041 941 1224.

DNA shows the DICTATOR
Dutch company DNA are introducing
the Dictator at the AES '94. The
Dictator is a peak- limiter for mastering
and STL purposes. It incorporates a
clipper, pre and de- emphasis, and
separate HF- limiting.
DNA Tel: +31 (0)5270 20060

/.111.l.11

Clyde Presenter 2 desk

Fairlight MFX3
DNA's first product the
DYMAND compressor

Fairlight's MFX3 aims to provide a
truly `object based' architecture that
allows any audio clip or group of clips

Fully mono compatible Stereo
Width Enchancement
Low & Mid /High eq lift

Balanced & Unbalanced

s

to be edited or moved instantly in a
24 -track project.
An array of 40 -bit floating-point

DSPs are used as the basis of the
design which also includes digital
routing of 24 analogue and digital
inputs and outputs, clip -based EQ
and comprehensive crossfade control.
A new synch machine- control
architecture with optional digital
video record and playback is also
provided.
The MFX3 can play back 24 audio
tracks from a single hard -disk or
12 from one optical disc. The
user-interface is based on Fairlight's
MFX editing console and scrolling
waveform graphics for all tracks.
A new generation tape cartridge
subsystem provides the most reliable
and fastest backup and restore
function available, making MFX3
particularly suited for multitrack
music and general audio productions,
while also providing new features for
audio post.
Fairlight ESP, PO Box 942,
Brookvale NSW 2100, Australia.
Tel: +61 (2) 975 1230.
Fax: +61 (2) 975 1368.
Europe: Tel: 0764 849090.
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ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM

High frequency exciter section
FS -1 £499 FS -2 £625 FS -2+ £655
(excludes VAT)

Studio Sound, February 1994

systems at the Frankfurt Musik
Messe and AES Convention in
Amsterdam. The PS15 offers the
same versatility as the PS10, but
with greater power handling.
The PS15's unique shape makes it
suited to wedge monitor and
freestanding or flown applications,
where it can also be arrayed. It
comprises a 15 -inch driver and
asymmetrical dispersion horn, and
features stand fitting and optional
flying rails.
The system uses the new PS15TD
controller, using the circuitry
employed throughout NEXO's
processor range. The controller is
switchable between PA and monitor
mode, providing optimum response
for each of these applications.
NEXO, 154 Allee Des Erables, Zac
De Paris Nord II, BP 50107,
F -95950 Roissy, CDG CEDEX,
Frànce. Tel: +33148631914.
Fax: +33148632461.
UK: Network Ltd. Tel: 081 885 5858.

"...I confess to having approached
Francinstein with trepidation; to my
suprise, I liked what I heard ...
...this is the first device I have encountered with the express purpose of tinI

would be happy to use..."
Dave Foister - Studio Sound - Dec 93

FRANCINSTEIN features unique signal processing circuitry. By dynamically manipulating the
frequency spectrum and stereo image information Francinstein produces a stereo signal that is
more closely tailored to the way the ear and brain perceive sound and space. And because it
doesn't employ the crude method of injecting anti -phase signals into the opposite channel to
widen the image, Fancinstien can restore natural ambience in a way that no other unit can.

Distribution by:BACCUS - P.O. Box 127, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7HW
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Nexo's PS15
Nexo are launching the latest
addition to their PS range of speakers

kering with the stereo image that

Model FS -2 option with valves on
output stage. Also available as FS2+ fitted with Groove Tubes valves
Every unit built and individually
tested by hand to highest
specification
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- TeI:+44(0)234 840408 Fax:+44(0)234 840400
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for the type
tireless in its search
HUB also remains
to
pleased
machines that offer
result, we're
ongoing supplies.
suitably featured consumer
of
the
and
importing
UK
stop
key
as a
users. Our latest
decided to
value to professional
When Panasonic UK
announce our appointment
exceptional
into
that's
Recorder
DAT
XDS1100 - see below
of the DAT recorder
excellent SV3700 Professional
is Aiwa's superb
European distributor
discovery
supplier
leading independent
with US audio professionals
the UK, the world's
already a firm favourite
for full details.
Communications HHB
SV3700
of DAT technology
Panasonic
the
manufacturers to secure

went direct to the

HHB SECURES UK DISTRIBUTION OF
PANASONIC SV37OO DAT RECORDER
,xYStsrnrt,
POwER

:NI

The Panasonic SV3700 is a fully professional DAT recorder featuring high performance 1 hit A-t) converters,
switchable 44.1 / 48 kHz sampling rates, AES /EBU digital I /O, a shuttle wheel and infra -red remote control.
Remember, this superb machine is exclusive to HHB and our authorised dealers. Call today for details of your
nearest stockist.
..

BEWARE-ALL DAT TAPES
ARE NOT THE SAME

AIWA XD- 51100:
ANOTHER HHB EXCLUSIVE

Although priced
competitively with
DAT30

conventional
brands, HHB
DAT Tape
exhibits consistently lower block
error rates. What's more,

available in 6 lengths (15,
mail order hotline on
and 122 mins). Call our
30, 48, 62,
ty discounts.
of prices and quantity
081 960 2144 for details
accepted - 24 h
All major credit cards
it s

n

With a highly reinforced double
construction chassis, 3

motor drive mechanism, coaxial and
optical digital
finterfaces and a wireless remote,
Aiwa's superb XDS1100 is perfectly configured
for private studio use.
And like everything we supply, it's
fully backed by one

of the most experienced and respected
technical
departments in the business.

HHB Communications Limited
73 -75

Scrubs Lane, London, NW10 6QU

Tel: 081 960 2144 Fax: 081 960 1160 Telex: 923393'1

Before You

Jump Into
Digital Nonlinear

Post-Production,
Make Sure
You've Got The
Right Equipment.
Moving into digital

post-production

is a big

step. But it doesn't have
to be a leap of faith.

than 2,000 professional
installations, backed by
an outstanding customer
support staff.

Hollywood: choose Avid.

you'll find the
first high-quality nonlinear
online video systems. The
world's first true 24 -frame
digital film editing system.
At Avid,

And the first affordable

digital audio workstation to

integrate multitrack audio
with sync -locked digital

Please see
us at
AMSTERDAM
STAND C35

From video to film to
audio, oray Avid's Emmy
Award-whining systems
cover you every step of the way.

audio to film. And
we 're proven in more

Just do what more
professionals have done,
from commercial TV to

-

to offline, from

motion picture.
The fact is, no
other company offers
you so many choices
for digital editing.
- From
online

Avid knows how to

make editing systems that
unleash your imagination.
That work intuitively, the
way you work. That give
you the power to explore
your ideas more easily,
more quickly, and more
effectively than ever before.

Before you jump
into digital nonlinear

post-production, call the
company that's already
been there
+ 44 753 65 59 99 (Pat).
We'll make sure your next
digital system is a step in
the right direction.

A

:

When You're Ready For The Best.

Avid Technology Europe: Pinewood Studios, Pinewood Road, Iver, Bucks SLO ONH - England

CEDAR DC1 DECLICKER
In Studio Sound's October 1993 issue
we looked at CEDAR's CR1
DeCrackler, the company's latest
software-module -in -a -box, and made
passing reference to the DC1
DeClicker. Since the DC1 was the
first model of this type, predating the
CR1 by some time, and since it
represents more closely the image
most people have of what CEDAR is
all about (however wide of the mark
that might be), it warrants more
detailed inspection.
To recap briefly: CEDAR
recognised some time ago that their
complete audio -restoration system
was out of the financial reach of most
nonspecialist facilities, but elements
of what it does would be particularly
useful in areas of the business. They
therefore decided to produce standalone units duplicating the various
constituent software modules of the
whole system -the first was the DC1.
The software in the DC1, as the
name suggests, specifically targets
clicks as opposed to other types of
background noise -crackles, hiss,
buzzes and so on. CEDAR themselves
loosely subdivide clicks into three
categories according to their size and
nature, which they refer to as ticks,
clicks and scratches. The difference is
largely defined by the nature of the
treatment required to remove them,
and translates into three algorithms
in the software.
Physically the DC1 is virtually
identical to its more recent
stablemate. Operation revolves
around a large blue LCD with five
soft keys and a large data wheel, and
is surprisingly uncomplicated-there
is even less to adjust than on the
CR1. Signal can be presented to the
unit in analogue or digital form,
balanced or unbalanced, SPDIF or
AES -EBU, and all output formats are
available simultaneously. Analogue
use will require the use of the large
.

bright input and output meters in
conjunction with a single input -level
control, and even with digital signals
these should be watched as the
internal 32 -bit processing could
conceivably produce output levels
exceeding the input levels. This
eventuality is coped with by a digital
output attenuator.
Making the DC1 do its job really
could not be simpler, but an
understanding of the difference
between the types of processing
algorithm is of help. The algorithms
are simply referred to as Small,
Medium and Large, but since
increasing the size of the signal
disturbance alters the nature of the
problem and the methods required to
solve it, they cannot be considered as
increasing degrees of the same thing;
they are three quite distinct
processes.
The Small setting assumes the
presence of a very short click
(CEDAR's `tick') which would appear
pretty much as a single vertical line
superimposed on the waveform of the
original signal. All the computer has
to do is remove that vertical line and
join up the ends of what is left.
The Medium setting assumes a
longer disturbance, clearly spread
across several cycles of the waveform.
Simply joining up the ends in this
case would obviously result in
distortion of the original signal, so
the software uses AI and modelling
techniques to calculate what ought to
have been there. Since it can perform
50 million calculations per second, it
claims to be capable of dealing with
5,000 such clicks across the two
channels every second.
The Large setting recognises that
certain types of click may have
aftereffects lasting considerably
longer than the initial offending
noise. The most obvious example is a
had scratch on a record which can

induce resonances in the pickup arm;
these then show up as low
frequencies superimposed on the
signal. Simply removing the click (as
in the Medium setting) can leave the
low- frequency `tail' intact, resulting
in a popping effect when this appears
after the corrected gap. The Large
setting therefore attempts to deal
with any such aftereffects in addition
to the basic declicking function.
In practice, of course, the most
appropriate setting can quickly be
found by trial and error, since it is so
simple to switch between them; it
may be worth pointing out that the
system operates in real time, in case
there is anyone who still thinks it is a
drawn -out process. Once the
algorithm has been decided upon, the
only remaining adjustment is the
Threshold, which dictates how hard
the whole process works.
I used the same DAT tape full of 78
transcriptions as for the CR1 review,
safe in the knowledge that this time
it would be more suitable as test
material than it had been then. The
results, with the minimum of fiddling
about, were as dramatic as could be
hoped. It is quite uncanny to hear
how good the recording on an old 78
really can be under all that surface
damage, and how low the real noisefloor of the medium is. Setting the
unit up is so straightforward that it is
quite difficult to introduce offending
side effects, and very simple to
eliminate them altogether leaving
nothing more than the wanted signal
and any steady -state noise, which,
obviously, this process does not touch.
It is possible to get the feeling that
some treble is missing, but careful
listening always reveals that the
main HF component in the
unprocessed signal is the surface
damage, and that the underlying
recording retains any extreme top
end it may have had to start with.
Nothing I tried -from operatic arias
to trad jazz-showed any signs of side
effects, and far from disturbing
low -level signals the process revealed

m
cr
DJ
m

more ambience and detail than one

might credit medium with carrying.
My choice of test material,
however, makes me guilty of the
same assumptions about CEDAR as
most of the rest of the industry. True,
their early associations were with
archives of early recordings which
required restoration, but that kind of
work now constitutes a small part
-less than 10% by CEDAR's
reckoning-of the use to which their
products are put. The process is just
as happy dealing with LP records,
film soundtracks-optical and
magnetic -and digital clicks as it is
with 78s and cylinders. Current users
of the DC1 comprise mostly of
mastering facilities -not just the
specialist restoration ones -and
broadcast studios. Many radio
stations are using them to archive
their vinyl libraries to a digital
medium such as CD -R, and some
even use them live on -air to
safeguard against rogue clicks
offending their listeners.
There is no doubt that the DC1
delivers the goods, exactly as
promised, in the most effective and
user-friendly way possible. Some
might say that at that price it had
better work-although it is vastly
cheaper than the complete CEDAR
system it is still strictly for the
serious user. Enough of such serious
users have already stumped up for
one, however, to demonstrate that if
you regularly encounter the kind of
problems it sets out to solve then the
DC1 is an indispensable tool.

Dave Foister
UK: HHB Communications Ltd,
73 -75 Scrubbs Lane, London
NW10 6QU. Tel: 081 960 2144.
Fax: 081 960 1160.
US: Independent Audio, 295 Forest
Avenue, Suite 121, Portland, Maine
04101 -2000. Tel: +1 207 773 2424.
Fax: +1 207 773 2422.

Cost-effective click removal derived from the CEDAR. system is the heart of the DC1
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The new TUBE -TECH LCA 2B stereo
compressor /limiter is based on the very
successful LCA 2A (released April -93).
The LCA 2B features ouput level
control and limiter on /off switch.
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The Audio Gallery-16- channel multitimbrality and a generous 32 -note polyphony

KORG

AUDIO GALLERY
The quiet revolution of
beige-coloured, blank -faced sound
modules intended for use with
computer sequencers cannot have
been missed by anybody even
remotely interested in synths.
Korg's Audio Gallery is important
because it is the company's first
offering to this sector and because it
represents an attractive starter pack
for music departments and beginners
as well as acting as a space -efficient
and, in places, a very nice -sounding
affordable expander module.
The package is strong. The Audio
Gallery comes in two different
versions for IBM or Mac computers
which are connected via a serial port
or modem -printer port cable
respectively. Consequently, the unit
performs the function of a MIDI
interface for these computers with a
sound module tagged on. Software
thrown into the IBM bundle includes
the deceptively able Passport Trax
sequencer with fairly extensive
editing, notation and external sync.
There is also a Passport MIDI Player
program which permits MIDI song
files to be played back and edited
with controller data using an
on- screen mixing console. Finally,
there is a MIDI driver, MIDI song file
convertor and some tunes to get your
feet tapping.
The Audio Gallery's 1U-high
half-rack hardware is impressively
specified with 16- channel
multitimbrality and a generous
32 -note polyphony in Single mode. It

uses the Al' synthesis from the 011W being widely available and intended
Series of workstations to generate 128 to be run exclusively from computers.
GM (General MIDI) sounds and
Whichever way you look at the
-thankfully -many of the Double
Audio Gallery it is a damn good deal.
mode sounds are not the sort you
Combining a computer MIDI
would want to use on a regular basis
interface, a sound module, a
(they include such useful timbres as
sequencer with notation plus a
Seashore, Birds, Telephone,
handful of other useful things makes
Helicopter and Stadium) -sadly,
it a one -stop shop for the beginner
things like this make GM a joke and
with a mute Mac or IBM. It is only
waste so much potential.
slightly less attractive as a
The front panel houses a power
stand -alone tone module but it has
switch, power and MIDI indicators
32 -note polyphony and some very
and a volume control while the rear
workable sounds. The Audio Gallery
has MIDI In, Thru and Out, a socket
is certainly worth a listen.
for the computer cable, a headphone
Korg UK, 8-9 The Crystal Centre,
socket, stereo phono outputs and twin
Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middx
phono inputs which allow other
HAl 2YR. Tel: 081 427 5377.
sources to be cascaded into the Audio
Gallery for mixer -less listening.
Other controller data that can be
SGX2ORJ
employed in addition to the GM spec
include attack, release, brightness
and VDF modulation plus chorus and
reverb depth so it is actually quite a
flexible unit. Sound-wise it is
I initially suspected that the drift to
surprising, and Korg's interpretation
`Express' status for the SGX2000
of GM noises is impressive. There are guitar preamp was little more than a
some very good pianos, some very
face lift -in fact it is the complete
usable organs, excellent bass sounds
opposite. Externally we have still got
and some good washes. The film
those same wacky graphics (not for
soundtrack tones are well
the myopic) legending and that luke
represented
lot of them are
warm LCD, but internally ART have
Double mode and beg the question of
been fiddling around with the vital
how long before they start to sound
internal organs.
really dated. There is an argument
It is still that the rather good
that says they are cliched already and 12AX7- driven guitar preamp with
you cannot say that about a piano.
tone knobs on the front and digital
People talk about the inevitability
multieffects inside but it now sports
of effects processors being hosted in
the lungs of a giant.
computers but before that happens
Factory presets numbering 475
you can expect to see this same sort of reside in four banks tagged Classic,
integration.
Performance, Production and
We must now be within spitting
Contribution. The first two are
distance of intricate blank boxes, and dedicated to guitar effects, the third
not just simple playback modules,
uses the unit's all -round effects

ART

EXPRESS

-a

processing abilities and stereo line
level input capability to generate
recording-type effects which include a
selection for guitar, while the fourth
concerns itself with slightly more
extreme guitar patches. These can be
arranged in 200 user slots where your
own creations can also be stored.
Assuming a certain amount
knowledge of the original SGX2000
enhancements on the Express include
warmer reverb algorithms, a dual
pitch transposer, an increased
regenerated delay time (from 1150ms
to 1300ms), a good old-fashioned
phaser, and a thicker chorus. The
grandly- titled Acoustic Environment
Simulator is supposed to have been
tweaked but still does not convince
and the LED pseudorunes on the
original unit's autotuner have been
replaced by a vastly improved and
understandable version.
It is still a great sounding unit
with a subtlety less heavy complexion
that is still able to rip the pile off the
carpet when required. There are some
fabulously produced presets in the
Classic and Performance banks which
fill in one of the blind spots of the
altogether earthier sounding original
SGX2000. As a result it is a more
complete device. Even the production
bank has its use simply because it
presents every single effect type in
isolation for individual auditioning
and use. The old unit was a capable of
this but basically did not have the
memory to make it easy for the user
to access them as single patches.
It is actually a testament to the
flexibility of the device that it can fill
475 locations with variations of its
processing skills and while I am not
saying that every one is totally
different, I am saying that you do not
get an impression of great similarity.
You can not say that of many units of
this type. There is a phenomenal
palette of tones including many
excellent ones from the original
SGX2000.
The Express is a worthy successor
and adds real value. A very good
device has just become superb.

Advanced Research and
Technology, 215 Tremont Street,
Rochester, New York 14608.
Tel: +1 716 436 2720.
UK: Harman Audio, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park,
Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Herts
WD6 5PZ. Tel: 081 207 5050.

Music News is compiled
by Zenon Schoepe
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In terms

of enhanced audio and video quality, digital
recording and editing has virtually eliminated the
generation losses that were all to common with analogue
technologies. In addition, the nondestructive nature of
disk -based systems means that audio editors and mixers can
refine and continue to develop the final stereo/surround -sound
mix, without having to redub source reels. In just about every
aspect, the advent of digital audio represents a dramatic
paradigm change for the video postproduction industry.
Hollywood Digital is a new West- Coast -based facility that
has made a dramatic investment in digital audio and video
techniques. Ground breaking for the 2 -story complex, located
on Sunset Boulevard in the
heart of the Los Angeles
music -recording, broadcast
and media district, began in
August 1992; the facility
formally opened for business
in February 1993. From the
outset, Hollywood Digital's
owners, headed by CEO Bill
Burnsed, made a firm and
unwavering commitment to

James Douglas visits a
hot new US facility
committing to the use of
networked digital audio
workstations
22
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digital technologies. The complex includes digital
component and composite edit bays, telecine, audio editing
and mix rooms located on the ground floor, with a traffic
department and general office suites on the upper floor. A
central machine room houses the various digital video and
audio transports, plus digital routers, synchronisation and
peripheral equipment.
But, as Burnsed is the first to concede, timing was
important to the facility's success. `Put simply, we could not
have built this facility a year earlier-the technology just
wasn't available. Our overall raison d'etre was to improve the
quality of audio as well as video, by implementing one of the
first truly all-digital throughputs for video postproduction.
Only recently, however, have we seen the introduction of
hardware that really allowed us to design and build a state-ofthe -art, all -digital facility: a sophisticated digital video
routing switcher; second -generation D2 DVTRs; and fully
integrated, disk -based audio editing-mixing workstations.'
For Burnsed and his partners, `audio is going to be a focus
of improvement in network, cable and related video delivery
media for the next five to ten years. Responding to those
needs, we have created a facility here that elevates audio and
video postproduction to a new plateau of refinement.'

Space is provided on the ground floor for an eventual total
of ten on -line digital edit bays, plus a pair of telecine rooms,
two mix-to-picture suites, two sound editorial rooms and a
central master control- machine room. Systems design was
handled by B &B Systems, based in Valencia, CA, with
acoustic consultation from Audio Division Director Andre
Perreault and Ken Fause. Total budget for the 33,000f0
complex, Burnsed recalls, was close to $11 million.
`We worked very closely with the top hardware
manufacturers,' he continues, `at what we consider to be an
unprecedented level of cooperation.' The Grass Valley Group
was Hollywood Digital's main video supplier; Solid State Logic
supplied the main audio systems; BTS -Sony provided the
majority of digital ATR and VTRs.
All signal routing is handled via a GVG Serial Digital
Video Router for composite and component video, linked to a
GVG Digital Audio Router. Total audio routing capability is
284 -in by 384 -out, routing via four channels of AES -EBUformat signal per cross point. Sub -sample accurate
audio-video synchronisation for all NTSC and PAL frame
rates is achieved via an Nvision Master Digital Clock. Nvision
NV4448 sample -rate convertors are also available for
44.1kHz /44.056-to-48kHz digital- domain transfers.

On -line edit suites
Four composite digital D2/D3 Edit Bays house Grass Valley
Model 251 editors and Model 3000 switchers, linked to Accom
digital -disc recorders. A component digital Dl Edit Bay
features a Model 251 editor linked to a Model 4000 switcher.
The two digital telecine bays utilise Rank Ursa units with
Renaissance DaVinci colour correction and a GVG Model 1000
component switcher. All edit rooms and telecine bays
incorporate Graham -Patten Systems D -ESAM Series Digital
Edit Suite Audio Mixers, which provide edit-system control of
audio mixing in a manner similar to conventional video
switchers. D -ESAM mixers are designed around a
programmable input- routing architecture that can be
controlled from an external video editing system, using
industry- standard ESAM II serial -control protocols.
Equalisation and external processing loops are also available.
Any analogue or digital audio input can be electronically
assigned as a source to any channel fader and any output
-on an edit -to -edit basis if necessary. All channel level
settings, channel- machine assignments and audio crossfades
can be stored as snapshots, and instantly recalled. As
23
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broadcast and post industries
incorporate digital audio and
video technologies, D-ESAM
products offer complete
function control from the
video- editor control panel,
coupled with a highly

sophisticated input
architecture employing
virtual- machine concepts.
Each D-ESAM 800
handles up to 56 analogue
and digital inputs, routing
via a Virtual Ipput Matrix to
four analogue Programme,
four digital Programme, and
four Monitor outputs.
Programmable EQ, channel
delay and digital output for
external processing are also
available. Two additional
D -ESAM systems have also
been installed at an off-site
location owned and operated
by Hollywood Digital, where
Fox Television's Front Page
series is edited.
`The D -ESAM digital
mixers were chosen for four,
primary reasons,' Burnsed
recalls. `First, the name
"Graham-Patten" is
universally recognised as
signifying high quality audio
for our clients. Second,
D -ESAM mixers are very
straightforward to operate,
and instinctive in operation.
Third, Graham- Patten have
an excellent track record for
delivering its products on
time, and fully operational
straight out of the box-we
just cannot afford downtime
at our facility! And, fourth,
the D -ESAM is fully
compatible with our existing
Grass Valley Group Model 251 editors, as well as the new
Sabre and Axial systems currently under evaluation.
Digital audio and video tape machines housed in the
central machine room include: 3 BTS -Sony Model 300 and
2 Model 500 DI- format DVTRs; 9 Sony DVR -20 and 4 DR -28
D2- format DVTRs; 6 Panasonic D3 composite DVTRs; 4 Sony
D -75 and 12 D -265 Beta -D VTRs; and 5 Sony BVU-3000
analogue C- Format VTRs with serial-digital video I -0.
`The Dl- component digital edit suite,' Burnsed continues,
`specialises in high -level commercials, music videos and
special productions, plus the kind of sophisticated compositing
necessary for commercials, graphics and title sequences. The
composite bays handle the majority of editing sessions at
Hollywood Digital, including episodic TV and drama series,
plus Monies -o the -Week. Half of our sessions are for broadcast
episodic TV and drama series; 30% for commercials, music
video and promos; and the remainder for informational and
high-end corporate productions.'

f

Networked
audio -for -video
Because of the sequential nature of audio mix -to- picture and
sweetening, Hollywood Digital decided to opt for a fully
integrated approach from editing through mixing. According
to the facility's Audio Division Director, Andre Perreault, the
initial design plan called for a pair of dialogue, music and
effects editorial rooms feeding a pair of mix-to-picture suites.
'But we also wanted to make sure that files could be
24 Studio Sound, February 1994
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HARTS

OF

THE WEST

Weekly production of one of CBS Television's hit series,
Harts of the West, produced by Kushner -Locke, truly
stretches the outside of the all-digital technology envelope.
Starring the father and son team of Lloyd and Beau
Bridges, audio production for Harts of the West ties up three
rooms at Hollywood Digital for the better part of a week.
According to Audio Division Director Andre Perreault-and
who also mixes the show -'we spend about 14 man -days on
editing and mixing Harts of the West. Dialogue and ADR
editing on ScreenSound in the Audio3 Suite takes up about
10 man -days, while Foley, music and effects requires
around 4 man-days in Audio4.
The production dialogue comes to us on time code Nagra
reels, 20-40 per show, which we load into ScreenSound.
Having accessed the EDL information from the video offline session, we can use ScreenSound's Autoconform
function to checkerboard the sound clips against time code.
Then the dialogue editor will go back and fix any holes, and
also load in any alternate takes that he thinks might be
needed during the mix session. The music is supplied on
time -code DAT, which is laid in against the work print, and
then edited on the second ScreenSound.
`Eventually we end up with the material prelaid to four
hard drives: one for eight channels of dialogue; another for
eight channels of ambiance and background tracks; another
for eight channels of Foley and music; and the final drive
for eight channels of sound effects. These four drives can be
accesses directly from my Scenaria-OmniMix system in
Audio2, using SSL's SoundNet.'
Perreault lays out the mix on his 32- channel assignable
Scenaria -OmniMix console as follows: Channels 1 -8 for
dialogue; 9 -16 for sound effects; 17-24 for stereo and mono
backgrounds- ambiances; and 25-32 for six tracks of Foley
and stereo music. In reality, channels 1-24 are located
within the Scenaria -OmniMix section, and the remaining
eight through the built -in ScreenSound. 'I can also reassign sources so that I can use the ScreenSound editor to
edit an fine tune the tracks; on the Scenaria -OmniMix I'm
limited to fetching sound files to the desktop, and locating
them to picture.'
The various tracks are equalised and blended to produce
a final stereo soundtrack mix. Prior to the OmniMix
upgrade, Perreault needed to route sound cues via effectssend buses to external delays and reverb processors. `Now I
can access everything from OmniMix, including reverb
programs and room simulations, and store their settings as
part of the automation files for subsequent recall.'
OmniMix also means that the engineer can

simultaneously output the submix balances that are
transferred in the digital domain to a Sony PCM-3324. `For
Harts of the West, I need to produce a stereo mix plus M &E
tracks for foreign language dubs -which are laid back to
tracks 1-4 of the master D2 digital VTR -as well as stereo
dialogue, stereo effects, stereo Foley and stereo music
submixes for the 3324.' A single 24 -track tape holds stereo
submixes for three shows.
`Before the OmniMix upgrade, I needed to make separate
passes through the system to generate the M &E and four
stereo submixes. Now, because of the additional output
buses, I can generate them all simultaneously. That saves
me a lot of time at the end of a long mix session!'
accessed from each area,' he stresses, 'so that we could
dramatically reduce the amount of sound transfers required
from the initial production reels to the final soundtrack mix.
For that reason alone, the SSL ScreenSound and Scenaria
combination, with a SoundNet system to interlink them, was
the only way to go.'
'It was an easy decision to go with the integrated Scenaria
system,' Bill Burnsed confides. 'In addition to enhanced
digital record-replay quality, Scenaria's random -access
replay -editing, digital mixing and [VisionTrackl hard -disk
video [storage system] has dramatically improved our work

throughput.'

What a concept...

Concept One
Digitally Controlled Production Consoles
Although new to Otari, Concept 1 is the culmination of over twenty years of console design and
manufacturing expertise. Given the unusally attractive price, what else is different?
True symmetrical inline design with up to 48 dual I/O modules featuring 96 automated mix channels.
Each channel path uses its own dedicated, identical 4 -band equalizer with a 100 mm large fader.
Console -wide snapshot automation allows storing and recalling of switch functions, manually or with
reference to SMPTE /MIDI timecode. DISKMIXTM dynamic fader & mute automation enables fader
grouping with VCA or moving faders. Additional console screen dynamics will follow.
User programmable softkeys per I/O module and the additional virtual master status control create
a new level of operational flexibility.
Each channel's switching functions may be accessed from the easy to understand master section in form
of an active color -coded block diagram (photo insert).
CompuCalTM allows precise digital calibration of output and meter levels.

The particulars are endless, but the bottom line is simple:
Otari has done more than just reinventing midrange audio consoles.

D

®

OTARI Deutschland GmbH
Rudolf-Diesel- Straße 12 D -40670 Meerbusch
Tel. 0 2159-5 08 61
Fax 0 21 59 -17 78
Telex 8 531638 otel -d

SoundNet comprises
a central resource of
hard disks, M -0 discs

and backup tape drives,
each of which are made
available on request to
the ScreenSound and
Scenaria rooms. For
assigning drives
SoundNet uses highspeed, point -to -point
SCSI interconnects laid
out in a `star'
configuration; a
separate Ethernet
serial network connects
all processors in a 'ring'
structure to coordinate
and control activities.
Such a hybrid ring and
star network is
essential to fast work
flow. Since each

SoundNet supports a
total of up to eight
users (including off-line
Exabyte and M-0
backup), the network in
essence offers the
equivalent to
64 simultaneous
channels -including up
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individual stations.
SoundNet's storage array resides in a central machine room, along
with a variety of time -code -capable DAT machines for inloading
production dialogue and other time -code -stamped materials. Also located
in the machine room are two Sony PCM -3324 DASH -format multitrack
used to hold final stereo mixes, plus multichannel submixes and M &E
(music and effects) stems.
A pair of editorial rooms handle dialogue, ADR, Foley, sound -effects
and music editing on ScreenSound systems, which were recently
upgraded to v.5 specifications. An enhanced processor dramatically
speeds up a variety of functions, including screen displays, machine
control and scrub editing. Other new v.5 features include high-resolution
screen graphics, advanced editing options, plus audio reconform and
autoconform. The upgrade also enables VisionTrack, SSL's disk- based,
random -access video option to be added to ScreenSound, in a format that
now includes a 2- channel recorder function for off-line sound loading.
The two identical mix-to- picture rooms feature SSL Scenaria
postproduction systems, equipped with 38 virtual channels, dynamic
automation and 24 -track random -access hard -disk recording capabilities.
Each Scenaria accommodates 24 individual analogue and 24 individual
digital AES -EBU-format inputs. The systems were recently upgraded to
OmniMix format, which adds several radical features, including
surround -sound mixing, dynamic panning, and multitrack output buses.
Also provided on each Scenaria -OmniMix is a full- function VisionTrack
system, which allows one hour of bandwidth -compressed video to be
stored to a dedicated hard drive. In this way, the mixing engineer can
instantly locate to a selected time -code location, without the inevitable
delays associated with VCRs or laser disc players.
`We can also edit VisionTrack files,' Perreault says, 'to accommodate
picture changes where material has been removed, or to add black in
sections where new scenes might need be added. We just make the cuts,
and all audio [time-code -referenced] edit points and automation data are
updated automatically.'
Edit decision lists generated by conventional video editors can be
imported directly into ScreenSound, and assigned to tracks for
autoconform sequences. At the time of our visit, as mentioned in the
accompanying sidebar, Hollywood Digital's Scenaria -OmniMix-equipped
Audio2 Suite was being used to remix the popular Harts of the West TV
series. Harts of the West is off-line edited on a Avid Media Composer
nonlinear system, and then on -lined with conventional DVTRs. `Because
we can access the time -code EDL data,' Perreault points out, `it
dramatically streamlines the dialogue and ADR stages in our
ScreenSound rooms, and saves a great deal of time!'
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The engineers love it,

the

A &R

men love it,

and my accountant

almost broke into
a smile

"

The DC2000 breaks new ground for in -line recording by offering
moving fader technology at a price that you can afford.

complete integrated workstation, the DC2000 has in built
computer :ontrol and requires no additional PC. Through its
moving fader technology, the DC2000 provides an accurate and
intuitive approach to sound recording, that would be alnost
impossible to achieve manually.
As a

With advanced project management capabilities, mixes ca now
be created raster and more effectively by utilising the DC2000's
advanced on -board touch screen computer, dedicated software
package and hard disk storage...
and as the DC2000 comes from Soundcraft, you can trust t iem to

deliver a product that is produced to the highest standards of
manufacture and service.
why not make the next move and call your nearest Soundcraft
dealer. It could make you, and your accountant, extremely happy.
So

Harman International Industries Ltd., Cranborne House, Cranborne Industrial Estate, Cranbornetd.,
Potters Bar, He-ts EN6 3JN, England. Tel: +44 (0) 707 663000. Fax: +44 (0) 707 660482
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SOUNDNET AND HIGH SPEED DATA TRANSFER

SOUND
CONNECTION

SOUND
PERFECTION
'Universal' is the latest addition to our
Professional Audio multipole connector range
aimed at the studio /broadcast market. The panel
mounting 3, 4 and 5 pin connectors are now
available in the same panel mounting footprint
for both male and female connectors.
The

Manufactured in the UK as part of the DGS Pro -

Audio range, the new 'Universals' feature
precision zinc die cast bodies, silver or gold plated
contacts and are available in satin nickel or black
chrome finish. Our unique and flexible colour
coding system can be used when the connectors
are front mounted.

front or rear mounted and
are engineered to the demands of the
professional user without compromising total
signal quality.

The connectors can be

The majority of current- generation audio hard -disk
systems feature an enclosed structure combining a
processor and a hard disk. Such systems need to
copy, or upload, material onto the disk each time it
is required, and before any creative work can take
place. While material will always have to be
transferred into the digital system at the start of a
post session, duplication at later stages is
unnecessary. For many facilities, the time required
for routine data transfer is a fundamental obstacle
to working efficiently.
Simple, 2- channel editing and mixing does not
normally form the heart of audio postproduction.
Instead, multichannel capability is required,
coupled with a process that typically will pass work
through a number of stages for preparation, editing
and mixing before the master soundtrack is
produced. A need for efficiency and
cost -effectiveness has resulted in several strategies
for moving work through each of these
complementary stages, including faster copying
and, of greater importance, networked systems.
We might draw up the following list of criteria
for a `real- world' digital audio network:
It should provide multiple operators with a
working area that offers unrestricted random access control.
It should allow operators to be located anywhere
within a multiroom facility.
It should provide high -speed intermediate data
storage (both short-term and long -term) for
work-in- progress.
It should provide high -speed search and import

capacity. A single channel of 16 -bit audio at a
48kHz sample rate requires 0.768 Mbitlsec, a
number that rises proportionately for higher
sample rates or greater resolution. The idea of
multiple users accessing multiple channels of
digital audio over a LAN simultaneously and
reliably is not a practical reality.
It can be argued that faster serial systems with
fibre -optic cables might loosen these constraints by
offering the same Ethernet and Token Ring
protocols, but at a higher raw data rate. Yet all
such a strategy can do is to move the boundary
without changing the underlying realities. As soon
as traffic on the network builds up to a useful level,
users' needs for on-time audio will conflict, and
someone will be forced to wait for real -time access
to a sound file.
But there is an alternative network strategy that
achieves the required result much more directly
and reliably. Two separate structures form a single
hybrid network, providing multiple users with
access to central audio storage. Such a system can
support a central resource of hard disks, optical
drives and backup tape drives, and make them
available to a number of users on request. For the
disk assignment, the hybrid network uses highspeed, point -to-point SCSI interconnects in a star
configuration. A separate Ethernet serial network
connects all processors in a ring structure to
coordinate and control activities.
Such a 'ring and star' hybrid is fundamental to
fast work flow. A total of 8 ScreenSound users
(including off -line backup) is equivalent to

capabilities when additional sounds are required
during a session.
It should provide off-line backup without tying
up an operational facility.
It should expedite, when necessary, rapid
changes of sessions.
These are all functions we take for granted in a
conventional office network. However, many
assumptions that might currently be valid for office
Local Area Networks (LANs) are inappropriate for
digital audio networks. A typical LAN
communicates serial data via coax cable using, for
example, Ethernet and Token Ring protocols, with a
theoretical maximum speed of 10 Mbit/sec. (But,
due to hardware limitations, this is seldom realised
in practice.)
Digital audio data is, of course, extremely bulky
and requires much more storage and transmission

64 simultaneous channels, including varispeed of
up to 150%, with no interaction between users and
no theoretical limit to expansion. Distributing audio
and project storage resource is simply a matter of
assigning devices to users. Projects may be
switched from room to room in a matter of seconds,
sending material from autoconform to the editor, or
from the editor to the mixer, for instance. Working
disks can be held by the network for temporary

They're backed by a unique understanding of the
needs of the Pro -Audio market the world over.
And the knowledge of how to engineer solutions
to perfection.
For information on the

'Universal' or details on
the entire Deltron DGS Pro -Audio Range contact
us

storage of partly-completed projects.
When the time comes for Exabyte data tape
backups, these can be managed directly by the
network controller. Off-line backups are handled in
the machine room, and do not need to involve
operational areas. Effectively, the edit and mix
rooms have no backup or restore downtime, and can
be scheduled to fit the work, not the other way
around.
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AUDI03: DIALOG 8 ADR EDITING
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Four Hard drives:
Master SFX Drive (8 channels).
Master Backgrounds (8 channels).
Matter Foley /Music Drive (8 channels).
Master Dialog Drive (8 channels).
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Control
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AUDI02: MIX-TO- PICTURE
AND

SWEETENING

Diagram of SoundNet system used to interconnect various editing and
mix -to-picture rooms at Hollywood Digital, during the production of the weekly
Harts of the West series
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SI

No other keyboard rocks the planet like the Peavey DPM SI. The SI itself,
a stream -lined powerhouse, sports a sleek extended 76 -key design,
32 -note polyphony and a 16- track, 80,000 not sequencer. making it one
of the best values in the un verse. But what really makes it take off are the

instrument sounds on earth, as well as the great classic analog and digital
synth sounds that have made Peavey a world -class leader in keyboard
products. In addition to the new instrument waveforms, the SI now
includes all new drum and percussion samples like brush drums, rap

new sounds. With up to 500 programs availallle, the SI ships with some
out -of- this -world waveforms. Working with such prestigious developers as
Prosonus, McGill University, and Northstar Prcductions, Peavey engineers

drums, and ethnic percussion. And if that weren't enough, with the use of
the optional GGM program card, the SI is made General MIDI compatible.
So if old-world technology has you grounded, see your Peavey dealer
today for a test flight. The DPM SI takes you to a whole new world.

have assembled

some of the finest natura

acoustic and orchestral

The Peaveu DPM SI

D

DPiis

World Of Imagination

PEAVEY

Digital vs
analogue
editing and
mixing
For the majority of TV shows produced
in analogue or hybrid analogue -digital
facilities, audio tracks are prepared by
editing production dialogue and ADR to
match picture edits, and then adding
various music, sound- effects, Foley and
related cues. These elements would
then be prelaid to a time -code
multitrack reel, with alternatives and
maybe A-B checkerboarded tracks if the
project was particularly complex. Any
changes during the mix would then
require that the source reels be
re- edited and redubbed to the
multitrack reel,
Hollywood Digital's combination of
ScreenSound and Scenaria -OmniMix
systems means that dialogue, music and
effects tracks can be cut to a work print
in one of the pair of ScreenSoundequipped audio edit rooms, and then the
same sound cues stored on hard disk
-including mix- automation data
-accessed from the Scenaria -OmniMix
work surface.
Designed to provide full coordination
of virtually all editing, mixing and
processing functions during film -video
Above: Audio Division Director Andre Perreault.
post, the all- digital Scenaria -OmniMix
Below: Hollywood Digital CEO Bill Burnsed
incorporates a 38- channel audio mixing
console, a 24 -track audio recorder, and random -access video storage in a
single unit. The system's control surface comprises a central VDU
showing track layouts and other system graphics; a bank of eight servocontrolled, motorised channel -group faders; a transport control, scrub edit and bank -switching panel; an assignable 4 -band parametric EQ,
dynamics and aux -send panel; plus a graphics tablet and pointer. In
addition to the 24 virtual tracks provided by Scenaria's built -in hard
drives (plus opticals for accessing libraries of music cues, sound effects),
additional analogue-digital inputs are available for connection to
external sources, including time -code DATs, digital VTR outputs, etc.
The system's physical faders
on Scenaria and 16 on OmniMix -can
be assigned to individual tracks or source inputs, or assigned as nested,
freely assignable subgroups. Eight auxiliary sends are available from
each input -subgroup. Front -panel settings can be scanned and
memorised dynamically, or as a series of snapshots. All Scenaria inputs
pan between master left and right outputs; OmniMix provides full
surround-sound mixing with assignable panpot and automated control of
signal assignment for LCRS and other formats.

-8

What have we learned?
Summarising his first year's experience of operating Hollywood Digital,
Bill Burnsed considers that the facility has been remarkably successful,
but in a way that he did not predict. `I thought that if we offered the best
digital audio and video equipment, we would attract a wide range of post
clients. But instead, we have found that our state -of -the -art digital
equipment attracted a remarkable collection of video and sound editors
who, in turn, because of their enthusiasm at what we had here, pulled in
the clients. So, instead of the technology attracting the clients, it has
been more the case that our talented personnel proved to be the best
ambassadors we could have had!
'By and large, our clients love the improved quality that digital
systems can offer, but are more impressed by the talent that uses that
technology. I also feel that, during our first year in business, digital
audio workstations might have been `frosting on the cake' for some of the
projects we've handled. Next year, however, to be truly competitive-and
fulfil the exacting requirements of a far more sophisticated client base
-we are really going to need these leading-edge systems.
`The number one advantage of the ScreenSound and Scenaria30 Studio Sound, February 1994

HHB DAT TAPE
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AUDIO SERVICES CORP.
Tel: 02 901 4455 Fax 02 901 4229

Contact: Geoff Grist

BELGIUM: AMPTEC BVBA
Tel 011 281458 Fax: 011 281459
:

Contact: George Lemmens

CANADA: STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD
Tel: 416 510 1347 Fax: 416 510 1294

Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel 422 312 4087 Fax 422 312 4083
Contact: Jan Adams

DENMARK: INTERSTAGE A/S
Tel 31 62 00 26 Fax 31 62 06 40

Contact: Finn Juul

FRANCE: S.A.V.
Tel:

1

42 40 55 22 Fax:

1 42 40 47 80
Contact: Philippe Desgué

GERMANY: RTW GMBH
Tel 0221 709 1333 Fax: 0221 709 1332

Contact: Heike Klötsch / Rolf Kneisel
GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS O.E.
Tel 01 647 8514 Fax: 01 647 6384

Contact: Thimios Koliokotsis

ISRAEL: MORE AUDIO
PROFESSIONAL STAGE SYSTEMS LTD
Tel 03 6956367 Fax 03 695007
Contact: Chanan Etzioni

ITALY: AUDIO INTERNATIONAL SRL
Tel: 02 27304401 Fax: 02 25301008
Contact: Riccardo Zunino
NETHERLANDS: K &D PROFESSIONELE
ELEKTRO AKOESTIEK
Tel 2526 87889 Fax 2526 87362

Contact: Daan Verschoor

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel 22 26 49 12 Fax 2 635 5262

Contact: Bogdan Wojciechowski

PORTUGAL: AUDIO PRO
1 692456 Fax
690924
Contact: Paulo Ferreira

Tel

1

SPAIN: KASH PRODUCTIONS SA
Tel 91 367 5222 / 377 0068 Fax 91 367 5209

Contact: Jim or Carmen

SWEDEN: INERSONIC LEAB
Tel 08 7445850 Fax: 08 184354

Contact: Mikael Sjostrand

USA: INDEPENDENT AUDIO
Tel 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422

Contact: Fraser Jones

HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane

London NW10 60U

Tel 081 960 2144 Fax 081 960 1160 Telex: 923393

ALL DAT TAPES ARE NOT THE SAME
BUT DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Perhaps even more significant was
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H3 Communications Ltd
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Eldon Phillips at the helm of a Model 251 Editor and GVG Model 4000 DI switcher in Edit Bay 7
OmniMix systems, we have found, has been their ability to let
our clients creatively fine -tune their projects in a time efficient way. Once a video programme has been edited, we
need to provide a way for the director to finesse the audio
soundtrack. Scenaria -OmniMix, in particular, allows quick
and easy changes to be made to the soundtrack mix, and even
new or revised sound cues to be added.
`That ability to work quickly and efficiently gives our
clients a secure feeling that they are involved in a highly
creative process. With older, analogue -based systems, they
would have had to compromise in what they could achieve

-either because of time -budget constraints, or simply because
there was no way of creating the quality they needed. Now
everything is possible; there are no compromises.'

Hollywood Digital, 6690 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, CA 90028. USA. Tel: +1 213 469 3177.
Fax: +1 213 469 8055.

James Douglas is a Los -Angeles -based freelance
writer and technical consultant
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midst the bewildering array of dynamic processing
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equipment stands one name that has achieved an

enviable reputation.

Drawmer's innovative design achievements,

whilst often

emulated by competitors, remain the ultimate assurance to the
engineer of uncompromising performance, reliability and the

indefinable Drawmer Sound:

Drawmer
DRAWMER DISTRIBUTION, CHARLOTTE ST BUSINESS CENTRE, CHARLOTTE ST WAKEFIELD
WEST YORKS WEI
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UH, ENGLAND

TEL:

0924 378669
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Data Conversion Systems Limited
The Jeffreys Building, Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4WS, England

Telephone: ++44 (0) 223 423299
24 Hour Contact: ++44 (0) 223 421910
Fax: ++44 (0) 223 423281
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MAKES
systems is required, otherwise
the results might be better with
the analogue mixer.'
Although these recorders were
developed before CD, they were
designed from the outset to be
18- bit -ready and despite somewhat
modest comments by Decca, when every
element of the signal chain is in
operation, its performance measures
around that of a 19.5 -bit system.
Decca saw the need for
better-than -16-bit performance
for production work, even
though at that time 14 to 16 -bit
convertors were the norm.
`When we were doing our
original development we realised
that around 16 bits were required
for the final consumer product. We
also knew that any professional
system should have a higher
performance and it seemed, in 1977,
marketing department at the last
sensible to design the digital system to
minute gave the game away.
cope with 18 bits even though 16 -bit
To `go digital', Decca had to develop
A Ds were about the limit of the
their own open -reel video -based
performance in those days. The
recorders, which originally were
improvements in convertors from 12
developed to archive their
through 14 to 16 bits happened very
back -catalogue. But the open-reel
rapidly so we were expecting the
video- transport -based machines were
hi-jacked by the recording engineers who development of 18 -bit ADs sooner
recognised a good thing when they heard than it happened in practice. Now, of
course, we record in 18 bits all the way
it. Tony Griffiths, General Manager at
through the production process.'
the Decca Recording Centre, has guided
With microphone amplifiers nearing
the company's digital progress into the
their theoretical performance limits,
1990s. They are still using the same
noise from the microphone end of the
digital transports -grown in number to
chain could be noticeably reduced by
45 -but now making extensive use of
placing the microphones nearer to the
all- digital signal routes, high bit -rate
musicians so reducing the gain, and
convertors and noise shaping
therefore noise, within this last
techniques. We discussed how `digital'
remaining analogue stage.
the recordings have been.
`From 1981 to 1992 all of our
recordings have been recorded using
digital recorders with an analogue mixer
Tony Griffiths has the evidence of good
prior to the AD convertor,' he
sounding Decca rereleases from the last
comments. `The signal then remained
three decades to show that it would be
digital throughout the editing process
wrong to aim for the lowest possible
through to the end product. All the
noise floors at the sacrifice of good
postproduction processing was carried
microphone techniques.
out using digital mixers, editors and
'It is also possible to use a lot of
recorders designed by ourselves.
microphones close to the instruments to
`Some recordings since 1992 have
get a better signal noise ratios than we
been made using our small 8- channel
achieve using more distant microphone
digital mixer where the microphone
techniques, but at the end of the day you
amplifiers directly feed our new A D
convertors. The use of a digital mixer for have to assess the sound image and
balance that is achieved. You only have
session recording has only become
to see the success of older Decca
important with the development of the
analogue recordings to realise that while
new AD convertors where a dynamic
range approaching that offered by 20 -bit low noise is important, and low noise

latest generation of
recording techniques
introduced by the classical
recording world may have
generated a certain amount of debate,
but what no -one questions is that these
`systems' have grown out of a
combination of good engineering practice
and the development of noise processing
ideas that have been around the
industry for several years.
Decca, what one might consider as
sister company to Deutsche
Grammophon and Philips (being within
the PolyGram group), have been
developing their own digital ideas since
1975 resulting in the first digital
recording from a major label in 1979.
This live New Years Day Concert LP was
released with no reference to its digital
nature in the sleeve notes. Only a Decca
Digital' sticker, hastily added by the
The

`

On record

Tim Frost talks to Decca's
Tony Griffiths about good
engineering practices in
classical recording

is always better than high noise, it is the overall

result that the customer is interested in.'
In the early days of digital there was a very
limited choice of digital desks-even now they are
hardly a mass -market product. Since Decca had
both the resources and skills to design a unit to
exactly meet their technical and operational needs,
that is what they did.
Low -level performance is an especially critical
area when processing digital signals, by building
and using their own digital mixers Decca have
learnt a lot about the importance of small signal
performance and dither.
`During the introduction of CD there was a lot of
criticism about the harsh sound of CDs,' Griffiths
begins, `this was often due to the commercial studio
equipment not looking after the rounding errors
following gain changes made with the editing or
mixing equipment. With the first generation of
commercially available editing equipment no dither
was employed, so if the fader was moved from
unity gain then quantisation distortion was likely
to be generated and distortion would also be
generated briefly during the crossfades. Also
commercial mixers have been seen to generate
quantising noise by not handling the rounding
errors produced by digital processing. '
Since the 1980s, Decca have built over 30
8- channel digital mixers. These are used both in
house -there is on in each operational room at the
London recording centre-and a small number
have also been supplied to DG and Philips Classics.
The costs involved in designing and building
your own digital desks would seem, on the face of
it, to be prohibitive. But with the development
costs now spread over nearly 50 units, Griffiths
thinks he has got bargain.

The problem as we saw it was that if you do not
make your own system then you have to buy one
in, and in the past there has been a very limited
choice of digital mixers. The cost per mixer,
including the development time is around
£14,000
fraction of the cost of the first
commercially introduced equivalent. Developing
them ourselves has given us control over the
technical specification and the operational
features, and in addition this approach has also
been cost effective.'
Decca development work continues, recently
producing eight new digital editing systems
designed specifically to meet the requirements of
their classical music editing team.
As far back as 1985 Professor Stanley Lipshitz
-now the leading light in all things ditherable
-started discussing techniques with Decca who
were already using Decca Dither' within their
mixers. Careful noise shaping can reduce the
subjective noise level on a CD to the point where it
can seem to have 18 -bit performance. Decca have
been using one of Lipshitz' `quieter' curves for some
months now and Griffiths is happy with the
benefits although is still listening for potential
side effects.
We have done further listening tests here and
with the right noise shaping we can get about
105dB out of a 16 -bit system,' he says. The noise is
at the borders of detectability or even below it
sounds like the 18 -bit signal in terms of absolute
signal to noise ratio.'
Griffiths does not approach digital systems as an
instant panacea to good sound. Even these new
noise shaping techniques, which seem to offer a
good incremental step forward in CD sound, are
being closely monitored, to see (hear) if there are

-a

-it

any contra -indications that need to be addressed.
`We have started using one of Lipshitz' curves
ourselves but we are continuing to see if there are
any side effects, there may be problems with the
stereo imagery and these have to be investigated.'
Research from several years ago indicates that
an 18 -bit dynamic range approaches the limits for
domestic listening conditions, where environmental
noise will becomes more significant than system
noise. However the upper limit for reproduction
does not restrict Decca's aims for further increases
in system performance.
`Up to 18 bits is of value given the right D As,
replay systems, amplifiers and good listening
conditions,' states Griffiths, `over 18 bits is to
useful to solve internal engineering problems.
The real advantage is not so much what can be
recorded onto the system originally but how much
quality headroom it gives the engineers during the
mixing stage.'
Griffiths reinforces the point that, like analogue,
digital processes generate their own set of
problems, which have to be contained during the
process of bringing live sound to CD. `Digital' or
any other catchy phrase on the box doesn't
guarantee great sound.
`One fact that should be understood is that the
postproduction process can, if not properly
controlled, destroy the small signal and noise
performance of a digital system and that simply
stating that some xxx process is involved does not
itself guarantee the system specification. There are
many pitfalls for the unwary and there is
equipment out there being used which does not
come up to the basic requirements that we would
accept.'

STUDIO EQUIPMENT &
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TOGETHER OR SEPARATE
Negotiable
Equipment includes:
SSL 6040E desk £50,000
OTAHI MTR90 Mk2 £13,750
OTARI MTR12 1/2" £2,750
Lots of outboard, mikes etc.
Price list available on application.
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The Netherlands
Phone: 31 (0)73 - 408400
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floor. Two residential floors above.
Freehold £260,000
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AD -1 Classic A/D converter; -115dB S/N and

SNS noise- shaping for A -D and D -D modes.

All you need to switch to 20 -bit recording including
ultra -quiet 20- to 16 -bit conversion for CD.

The AD -1 can also extend the dynamic:
capability of your 16 -bit recorder (DAT
for example); to find out how
and for details of your
neat-1st authorised
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Prism Media Products Ltd.
William James House, Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4WX. UK
Telephone +44(0) 223 424988 Fax +44 (0)223 425023
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Featuring unprecedented sonic quality with dynamic range greater than 115dB and distortion
less than 0.003% at +21dBu.
The CRQ -12 is rich with features. Twelve fully parametric filters (eic i adjustable from 20Hz to
20kHz), four shelving filters and four band -pass filters. All assignab e through "Multi- Mode"

operation into three distinct configurations. Fan cooled for ultra -stable filter settings. Four
outputs (two per channel) each with level control and mute switch. Bypass revel controls on
all outputs prevent feedback in the event of power loss.

sophisticated tool for absolute control that 3rings out the best in touring systems,
control rooms and everything in between. Call or write for detailed irformation.
Finally,

1150 Industrial Avenue
Petaluma, CA 94952
Ph.: (707) 778-8887
Fax: (707) 778 -6923
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FOUN D ATION AN D EMPIRE
Fostex describe the Foundation
2000 as a computer designed
to support integrated

recording, editing and mixing.
They are keen to stress that the system
is not just a hard disk recorder -editor,
but that DSP and mixing form a key
basis of the system. Their design
philosophy states that the system
should be a 'highly intuitive and
efficient tool' to be used in the areas of
film, TV, video and music production.
Furthermore, they maintain that it has
been designed to operate as a
self-contained 'recording studio in a box'
as well as an integral part of
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multimachine environments.
Internally, the system supports
replay of 16 simultaneous channels, but
to the user, operation is presented in
terms of eight tracks. Having twice the
number of channels as tracks means
that all eight tracks can be crossfaded
simultaneously, in real time, without
fear of dropout or limiting replay to less
than eight tracks. Furthermore, the
system has been designed such that it
requires only one disk to replay all
16 channels. This can only be achieved
from a high -performance hard -disk
drive, and in order to guarantee
16 channels in worst-case conditions, a
proprietary file format optimising disk
performance is used. This fragments
the audio data as it is recorded to disk
and ensures a consistent performance.
Optical discs can be used, however the
number of channels supported will
necessarily be reduced (to around eight
channels for current drives).
In terms of inputs, outputs and DSP,
the system has been designed to be
modular, allowing the customer to
extend the basic system simply by
adding modules to the main hardware
unit (and, if appropriate, DSP
algorithms to the software). On a
grander scale, Foundation's modularity
has been designed so that multiple units
(in close proximity) can be cascaded and
controlled by one user-interface.
Fostex maintain that from the
systems' point of view, cascaded units
operate as one logical device (although
drive storage and DSP processing are
dedicated within each unit) rather than
as separate units in sync. Hence from
the user's point of view, a 'super
Foundation' can be built, in modules of
eight tracks, with synchronisation and
mix output being controlled by
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Foundation 2000: Fostex anticipate the dawning of a new era
whichever unit has been chosen as the
master. Currently, the minimum
number of successfully proven cascaded
units stands at six, which means that a
48 -track system (with 96 internal
channels) is possible, with integrated
mixing and synchronisation.

Hardware
The main hardware unit consists of a
6U -high rack which has been designed
for modularity and has a central
backplane with room for up to six cards
each side. The slots at the front are
reserved for up to six generic DSP cards
(only one of which is currently
supported) while the slots at the back
are reserved for Foundation's two

computer cards, the master audio

module, the master sync card and two
empty slots for I -0 expansion.
According to Fostex, their proprietary
computer has been optimised for
professional audio requirements and all
hardware has been designed from the
outset, to support full 24 -bit audio
(although this is not currently

Fostex have declared the
Foundation 2000 the basis of
a new empire, Yasmin
Hashmi offers an exclusive
technical preview
:t9

buttons. A special feature of the REWIND
and FORWARD keys is that if they are pressed once,
motion is 2x normal play speed. Pressed twice, it is
8x and pressed three times, the beginning or end of
the `reel' is located. Furthermore, if used in
conjunction with the PLAY key, forward or reverse
CD -like scanning will be heard (`snatches' of the
audio at normal pitch while replay speeds through
the audio).
The top centre of the Edit Controller is taken up
by the main display which comprises a
high -resolution, touch- sensitive electroluminescent
display, measuring around 5in wide (13cm) and 4in
tall (10cm). Given the relatively small size of the
display, touch operation is limited to navigating
through the various `pages', selecting
options-preferences and using alphanumeric keys
which are displayed when appropriate (although
an IBM -compatible keyboard can be connected).
If preferred, supplementary scroll keys (located
next to the display) can be used, however, the
touch method is more direct and the user is quickly
reassured that a successful selection has taken
place both visually and aurally (the option is
highlighted and a small `beep' can be heard).
Beneath the display are various edit keys,
including IN and OUT keys (for marking in and out
points), a GOTO key (which can be used in
conjunction with the IN and our keys for locating
an edit point), CUT, COPY, PASTE, FILL and RIPPLE
keys, various keys for event -based editing functions
(which is not yet implemented), an UNDO key and a
FORWARD

The men behind the machine. Left to right: Richard Rosensweig, Vice President of
Engineering; Michael Geilich, Engineering Manager; Jeff Postupack, Customer
Support Services Manager; Eric Richardson, Product Development Manager
utilised). For those interested in processing
specifications, the computer uses Motorola 68030
processors, while the DSP is provided by latest
generation Motorola 56002 processors which allows
56 -bit internal maths.
All inputs and outputs are located at the rear of
the unit, while the front sports a removable drive
docking bay and a datacard slot. This slot is used
instead of a floppy drive, and accepts standard
computer datacards (the size of a credit card, but
slightly thicker) which use flash ROM and
currently have a capacity of 1Mb. A datacard can
be used to introduce software updates or new DSP
algorithms and can be sent through the post in the
same way as a floppy disk is presently.
The docking bay currently accepts a removable
hard disk drive with a capacity of up to 2Gb (this
gives 6 hours of mono recording at 44.1kHz).
In addition, the system supports a single SCSI
chain, which allows up to seven external SCSI
devices to be connected (one of which could be an
archive device). This means that additional drives
can be added to increase the overall storage
capacity of the system, but not the number of audio
channels supported.
Fostex point out that Foundation is not tied to
any particular drive manufacturer or drive, and the
user can source their own drive(s) if desired.
However, it should be noted that in order to
maximise the channel capacity of the system,
Foundation relies on high -performance SCSI drives
and Fostex therefore publish a list of drives which
they approve.

Sync and connection
The master audio module supports 2 analogue
inputs, 4 analogue outputs (configured as left and
right master and monitor mix) and 2 -in/2 -out
digital (AES-EBU and SPDIF). Convertors are 18bit, with the A-Ds using 64x oversampling with
anti -aliasing digital filters and the D-As using
8x oversampling with digital anti -imaging filters
(an anti -imaging filter is used to remove images
which are naturally formed by the sampling
process at the D-A stage. These images are exact
duplicates of the baseband signal and exist at
integer multiples of the sampling rate).
In addition to the master audio module,
Foundation can accommodate up to two analogue
multichannel I -0 modules, giving a total of 18
40 Studio Sound, February 1994

analogue inputs (configured as 2 master, 8 direct track inputs, 4 aux and 4 spare) and 20 analogue
outputs (configured as left and right master,
monitor mix, 8 direct, 2 aux sends and 6 spare).
Although not currently available, a multichannel
digital I -0 module will soon be offered as an option
and will support 8- channel AES -EBU, SDIF2 and
ADAT format.
The master sync module has several ports for
RS422, as well as a port each for SCSI, CPU
cascading, audio cascading, MIDI In, Out and Thru
and a GPI (General Purpose Interface). It will
synchronise to word clock, video sync, LTC (all
flavours) and VITC, and the LTC interface is a
wide-band reader which will recognise code from
1/30th to 5Ox normal play speed, both in forward
and reverse. In addition, the system will output
LTC and there is a through port for VITC.

User interface
Fostex call their user interface the Edit Controller
and it consists of a robust, yet relatively
lightweight, angled panel. It can be clipped (in an
upright position) directly onto the front of the main
unit if required, but is more likely to be used lying
flat on a surface or on the lap, connected to the
main unit by a cable (a 5m cable is supplied,
although the Edit Controller will operate with
longer lengths. Controls are laid out in functionrelated sections. The machine control section is
situated top left and allows the user to select
whether control is of external machine(s) (via
RS422) or of Foundation(s) or both and allows
external machines or cascaded Foundations to be
brought on or off line.
Below this section are two rows of eight buttons
which represent traditional track -ready and
track-solo functions. Beneath these are buttons for
external time -code lock, auto record, return and
play (for setting up auto record, punch -ins, loops
and play start point), auditioning edit points
(including fades), input monitoring, locate and
`seek' left and right. The SEEK buttons are used to
step back or forth through the audio and will jump
to the beginnings and ends of cues (or `events') as
well as any edit points in between. The seek
function can be used across all eight tracks or will
only apply to the selected track(s).
Transport controls are located bottom left and
include RECORD, STOP, PLAY, REWIND and FAST

REDO

key.

Then there is the multifunction wheel.
Apparently there was much discussion and testing
before the final design was agreed upon in terms of
size, weight and balance. It is a continuously
revolving wheel which uses a very high- resolution
(256) shaft encoder with an `intelligent response',
such that it ignores accidental knocks. The primary
functions of the wheel are motion control and
scrubbing (jogging), but it can also be used for
shuttling and incrementing-decrementing, and can
immediately take over from the transport controls.
The wheel follows different laws, according to
the selected mode. In Shuttle mode, one turn
produces normal play speed, a second turn
produces 2x normal speed, a third 8x and a fourth
32x, with smooth and dynamic transitions between
each multiple (an indicator on screen shows what
the current speed multiplier is). As expected, play
speed can also be controlled in the opposite
direction down to 1/32 normal speed. In jog mode,
one turn moves 10 frames and in `super jog', there
are 3 frames per turn (subframes can be scrubbed
by moving a fraction of a turn).
At the top right of the screen are two 10 -digit
LED timing displays, the top one shows the current
position of play and the bottom one shows a
user-defined time for a selected parameter.
Timings can be copied from the top display into the
bottom one, and there are various associated
parameter keys for functions such as offset, preroll,
postroll and delay (which, if used in conjunction
with auto `play from' or looping, gives a `creative'
pause before replay commences). Below these are
numeric keys, +' and -' keys for trimming frames
and STORE- RECALL keys for the locator memory (up
to ten locations can be stored).
Finally, running along the bottom of the Edit
Controller is an arm rest which can be detached if
the Edit Controller is to be clipped onto the main
unit. In fact, this was demonstrated without the
system having to be switched off. The connector
was removed and as soon as the Edit Controller
was clipped on, it automatically reset to the same
condition it was in before it was disconnected.
`

`
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SolutionTM - long -throw arrayable loudspeakers for an arena system, unobtrusive
high power units for theatres or night clubs,
and compact high- definition studio monitors.
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AUSTRALIA Syncrotech Systems Design Pty Limited, 9C
Gibbes Street, Chatswood NSW 2067. Tel: +61 (0) 2 4175088.
Fax: +61 (0)

2

4178360.

AUSTRIA Siemens AG Österreich, Audio & Video Systems,
Goellnergasse
Fax: +43

71711

1

Vienna

15,

1031.

Telephone: +43

1

71711

6376.

6510.

BELGIUM HES Electronics, Vliegwezenlaan

10, 8.1731 Zellik.
466 8180. Fax: +32 (0)2 466 9157. (Neve only)
E Rep. Ltda, Rua Sen, Paulo
Egidio, 72- s1901, CEP 01006 Sao Paulo.
Telephone: +55 (0) 134 8339. Fax: +55 (0) II 34 5027.

Tel: +32 (0)

2

BRAZIL Libor Assessoria
1

CANADA Rupert Neve Incorporated,
Toronto, Ontario

260 The Esplanade,
+416 365 3363.

M5A IJ2. Telephone:

Fax: +416 365 1044.

DENMARK

SoundWare AIS, Holmstrupgardsvej 246,
DK -8210 Aarthus V. Tel: +45 8624 7799. Fax: +45 8624 7899.
EASTERN EUROPE Siemens AG Österreich, Audio &
Video Systems, Goellnergasse 15, Vienna 1031.
Telephone: +43 71711 6376. Fax: +43 71711 6510.
FINLAND MS Audiotron KY, Laitilantle 10, 00420 Helsinki,
SA SF. Telephone: +358 (9) 0 5664644.
Fax: +358 (9) 0 5666582.
FRANCE D.S.P. (Distribution de Systèmes Professionels),
12 Avenue du Maine, F75015, Paris. Tel: +33 (1) 45 44 13 16.
1

Fax: +33

A prototype

Foundation seen at FXR

Project
management

Operational
software

Fostex' rather elaborate term for a removable
drive used by Foundation 2000 is a Removable
Project Environment (RPE). The reason for this is
that the drive not only stores audio, but all other
data required to reconstruct a project, including
edit data, mix data, DSP data and configuration
and project setup data. The RPE is not required to
store the system's operating software (which is
held in Foundation's internal flash ROM) and can
be interchanged between different Foundations.
Every relevant action is auto-saved and if, for
example, an RPE with a project on it is inserted
into a Foundation, the system will automatically
be reset to the exact state in which the project was
left (including the setup and display as it was
shown before the RPE was removed). In terms of
this type of interchange, drives which would
normally be left as fixed, are managed in the same
way as RPEs.
A project consists of up to 99 reels (sessions)
and each RPE can hold up to 26 projects.
Currently, the system will only list those projects
which are stored on the inserted RPE (or fixed
drive), as well the contents of whichever archive
device is on line. Preferences can be set up for
each reel, or alternatively, a `default' reel (which
only contains preferences, no audio) can be set up
for the project. Each new reel created within the
project will adopt the preferences of the default
reel, and these can then be modified if necessary.
A reel can be copied from one project to another,
a project can be duplicated and, as a helpful
feature, the system will automatically look at the
order of the user's choices and anticipate the next
logical step in the copying process. As expected, if
a reel or project is duplicated, it is only the
relevant data which is copied and not the audio
(both original and copy share the same source
audio). However, if the original is deleted, its
audio will not be deleted if it is used elsewhere.

There are five primary software pages, any one of
which can each be accessed via its icon which is
situated vertically along the right -hand side of the
display. Along the bottom of the display are icons
representing parameters, which will change
according to the page selected. At the top of each
page is a display which indicates how much
recording time is left on disk, which project has
been mounted (selected) and which reel has
previously been mounted.
The System page displays details about
Foundation, including a log of error messages in
plain English (which, if accessed further, will
display additional data including source code
-particularly useful for customer support
purposes), the system configuration, time and
date, software version and RPE details. The user
can also activate an Edit Controller test function
from this page (which tests all LEDs, buttons and
the touch display), format an RPE and enter a
password for protection purposes.
The Reels page allows the preferences for a reel
to be set or modified. These include sampling rate,
timing reference, amount of varispeed (up to
±12 %) and time -code output offset (an offset for
any external device chasing Foundation).
The Tracks page is the main recording and editing
page, and in this first release of software, provides
a multitrack model with eight tracks.
The Mix page displays the routing -patching
configuration of the internal mixer. It consists of
three subpages, which deal with various input
configurations, input level trimming, patching
and definition of aux sends and returns. (If
appropriate.) Finally, the Meters page displays
dynamic, fast response, PPM level meters for each
track with peak hold. It also has meters for the
main left and right outputs, monitor mix and aux
sends and returns, and allows the user to define
the meter reference level.
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45 44 36 34.

Systems Audiofrequence Videonique (SAV), 31 Rue Bouret,
75019 Paris. Telephone: +33 (I) 42 40 5522.
Fax: +33 (1) 42 40 4780. (Neve only)
GERMANY Siemens Audiostudiotechnik (SAST), do BFE
Fermmeldetechnik und Elektronic AG, An Der Fahrt I,
D -55124 Mainz. Telephone: +49 (0) 6131 946123.
Fax: +49 (0) 6131 946129.
HOLLAND Audioscript BV, PO Box 213, 3760 AE Soest.
Telephone: +31 (0) 2 155 20400. Fax: +31 (0) 2 155 22806.
Siemens Nederland NV, Princess Beatrix, Lann 26, Postbus I
60 68, NL -2500 BB Den Haag.
Tel: +31 (0) 70 333 2226. Fax: +31 (0) 70 333 2917. (Neve only)
HONG KONG Audio Consultants Co Limited, Flat E & F,
21/FL, 8 Luk Hop Industrial Building, 8 Luk Hop Street, San
Po Kongowloon.
Telephone: +852 351 36 28. Fax: + 852 351 33 29.
INDIA Consortium Films, 300 Oblique C, off Turner Road,
Bandra, Bombay 400 -050. Telephone: +91 22 642 38 33.
Fax: +91 22 642

21 71.

Praman (India), L-25, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi10049. Telephone: +91 11 646 82 74. Fax: +91 I 644 49 69.
IRELAND Universal Sound and Picture, I Ballybetagh, Glen
Cullen Road, Kilteman, Co Dublin. Tel: +353 I 2950300.
Fax: +353 2950300.
ISRAEL More Audio Professional, Stage Systems Ltd., 158
Petach-Tikva Road, Tel Aviv 64921. Tel: +972 (0) 3 692 55983.
Fax: +972 (0) 3 696 5007.
ITALY TDS (Techniche Del Suono), Via Del Cignoli 9, 20151
Milano. Telephone: +0039 (0) 2 33 400 350.
Fax: +0039 (0) 2 38 000 465.
JAPAN Continental Far East Inc., Sasaki Building, 18 -9
Roppongi 3- Chome, Manato -ku, Tokyo 106.
Telephone: +81 (0) 3 3583 8451. Fax: +81 (0) 3 3589 0272.
General Traders Limited, No 2 Nissel Building, 5 -2 Kanda
Mitoshiro-cho, Chiyoda Ku, Tokyo 101.
Telephone: +81 (0) 3 3291 2761. Fax: +81 (0) 3 3293 5391.
KOREA Seoul Sound Technology Group, Dun -yun Building
3F, 1009-3 Pangbai -dong, Seocho -Ku, Seoul.
Telephone: + 82 2 584 4313. Fax: +82 2 588 5655.
NIGERIA David Hughes & Co Ltd, 2 -6 David Hughes Close,
Ojodu, Box 4007, Ikeja. Telephone: +234 961 701.
1

1

1

1

Fax: +234

1

963 519.

PORTUGAL Siemens SA, Estrada Nacional 117, ao km
Apartado 300, P -2700. Telephone: +35 (0)
4170011.
I

Fax: +35 (0)

1.6,

1

4178084.
SINGAPORE Team 108 Tech Services Pte Limited, 55
Genting Lane, 1334. Telephone: +065 748 9333.
Fax: +065 747 7273.
SOUTH AFRICA Tru -Fi Electronics SA Pty Limited, PO
Box 84444, Greenside 2034, Trufi SA.
Telephone: +27 (0)11 462 4256. Fax: +27 (0) I 462 3303.
SPAIN Kash Productions SA, Agastia 10, 27926 Madrid.
Telephone: +34 (9) 367 5222. Fax: +34 (9) 367 5209.
Siemens SA, Div. Telecommunication, Pza. Carlos Trias
Bertran, SIN, 28020 Madrid. Tel: +34 (9) 803 1200.
Fax: +34 (9) 803 4365. (Neve only)
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1

1

1

1

SWITZERLAND Lynx S.A., CH-1162, St -Prex.
Telephone: +41

21

806 0606. Fax: +41

21

806 0699.

TAIWAN Linfair Engineering & Trading Limited, 7th Floor,
7 Jen Al Road. Sec. 2, Taipei. Telephone: +886 2 321 4455.
Fax: +886

UK

2

393 2914.

AMS Neve Plc., Billington Road, Burnley, Lancs.
BBI 15ES. Tel: +44 (0) 282 457011. Fax: +44 (0) 282 39542.
AMS Neve Plc., 4 The Courtyard, 44 Gloucester Avenue,
London NWI BJD. Telephone: +44 (0) 71 916 2828.
Fax: +44 (0) 71 916 2827.
USA Siemens Audio Inc., 6357 West Sunset Blvd., Suite 402,
Hollywood, CA 90028 -7317. Telephone: +213 461 6383.
Fax: +213 957 2297.
Siemens Audio Inc., 235 West 48th Street, Suite 32J, New
York, NY 10036. Tel: +212 956 6464. Fax: +212 262 0848.
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FIRST DISK BASED

EDITING SYSTEM.

IT STILL IS.
Eight years ago, no one had heard of
digital disk based editor/recorders.
Today, AudioFile is so well known
that it's become the industry standard.
Despite many lesser imitations, AudioFile
is still one of the world's best selling hard
disk editors, with over 450 in use.
Which isn't surprising, really. Everyone who uses AudioFile soon discovers its
extraordinary levels of performance.
It still has the easiest, most intuitive
interface available, with jog wheels,
tactile keys and high resolution TFT
colour screen. Which helps you cut the
time needed to complete a job in half and
gives you much greater creative freedom.
It's still the most reliable, flexible
system you can buy. There's a choice of 8,
16 or 24 outputs with fixed or removable
(MO) storage, and high speed Exabyter'
archiving options.
AudioFile also has the advantage of
being a proprietory platform, we control
the hardware and the software.
That's why nothing autoconforms like
AudioFile.
No other digital editor
can boast a pedigree like
AudioFile. Not only is it one
of the best selling hard disk
systems in the world, it also
won an Emmy for Technical
Excellence.
Naturally, it integrates
fully with our Logic series of digital
consoles to form a powerful, all- digital
workstation.
And because it works faster and costs
less, AudioFile will continue to occupy the
position it has always held in the industry.
First.
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For more information contact your nearest
distributor (see list opposite)
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SEE US AT AES STAND No. F43

chosen from the
Mixer page, input
levels checked and
the input
monitored. The
Tracks page is
then selected and
if a new reel has
been created,
eight empty tracks
will appear. The
desired
destination
track(s) is
activated using
the TRACK SELECT
button(s) and the
play and record
transport controls
are then used in
the customary
manner to begin
Inside the prototype Edit Controller at FXR
recording.
During
The software under review for this article was
recording (or playback) up to ten marks can be
vl, beta 1. Software v2 is due for release at NAB.
made on the fly, and once recording is stopped, the
display is updated and the recording is shown as a
solid block, with the begin and end points marked.
(Recordings include a 5ms handle at the beginning
In the first release of software, Foundation 2000
and end for crossfade purposes.)
has been designed to operate like a linear
If required, the recording can be `undone',
multitrack recorder, but with nondestructive cuthowever, this does not initially increase the
and-paste editing. As expected of a multitrack, the
amount of storage space available. This is because
system can simultaneously record and replay any
the undo -redo function applies to the last ten
combination of eight tracks.
relevant record or edit actions, therefore once
Recording and editing operations take place
sufficient actions have been carried out after the
within a reel, therefore before recording, a project
recording has been undone, the corresponding disk
and reel must first be created (or an existing
space will become available (currently, it is not
project and reel must be mounted). One of seven
possible to continuously record across multiple
sampling rates (32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz and
disk drives).
pull -up/pull-down variants of 44.1kHz and
Other recording functions include automatic
48kHz-in order to correct for NTSC anomalies)
punch -in (a region across the selected track(s) must
can then be selected from the Reels page.
first be defined), nondestructive punch-in on the
The type of input (analogue or digital) can be
fly, auto record within a loop with preroll and

Recording

F

Twenty years ago the Fostex Corporation of
Japan began manufacturing their own branded
speaker products. By 1980, they had begun
producing a range of relatively low -cost analogue
multitrack recorders, ranging from 4-16 tracks
using' /4 -inch and '/2-inch tape. In 1985 they
moved into synchronisation technology and
'/4 -inch time -code products, and this led to
synchronisers such as the 4030, the first
professional time -code DAT machine (the D20)
and the first professional time -code DAT location
recorder (the PD2).
In early 1992, the company held a series of
strategic planning meetings in order to define the
technological future of Fostex. They considered
their existing home recording, time code and
synchronisation markets as well as the high -end
digital tape market, and identified that while
there were still opportunities for linear
technology for the mid-term, their long-term
future would depend on random access and
computer technology for audio.
As a bridge to random- access products and
following their mid -term plans, Fostex entered
the 8 -track digital tape -based market by
cooperating with Alesis to develop the RD8. This
is Fostex' version of ADAT and includes various
professional synchronising features suitable for
postproduction. At the same time, they were keen
44 Studio Sound, February 1994
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to develop a random -access unit, again by

cooperating with a third party, and so the
discussions with US-based New England Digital
(NED) began.
NED had already had significant experience in
random -access technology with their Synclavier
and direct -to -disk systems, but the discussions
with Fostex concerning a possible alliance ground
to a halt when NED ran into financial
difficulties. However, although NED ceased
trading, their research and development team
indicated a wish to continue working as a unit
and successfully negotiated a deal with Fostex
whereby the whole team of 27 people was hired
and a new R&D facility (Fostex Research and
Development Inc.) was formed in Lebanon, New
Hampshire.
The short -term objectives for the new company
were to develop a high -end digital audio
workstation to retail at around $30,000 US
Dollars and to develop core hardware and
software for future Fostex products which, in the
long-term are to replace Fostex' existing
analogue product line. Having defined the
specifications for the digital audio workstation in
October 1992, the plan was to have a working
system by October 1993. This they achieved with
the launch at the New York AES show of
Foundation 2000.

postroll and track bouncing (or mixdown) of any
combination of tracks not exceeding eight (7:1, 6:2)
with real -time digital mixing and EQ.

Editing and mixing
Foundation's editing features are currently limited
to track -based instant access multitrack editing,
giving the impression of destructive tape -based
editing, but with an undo facility. Once a recording
has been made, the begin and end points can be
instantly located using the GOTO key in conjunction
with the IN or OUT key.
Editing operations are straightforward and
consist of defining an edit region (using the
transport controls and-or wheel and marking with
the Ix and OUT keys), selecting the track(s) to be
edited, activating an edit function (such as cut)
and, if appropriate, selecting a destination track (or
tracks), a time position and, if appropriate, another
edit function (such as paste).
The usual functions are available such as copy,
cut and paste, as well as `fill', which will fill a
selected region with the result of a cut or copy (by
looping and -or appending if necessary). The cut
and paste functions perform a video -style delete
and overlay respectively, however if used in
conjunction with the RIPPLE key, they perform a
film -style cut and insert respectively.
Edits between two sections of audio are
automatically given a 10ms crossfade (which
cannot currently be adjusted) and are marked for
easy location. Fades cannot yet be defined, but can
be manually imposed using the internal mixer.
The internal mixer is a 10:2:2 providing left and
right outputs and monitor or balance mix. All
channels of the mixer include 3 -band
fully -parametric EQ (including cut, boost,
frequency sweep and Q for each band), panning,
level fade, mute and two aux sends. Patching
allows the left and right mix to be routed to the
monitor outputs and vice versa, as well as the aux
I -0 to be configured (providing the multichannel
I -0 module is fitted). It should be appreciated that
while the mixer appears to accommodate 10 inputs
(8 internal tracks plus 2 external inputs), it has
been designed to cope with the 16 internal
channels. (See `Design philosophy.')
The mixer is controllable via MIDI (including
software -based MIDI mixers such as Cubase), with
all parameters supported, and was demonstrated
being controlled by the Fostex MIXTAB control
surface. Automation is currently limited to
snapshot (100 per reel), although Fostex stress that
Foundation has been designed for event-based
dynamic automation. Furthermore, it was pointed
out that while the MIXTAB does not take full
advantage of Foundation's EQ capabilities, all
parameters of the mixer are published for
third -party MIDI control, and in any case, a
dedicated mix controller is being developed for
Foundation which will use a high-speed serial link

rather than MIDI.

DSP
Foundation's DSP has been designed to be
event-based and dynamically allocated, being
switchable from one processing algorithm to
another within a video frame. The main unit can
accommodate another five DSP cards, however, for
the time being the first DSP card's role is to
support the system's internal mixing capabilities.
For the second DSP card, plans are afoot to provide
a number of new algorithms such as full dynamics
for 16 channels and an expansion of the mixer
architecture (making it a 10:8:2 for example).
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Card mock -ups surround the latest design for the Dancing Fader Module

Sync and

machine control
Foundation has a wide -band time -code reader (the
LTC -VITC chip was developed by Fostex in Japan
and is used in other Fostex products) which allows
it to follow time code in forward and reverse from
very low speed to high speed. It will lock within
15 frames and can follow a video scrub, back and
forth. It will also flag reference errors or clock
conflicts and can use the incoming code as its
system clock reference (useful for example, in cases
where the external time code and source material
are asynchronous in the digital domain).
External machines (such as the BVU 800,
BVU 900, BVW 75, industrial S-VHS and Pioneer
laserdisc) can be controlled from the Edit
Controller. The first release supports control of one
machine at a time and this should soon be
increased to two. (Although provision has been
made for more.) Foundation can itself be controlled
by external video edit controllers. Furthermore, a
special `twin VTR emulation' feature allows
Foundation to be split into two virtual 4 -track
machines and controlled by two separate edit
controllers simultaneously.

Archiving
Needless to say, Foundation supports background
loading and Fostex maintain that this involves
`true' multitasking on a micro level. Either
WangDAT or Exabyte SCSI peripherals can be
used and loading can be selective in terms of whole
RPEs, projects or reels.
One of the drawbacks of disk -based systems has
always been the issue of archiving, and while most
systems now deal with the problem of archiving all
necessary information in order to reconstitute a
session, the problem of transfer time still remains.
However, there are a number of ways in which this
can be tackled, depending on budgets and time
management. One solution is to have very large
amounts of disk space and then to archive out of
hours, but this requires a large initial outlay and
the system must be archived on line.
The ideal solution would be to use removable
optical disc as both the recording and archiving
medium, but due to the cost of media, this could
prove a relatively expensive on -going cost.
In addition, optical still does not provide the same
performance (in terms of supporting simultaneous
channels) as hard disk, so for manufacturers who
want their systems to achieve maximum channel
capability, there will inevitably be a compromise
when it comes to an archiving solution.
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The main options are either to use high -speed
tape, removable hard -disk drives or a combination
of both -the option which Fostex have plumped for.
In fact using removable drives serves several
purposes
allows an immediate drive swap,
drives can potentially be archived (onto tape or
optical disc) off line using a dedicated low-cost
`archive workstation' and work can be quickly
transferred to another system in the same way as
with tape.
Admittedly, using a tape streamer is the most
cost -effective form of archiving, but for applications
where archive material is frequently needed, the
time involved in transferring can be prohibitive if
work has to stop for archiving. Hence the
development of background loading while the
system is being used. This effectively reduces or
even eliminates additional time needed for
transferral-the only drawback is that discipline is
required in remembering to start the process,
anticipating when to start up or down loading and
being certain of what should be loaded.

-it

Future
developments
A series of major and minor developments have

been scheduled for the short, mid and long -term.
Most of the short and mid -term developments have
been implied throughout this review, however it is
worth mentioning that event -based editing and a
complementary Mac-based user interface are
planned before the end of the year, and although
waveforms are currently not displayed, the file
structure supports embedded waveform storage (at
64 different resolutions) within the audio file.
In addition, a user -track model is envisaged
which will allow real -time edits to be traded off for
a larger number of usable tracks as, in a film
environment for butt -splice track laying, a 16 -track
workspace could be developed, or possibly 12 tracks
with up to 4 tracks being crossfadable.

Conclusion
The basis for the system offered by the Foundation
2000 to grow is evident, and although
(in preproduction) review form there are recording
and editing features yet to be implemented, what
does it does well.
Foundation is intuitive and easy to use, and its
designers have obviously done their research in
operational ergonomics and psychology-for
example if you do something silly, a message
appears with a helpful suggestion. The owners
manual is excellent, unpresumptuous and includes

a `getting started' section with tutorials (and unlike
in many cases, the service manual is not an
afterthought, it is already available and equally

informative).
In terms of the competition, Fostex are relative
late- comers to the random-access market, but they
have already proven their potential by developing a
working product in such a short space of time.
Foundation is competitively priced, but whether or
not it matches the price -performance requirements
of all of its target markets with its present
operational capabilities, remains to be seen.
Nonetheless, like the system's name suggests, this
is only the beginning. Foundation 2000 gives the
impression of being well -engineered with enormous
potential, and if Fostex, with all their resources,
continue as they have done so far, the system
promises to develop into the recording editing-mixing workhorse of the future.

Fostex Corporation, 3 -2 -35 Musashine,
Akishima, Tokyo, Japan 196.
Tel: +81 425 45 611.
UK: Fostex (UK) Ltd., Jackson Way Great
Western Industrial Park, Southall, Middx
UB2 4SA. Tel: 081 893 5111.
USA: Fostex Corporation of America, 15431
Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650.
Tel: +1 310 921 1112.

FOUNDATION 2000 v2
SOFTWARE
FOR

NAB

RELEASE

Software features to include:
Event -based editing:
Track display presents track -based and
event -based user model
Align and trim events over underlaying
audio and -or handles
Adjustable logarithmic fades
Sync point marking for track laying (back
timing etc.)
Event audition -Aud In, Aud Out, Aud In to
Aud Out
Event labelling via screen or ASCII
keyboard
Event label display in event-track screen

Library:
Named events go to Library
Library contained within RPE
Library can be searched and edited

Multiple drive expansion:
Expanded SCSI implementation to format
several drives as one indivisible RPE

LIVE PERFORMANCE
16

32

24

48

40

However long you study consoles' specifications,

even more versatility for house and monitor mixing.

it's your ears which reseal the true differences. The ones that

World class sound engineers currently working with

instruments don't measure.
The Midas XL3, with its superb equalisation, is

music to the ears of leading sound engineers worldwide.

Unsurprisingly, "improved" versions of standard consoles

Rod Stewart. Paul McCartney, Depeche Mode,Janet Jackson

- whatever the

and Phil Collins are among the latest technicians to get the

new 48- channel XL3 adds

extra Midas touch. Call us - and hear it in action for yourself.

still can't match its classic sound in the mix
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DESIGNED FOR A PURE PERFORMANCE
K1ark Teknik PLC. Klark Industrial Park, Walter Nash Road, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11
Tel: (0562) 741515 Fax No (0562) 745371.
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It's rarely easy to say it all in just a few words: in fact even those words are superf
ous, since the dynamics processors COMPOSER and INTELLIGATE® are already
among the best -selling signal processors in the world today. Whether they are corking
hard on stage, e.g. with Metallica, Def Leppard, Aerosmith and others, or being put
through their paces in thousands of professional recording studios such as Lucas Arts
LA, Robert Scovill etc, With our unique Interactive Technology and the 3mous
Behringer quality, we have set new industry standards that are considered sensational
by the international trade press.

THEY DO
MORE.

THEY DO IT BETTER
The COMPOSER is a high -end Compressor, Expander /Gate and Peak Limiter. The
KA (Interactive Knee Adaption) circuitry automatically combines the musical "soft
knee" function with precise "hard knee" characteristics
without "pumping" as other
compressors do. The IRC (Interactive Ratio Control) Expander /Gate eliminíes the
troublesome "chatter" effect experienced in conventional gates and We IGC
(Interactive Gain Control) Peak Limiter guarantees 100 % protection against signal
peaks, serving as a zero attack, distortion -free gai threshold. Thus, perfect digital
compatibility is ensured.
r
Do you know a better compressor?
Because of its UTR (Ultra Transient Response) circuitry and an attack timed only 3
micro seconds, the INTELLIGATE® is probably the fastest expander/gate /ducker in
the world. High -performance Class A VCAs eliminate click noise even with percussive
signals and provide exceptional audio transparency. High -precision Key Filters permit
I

-

THEY DO IT
BETTER.

frequency -selective keying.
Do you know a better gate?

THEY DO MORE
Behringer stands for performance without any compromise: servo-balanced inpts and
outputs, jack and XLR connectors, hard -bypass relays, key extern and key listai functions, additional key inputs and outputs, transformer option, backlit switches, high-precision potentiometers, cut -in delay etc, etc.
Can you think of any further features?

THEY DO IT

THEY DO IT FOR LESS

-

And if you still believe that excellence is only achieved by spending US$ 2,000. on a
unit, compare Behringer products with any other product on the market and listen to
the difference. The sensational price of US$ 450. -` and a full 5-year warranty and your
only decision can be to invest in Behringer quality. If you want more information about
the COMPOSER and INTELLIGATE or any others from the extensive Behringee range
please feel free to contact us or your local distributor.

FOR LESS.

BEHRINGER.
Your Ear Is The Judge
'Recommended list price may alter slightly within countries
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BEHRINGER Specialized Studio Equipment Ltd.

Otto -Brenner- Sta(3e 4, D -4156 Willich

1
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(0) 21 54/42 85 21

I

Fax: (0) 21 54/42 85 23

ULTRA -HARMONY
-just

Swimming Pool,
ooden Men's Room, Wobbly
obbly, Techno Clank, Zipper
gpty
p, and UFO In My Church
some of the enticing presets

supplied with Eventide's new
Ultra -Harmonizer. Eventide, whose
products have successfully and
consistently `harmonised' into studios
over the last two decades, have recently
released their fifth- generation
processor, the DSP4000, which
supersedes the five-year -old H3000.
The DSP4000 Ultra -Harmonizer
offers a number of new features and
enhancements, including a Patch Editor
providing a `build your own algorithm'
facility; a memory card for preset
storage; a larger LCD; a preset
crossfade facility; additional function
keys including two user-programmable
buttons; and extra rear panel
connectors including digital I -Os and
RS422 ports. The unit is also now
equipped with 18 -bit AD and DA
convertors rather than the more usual
16 -bit convertors.
Internal ROM and RAM have been
increased and the DSP4000 comes with
over 200 nonerasable factory presets.
User presets are stored either in
internal RAM (121,816 bytes) or on
memory card (128,000 bytes) -the size
of a preset will range from 400 to 8,100
bytes. All Presets, whether factory or
user are organised into nameable banks,
and both the internal and card
memories have a total of 100 banks
each. A bank can contain up to
128 presets, but, of course, this capacity
will be governed by available memory.
The presets themselves are very wide
ranging: at one end of the scale are
bizarre effects such as `War With Phaser
Guns', while at the other are a selection
of extremely high -quality reverbs. In
between are programs built around
delay, pitch, chorus, distortion, EQ,
dynamics and so on. The choice is so
wide ranging that one wonders how
practical some of the sounds will
actually be-the average music studio
for instance is going to have little call for
a program like `UFO In My Church' that
plays back a loop of the `Close
Encounters' sequence drenched in
reverb. For this reason the H3000 was
produced in application -specific
versions; however, now with the
incorporation of a memory card it is very
likely that we will see
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application- specific cards becoming
available to supplement the existing
presets. In this respect some of the
sounds supplied within the DSP4000
should be seen as representative of the
machine's all -round versatility perhaps
more than the program's all -round
usefulness.
Another point, which applies equally
to other multieffects units, is that with
so many presets available (both factory
and user), there is a degree of user
frustration. For example, I am about to
start a mix and I know that within my
unit there are three or four sounds that
will be perfect: there is a great room
sound for the bass drum, a tight gated
reverb for the snare, a tap delay I have
constructed for the lead vocal, and a
classic pitch shift for the brass -but the
unit will only allow use of one set of
inputs and outputs. The alternatives are
either to record the effects to tape,
which is not ideal especially as I may
already have used up all the spare
tracks, or to hire-in additional units.
The MIDI program change facility would
be of no use in this case as all the
sources play across each other.

It strikes me that what is required
here is for manufacturers of multieffects
processors to produce additional
processing expansion modules. These
would have dedicated inputs and
outputs, be rackmountable and control
would be assigned to them from the
mother unit, thus allowing multiple
presets to run simultaneously and
independently. To a degree this is what
Lexicon have done with their 480L
which divides internal processing into
two discrete `machines'. With the
modular approach, any number of full
power processing units could be
attached without compromising

Eventide continue the line of
development begun in 1975
with the H910 Harmonizer by
launching the DSP4000.
An eager Patrick Stapley
assesses their progress
44

stereo operation, turning a single device into a true
multieffects system. How about it Eventide?

Operation
The DSP4000 front panel retains the look of the
H3000 with its 10- segment input meters, four soft
keys below the display, large rotary knob, and
keypad. Operationally the system also remains
familiar, although the increased size of the display
allows more information to be shown at one time
resulting in improved access to parameters.
As before there are various dedicated function
keys or `Area buttons' that change operating mode,
they are:
Program, Setup, Patch, Parameter, and Levels.
Selecting one of these assigns a set of associated
functions to the four soft keys; for example,
selecting SETUP will assign Display, MIDI, segue,
and Audio to the four keys providing access to
these respective menus. Where additional functions
exist for an operating mode, a second press on the
AREA button will assign a second set of functionmenu boxes to the soft keys. In some cases these
boxes will appear overlaid in which case the soft
key itself has access to more than one operating
menu. Once a menu has been selected, the contents
can be scrolled through using the LEFT and RIGHT
cursor keys, and parameters changed using the
rotary knob or the keypad. Apart from acting as
menu selectors, soft keys may execute an
immediate operation such as Load or Save.
When installing the unit, the Setup and Levels
areas should be checked through to ensure correct
operating conditions; these include whether the
input is set to source an analogue or digital (AESEBU or SPDIF) signal, that the correct sampling
rate (32kHz, 44.056kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz,
External) has been set, that the unit is set for
Guitar (direct signal -effect mix) or Studio (effect
only), that I -0 levels are correctly set, the status of
the BYPASS switch (DSP Bypass, Relay Bypass or
Mute), that the display's contrast and brightness
are optimally adjusted, and so on. All setup
changes will automatically become the system
default, although the original factory configuration
may be recalled.
Once the unit has been correctly setup, the
Program area can be entered. The display will
show Bank 0 and its first three presets. Bank 0 is
actually a Utilities store and contains presets such
as a white noise generator, oscillator with
adjustable waveform and sweep function, and a
Thru preset which simply connects inputs to
outputs. Actual effects presets are arranged in the
next 18 banks categorised under the following
headings: Pitch Effects, Delay Effects, Chorus
Effects, Ambience, Small Reverbs, Large Reverbs,
Alternative Reverbs, Drum Effects, Dynamic
Effects, Equalisers, Filter Effects, Simple Effects,
Multi Effects, Curiosities, Distortions, Guitar
Racks, External Control (preset specifically
designed to be modulated by external controllers),
and Examples (examples with information on
various preset elements). If a memory card has
been inserted, its banks will appear after the
internal banks prefixed by C.
Banks and presets are separately scrolled
through using either the rotary knob or the
UP -DOWN controls on the keypad; they may also be
numerically accessed from the keypad. Depending
on the complexity of the preset, load times can take
anything up to 7s; once loaded the unit
automatically switches to the parameter area with
soft keys providing access to various parameter
menus. The menus are all clearly laid out and
parameter adjustment is both intuitive and fast; as
50 Studio Sound, February 1994

with the H3000 certain presets include an Expert
menu for the more accomplished user. Edited
factory programs are saved as new presets,
whereas edited user programs may be either saved
as new presets or simply updated. Saved presets
can be named by laboriously scrolling through the
alphabet and picking out letters, or-and by
selecting words from a long descriptive list such as
Fat, Thin, Hot, Cold, Hard, Soft, Classical, Grunge,
Drum, Guitar, Stereo, Mono, Sexy, Sleazy...

Patch Editor
Apart from modification by adjusting parameters,
presets may be more radically edited using the
Patch Editor which allows the actual elements that
make up the preset to be edited. This facility is not
for the faint hearted and Eventide warn in the
manual that `it is not a complete, whizz bang, user
friendly, go out and build a big, awesome,
destroy-all- planets effect, mind- reading,
insta- creativity music maker'. Roughly translated,
this means is that the Patch Editor is an extremely
complex and powerful facility. It really does put the
user in the programming seat for the first time
allowing access deep inside the unit -whether
editing existing presets or building a new effect
from scratch. However, this does not come without
a price: time.
I can see few users taking the time to familiarise
themselves with the procedure which appears
alarmingly daunting in the manual. It may be that
a more simplistic tutorial approach would help, but
I think the reality is that the Patch Editor will be
too complex for most tastes and will only be fully
explored by a few brave and persevering souls.
However, those who are prepared to stick with it
will be rewarded by acquiring a new level of editing
skills plus a genuine in -depth understanding of
effects processing.
I will endeavour to give a brief and simplified
explanation of how the system operates. A preset is
made up from modules of which there are a total of
89 available arranged into 14 groups. These groups
comprise categories such as Delay, Reverb, Pitch
Shift, Mixer, Bridge (converts audio signals to
control signals or vice versa), Control Process,
Math (perform mathematical functions on audio)
and so on. So for example the Pitch Shift group
contains six modules -Detune, Diatonic Shift,
Frequency Shift, Pitch Shift, Multi -Output Pitch
Shifter, and Reverse Shift, while the Math group
contains modules such as Add (adds two audio
signals), Subtract (subtracts two audio signals),
Amplitude Modulator, Quadrature Transformer
(provides a 90° phase shift of all frequency
components up to ' /8th of the sampling frequency),
Audio Comparator, and so on.
When the Patch Editor is first accessed the
display will show a block diagram of the modules
making up the preset and their audio connections
with inputs on the left outputs on the right. The
editor allows four operations: Insert a module,
Delete a module, Connect modules, and Unplug
modules. If a preset is being constructed from
scratch, the starting point will be from the `Empty
Program' found in the Utilities bank.
Each module that is inserted will require one or
more control knobs and these must be inserted
individually. Additionally each knob will require
naming (Volume Knob, Delay Knob, Feedback
Knob), and must also be placed in a suitable menu
along with its correct format (the number of spaces
the numerical read out will occupy and the number
of digits after the decimal point). It also requires
the user to program range, step value, and default
value. Once all these parameters have been

specified the knob is inserted awaiting connection
to the relevant control input on the module.
To make life easier the preset elements can be
viewed as Audio Only, Audio and Control, and
Control Only. If presets are made up from large
numbers of modules the display window will not be
big enough to show the entire block diagram,
particularly if both audio and control modules are
being viewed together. In this case the display can
be scrolled vertically and horizontally to reveal
hidden areas. The display is actually far from ideal
when editing complex presets, and control can also
be painfully slow
should however be possible in
the near future to interface the DSP4000 to a
computer for substantially improved operation.
The patch editor also lets users create their own
menu structure, assigning a hierarchy of named
pages to the soft keys into which parameters will
be organised. The menu arrangement is shown in
a separate display within the patch editor.
At the back of the manual is a list of all the
modules with a description of what they do, plus
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information on their various inputs and outputs,
and minimum- maximum parameter values.
To keep track of processing resources, details are
also given about the percentage of available
processing power each module uses up, although
this will sometimes vary as a module's
specifications are changed.

Presets
Having created and patented The Harmonizer
during the early- 1970s, Eventide's name became
pretty synonymous with pitch changing. However,
since the introduction of the H3000 the company
have gained considerable recognition as a
multieffects manufacturer, and in particular have
impressed many with the excellent standard of
their reverb programs. The DSP4000 carries the
reputation forward by offering improved quality
and additional stand -alone processing such as EQ
and Dynamics.
Presets vary between having stereo inputs and
outputs, mono inputs and outputs, mono inputs
and stereo outputs, or dual inputs and outputs.
Depending on size, two presets may be crossfaded
by predetermined fade -in and fade -out times to
smoothly merge program changes. The governing
factor is that each preset should take up no more
than 45% of the unit's processing power, and
suitable presets will be marked in the program list
with a crossfade symbol. Presets that exceed the
processing limit -and these make up the majority
of factory programs -may still be `Segued' to avoid
abrupt changeovers, in which case fade times will
still apply although there will be no overlap.
As mentioned, the factory presets are arranged
into 19 program banks and I will run through most
of these to give a flavour for what is on offer,
starting with Pitch.
The Pitch Effects bank contains 19 presets
which include the Diatonic Shifts first introduced
on the H3000. These presets intelligently alter
pitch by recognising the incoming note and
changing it relative to the selected key and
harmony interval. Success very much depends on
the source and the degree of shift being applied,
and the results can sound very electronic or
unnatural. Diatonic presets tend to work better on
synths and guitars rather than acoustic
instruments or vocals unless one is looking for a
specific effect or can sufficiently mask the Diatonic
output in the track.
Other pitch presets include Dual 910s which
recreates the sound of two of Eventide's original
Harmonizers with one pitched up and the other
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pitched down; Shifter Delay that outputs four
delayed and pitch shifted voices; Dubbler which
uses four micro-pitch shifts for ADT effects; and
Poly Shift which breaks the signal into comb bands
and shifts each to produce a detuned chorus effect
being useful as a thickener. Pitch can be shifted
over a ±3-octave range, and up to eight
simultaneous voices are available.
The Delay bank has nine presets which apart
from standard presets include various multitap
programs; Panning Delays which has four delay
lines with pan and delay time controlled by
separate LFOs; Precision Delay which allows
adjustments in microseconds; and a Dual Ducked
Delay that only operates when the input level falls
below a set threshold. The maximum delay the
unit will permit is ten seconds.
There are eight Chorus presets which offer a
selection of chorus, flange and phased sounds
including a good simulation of manual tape
phasing which is controlled from the rotary knob.
There is also a Lezlie Simulator with separate
control over the two speakers-this preset appears
again in the External Control bank where the
rotation speed of the Lezlie' speakers can be
switched externally.
Reverb presets are organised across five banks.
The first three divide presets into Ambience, Small
Reverbs and Large Reverbs offering a full range of
reverberant spaces from Pantry to the diffusor
constructed Black Hole. There are some excellent
presets here and a lot to choose from.
Reverb effects are stored under Alternative
Reverbs and include Zipper Up which is a long
backwards reverb that can generate some
interesting percussive effects; Swept Verb that
produces a very effective phased reverb; Stereo
Caves which is designed to give the impression of
`

two caves (a small one on the left and a huge one
on the right); and Ghost Bloom which is a delayed
inverse ambience with considerable depth. More
reverb presets appear under Drum Effects
including Drum Chamber, Small Gated Room,
Basement Drums, and the off-the -wall Beatbox
Reverb which, being constructed from filters
configured to produce vowel sounds, seems to speak.
Dynamics presets are mainly connected with
compression although there is a Dual Gate and an
Auto -Panner (responds dynamically to input). Six
types of compressor are available including a basic
digital predictive device that is able to respond to
signal before it arrives; a stereo compressor created
from four separate compressors (two per channel)
allowing a knee function; a stereo 2 -band
compressor that splits each channel into high and
low -frequency bands processing each separately;
and a Top 40 Compressor that simulates broadcast
limiting with a brick wall response. Some users
may find the lack of gain reduction metering
disconcerting and some form of dynamic display
might be a useful addition -alternatively the input
bargraphs could be set to read gain reduction.
The Equaliser presets are organised into seven
banks. All are stereo with six fully- adjustable
parametric bands apart from one that offers eight
bands in mono. The stereo presets differ in their
arrangement of centre frequencies (although all
can, of course, be changed) and some have their
first and last bands configured to a shelf curve. The
main display mimics a graphic equaliser with
vertical level sliders (controlled from the rotary
knob) for each band.
Most of the remaining banks contain effects-type
programs with the Multi Effects bank offering
presets such as Moon Solo that combines pitch
shift, phasing, chorus and delay; the Curiosities

bank which is home to an underwater reverb sound
called Watersized, Duck Soup a dynamically controlled swept pitch with delays that gives the
effect of helicopter rotor blades, the wonderful UFO
In My Church, Dr Who Diatonic 6ths, and the
curiously named We Know BeatBox TrtMe which
the manual flatteringly describes as sounding
something between a choir and a washing machine.
There are a number of distortion presets designed
to emulate transistor and valve amp distortion as
well as more involved effects such as Crunchy
which produces fuzz followed by chorus and a gate.
A bank is devoted to Guitar Racks with various
presets built around pitch, delay, chorus and
phasing; this also includes an old style octave
splitter which outputs a square wave an octave
below the source -like the original boxes, this was
not particularly successful on all signals. Other
effects suited to guitar can be found in the External
Control bank including Wahwah and the Lezlie
Simulator described earlier. Other externally
controlled presets are a chorus with two
controllers, one for detune the other for tightness,
and a tap echo where the number of echoes and
their delay times are externally controlled.

MIDI and
external control
As with the H3000, the DSP4000 offers extensive

MIDI capabilities. These include MIDI program
change which will function for programs within the
current bank. If programs are spread across a
number of banks it will be necessary to reorganise
them on a new bank on the memory card.
The DSP4000 will output system exclusive to a
MIDI sequencer allowing parameter changes to be
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DSP4000 display -soon to be augmented with an interface to assist patch editing

range of preset types. The indu
block' patch editor, although pr
unprecedented level of control,
users due to its complexity. Th
hampered by the confines of
slow access time, but future interface to a computer
should help here.
The presets supplied with the unit are very
broad ranging and certainly show off the versatility
of the DSP4000. However, with the memory card
facility it will be possible to supply collections of
presets that are more application specific to
supplement the existing sounds.
As it stands, the DSP4000 offers a wide choice of
high quality presets, including outstanding
reverbs, and provides the user with the means of
creating some extraordinary effects. Fans of the
H3000 will not be disappointed.

Eventide One Alsian Way, Little Ferry,
dynamically recorded and played back; if the
sequencer is sending and receiving at, the same
time, any additional changes will also be recorded.
MIDI data dumps of the currently selected preset
or the system setup may be sent to a sequencer, or
another DSP4000 whose Device ID matches the
send unit.
MIDI and External Control signals may be used
to trigger Next Program, Previous program, and
Bypass functions as well as triggering events in a
preset which contains an External Trigger module.
Similarly external devices can dynamically control
output levels, the percentage of dry to mixed
signal, and preset parameters.
A feature of the DSP4000 is its ability to simply
redirect external control signals. This is achieved
by including modulation (Mod 1 to 4) and trigger
(Trig 1 and 2) Redirectors in the Setup Menu.

These have assigned to them a modulation or
trigger source which can be either a MIDI
controller or an external controller such as a foot
pedal or switch. A Redirector can then be assigned
to control a program or setup parameter rather
than directly connecting the external source. The
advantage of this is that if controllers are changed
or the unit is taken to a different location, the
Redirectors can simply be repatched rather than
having to individually change every program that
relies on external control.

Conclusion
The DSP4000 Ultra- Harmonizer offers a number of
enhancements over the H3000 including better
operation, 18 -bit rather than 16 -bit convertors, full
24 -bit digital I -Os. memory card, and a larger
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Fax: +1 201 641 1640.
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KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN
the recording industry
turns to digital tools for the
enhanced control, quality
and productivity they offer, a
new set of maintenance requirements
emerges. Gone are the days when an
analogue audio test set provided all the
functionality required to keep a
world -class facility running on top form.
Ultimately, all audio ends up as an
analogue signal but today, as audio
spends an ever -increasing amount of
time in the digital domain, test devices
must offer access to the digital domain
as well. Thus the requirement for
`mixed -signal' testing emerges.
Mixed-signal testing refers simply to
the need for recording facilities with
As

both analogue and digital production
tools to perform measurements not only
on familiar analogue parameters, but
also on parameters and characteristics
unique to digital audio signals.
Having realised the industry's need
for mixed -signal testing, equipment
manufacturers now offer single instrument solutions that provide the
combined set of digital and analogue
tools necessary for maintaining cutting edge facilities and those in the process
of adding digital tools. Test sets
designed for this mixed -signal
environment supply not only the
required battery of tests but
serendipitously provide improvements
in operating efficiencies over the
previous generation of analogue test
devices. (More on this later.)
When the first piece of digital
equipment arrives, a studio does not
necessarily become a mixed- signal
operation. With the quality control and
high level of customer support offered by
most manufacturers today, the chances
are that a single piece of digital
hardware in an otherwise analogue
facility can successfully be treated as
another analogue device. However, at
the point where two or more digital
pieces of equipment are interconnected
within a studio, the need for
mixed- signal testing becomes a reality.

Alternatives
Testing a mixture of analogue and
digital production tools with analogue
measurement equipment can be done
but in only one way -by testing the
analogue devices as always, and feeding
the digital signals into high-quality DA

Fig.1: The characteristic `eye pattern' of a digital signal
convertors so that the resultant
analogue signals can also be tested.
While this method may suffice as a
simple quality control test, any problems
arising in the digital domain are likely
to remain unresolved. Many interfacing
problems in digital equipment cannot be
solved-or even narrowed down -by use
of even the best analogue test devices.

mixed -signal test sets must possess in
order to capture and analyse digital
signals yields the unexpected benefit of
speeding up and -or automating the
execution of analogue tests. Along with
mixed-signal test sets, digital -only test
sets often employ DSP (Digital Signal
Processing) in their operation. These

Improved

Drawing on their experience
in TV and video, Tektronix
have released test equipment
for pro audio. Here Lionel
Durant and Jeffery Noah
discuss problem areas of
digital audio and the value of
mixed -signal testing

testing
The increasing use of digital audio
equipment has not eliminated the need
to make analogue measurements. In
fact, analogue measurements will
probably be with us for many years to
come. Traditional maintenance
measurements -such as those of
frequency response, distortion and level
-remain critical to the optimal operation
of any recording or production facility.
As alluded to earlier, the processing
power and computer control that
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test sets typically digitise an analogue signal, use
an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to convert the
time -domain audio information into the
frequency -domain, and perform measurements on
the data stored in the FFT record. The advantages
of applying this measurement approach are many.
One advantage is the measurement speed of
DSP. While analogue measurement sets must
capture the signal for each new measurement,
digital sets can make many measurements from
one FFT record. Additionally, settling times
associated with some measurements add further
delays when using an analogue test set.
Automation of mixed- signal test sets can be
achieved using programs running on `outboard'
computers via GPIB or RS232 interfaces. Remote
control is available by the same means. For those
test sets not requiring an external computer,
programs can be stored in nonvolatile memory and
recalled using simple, front-panel keystrokes or by
remote control. As with many personal computers
programs (including some for music sequencing),
these functions are a type of macro recording and
playback feature which capture a series of
keystrokes and commands entered via the
instrument's front panel. Subsequently one
function key can call many others, offering the
power of complex programming environments
without requiring the use of a high -level
programming language.
Since measurements in a mixed -signal test set
are performed on a digital record of the audio
software by software routines, the addition of new
capabilities does not require the fitting of hardware
modules. Installing new measurement applications
or noise weighting filters requires only a software
or firmware upgrade.
An additional benefit of using an FFT as the

basis of measurement is a saving in hardware as
the frequency-domain information provided by
FFTs is easily converted into into a spectral
display. With adequate processing power and
carefully-written algorithms, the spectral display
can be updated at something approaching real
time, providing much of the functionality of a
dedicated spectrum analyser.

Digital testing
Valuable as they are in testing analogue
equipment, it is with digital equipment that mixed signal test sets are invaluable. In addition to such
`familiar' analogue problems as mismatched
impedances, levels and polarities, a number of new
and unique potential conflicts exist when dealing
with digital audio equipment. Troubleshooting
digital interconnections requires more than
conversion of the signal to the analogue domain
and monitoring for measurable or audible
impairments. Whether a digital audio workstation,
hard-disk recorder, DAT deck or CD -R machine is
the first digital device you press into service,
solving almost any technical problem requires a
digital analyser -even when utilising the analogue
inputs and outputs -and restoring operation to a
facility full of new and possibly unfamiliar gear can
be a traumatic experience without the tools to fully
analyse the digital signal.
It is the flexibility of the AES -EBU format which
leads to possible mismatches between the
transmitted data and what is being expected by the
receiving equipment. Characteristics of data being
transmitted -such as the presence or absence of
emphasis processing, the length of the digital word,
sampling rate and type of data (audio or
nonaudio) -are all indicated by bits in the

channel- status block. If the channel-status block is
not correctly interpreted by the receiving device or
does not match what the receiving equipment
expects, the results may be catastrophic. For
example, although the data mismatch may be as
simple as 20 -bit data being indicated when 24 bits
are expected, some equipment simply refuses to
accept a digital audio signal if any data in the
status block are not as expected. If the signal were
to be accepted, however, the mismatch would
hardly be noticeable.
A display showing bit activity of the signal
would indicate how many bits were being used; the
same display could also determine whether a signal
were very quiet or actually digital silence (all bits
set to zero).
Potential problem continue in that, for the
AES -EBU standard, several preferred sampling
rates exist. If two interconnected devices are not
set to the same sampling rate, they will at worst
fail to exchange any data
best, serious
corruption will be evident.
To resolve these potential challenges quickly, a
mixed -signal test set can be used to look at all
channel status bits being sent along with the the
audio data. In addition to trouble shooting
equipment incompatibilities, a quick examination
of data rates during an incoming QC check can
avoid confusion (or worse) when a digital audio
tape does not play.

-at

Analogue problems
with digital signals
Problems analogue parameters of digital signals

-amplitude, noise and synchronisation problems

-can also lead to distortions of the audio signal

limiting, keyable expansion, gating and
ducking, stereo dimension enhancement
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it carries or render the signal useless. An `eye
components related to the programme material.
pattern' display (Fig.') overlays multiple sweeps of Other sources of jitter could include that inherent
the digital signal and provides a wealth of
in the transport of the transmitting device, power
information about these parameters.
supply -related interference at 50 /60Hz and
Attenuation of the digital signal -easily seen in
interference around 31kHz from PC monitors.
the eye display -can be tolerated to a great degree
Whatever the source, jitter closes the
before any transmission errors occur. However, any eye -opening and, therefore, can result in bit errors.
distortion that closes the eye -opening beyond a
Again, an eye display clearly illustrates the effects
threshold level can lead to bit errors. One of the
of jitter on signal transitions. After determining
major sources of signal attenuation is excessive
that jitter is present in a signal, a mixed -signal test
cable length, which is typically accompanied by
set offering a jitter spectrum display would help in
high -frequency roll -off. Poor connections at patch
isolating the source of the jitter.
bays and multiple terminations are other potential
If a small amount of jitter (not enough to create
sources of attenuation.
bit errors) finds its way into the word clock of the
When signals are attenuated below the recovery
receiver, audio reconstruction will be correct with
threshold of a receiver, bit errors begin to occur
respect to the ones and zeros. However, word-clock
since the receiver is unable to reliably reconstruct
jitter results in timing variations in the analogue
the series of ones and zeros in the transmitted
signal, since it is the word clock that controls the
signal. If data bits are not correctly recovered, the
rate at which data are loaded into a D-A convertor.
probability of audio degradation is high.
The resulting sound will be slightly different from
The most narrow pulses in the signal will not
the original. To preserve the highest sonic purity,
only suffer from resistive attenuation but will
jitter in the signal must be minimised at the point
suffer significantly from high -frequency roll -off. In
of analogue reconstruction. But to work on
digital audio, those pulses are in the preamble,
eliminating jitter, one must first be able to observe
which must be correctly interpreted in order for a
and analyse the phenomenon.
receiver to lock to an incoming signal. The
receiving equipment may provide no greater
indication of the problem than a status light
indicating bit errors, or that it is unable to lock to
the incoming signal. A mixed -signal tester makes it
easy to pinpoint the location of such an error. An
eye pattern display would first suggest that the
amplitude of the signal is below the receiver's
threshold level.
Phase jitter closes the eye- opening in the
horizontal direction. It almost always accompanies
the attenuation resulting from a long cable run,
and in this case, the jitter often has frequency

Quality control checks of incoming equipment
also create a need for a device capable of providing
an eye pattern display. The EBU 'Tech 3250' and
AES `AES3' documents include specifications for
receiver performance based on the eye pattern-in
both cases a receiver must be able to correctly
decode a digital signal that possesses an
eye -opening of specific dimensions in time and

amplitude.

System timing

includes the use of digital audio reference signal
(DARS) to lock all the equipment to a common
stable timing reference. Utilising DARS provides
the benefit of ensuring constant phase and

frequency between several digital audio signals.
Distributing DABS in a `star' configuration prevents
the accumulation of jitter and phase offset which
can otherwise occur in a `daisy chain' of equipment.
When the lack of proper phasing is suspected
(probably due to occasional pops or unreadable
signals), some method of measuring the phase
relationship between the signals must be available.
Mixed -signal test sets supplying a read -out of
phase or timing differences between signals
provides the insight into timing relationships
necessary in such a digital audio environment.

Conclusion
The topics covered in this article go some way
towards demonstrating the increasing importance
of mixed -signal testing facilities in a digital audio
facility-even one in which only a few digital
devices are employed. The advantages in speed,
automation and repeatability of testing such testers
bring to analogue testing will reduce the time
presently spent in `traditional' quality monitoring
and problem solving. But more importantly, any of
the new, uniquely digital problems are likely to

remain a mystery without one.
Given existing industry trends, it is inevitable
that almost every studio will find itself using
digital production equipment. Already, an audio
test set offering the advantages of combined digital
and analogue signal analysis can play a very
important behind-the -scenes role in the success of
such studios.

The design of many larger digital audio facilities
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Z
December saw the
world's biggest band
end their most
ambitious tour
in Tokyo. Kevin
Hilton reports on
the challenges
encountered
are arguably the `biggest' band
in the world. They have achieved
this status through a string of
hit albums (The Unforgettable
Fire, The Joshua Tree, Achtung Baby) and a
gruelling touring schedule made up of
emotion -filled shows that engage and involve the
audience. All this in under ten years.
The band were renowned for their pared-down,
no- nonsense rock 'n' roll, based around drums,
bass, guitar and voice. After the Joshua Tree tour,
Bono, The Edge, Adam Clayton and Larry Mullen
said they were going to reconsider their approach.
The results were Achtung Baby and the subsequent
Zoo TV tour -bigger, louder and more involved
than anything they had done before.
But that was just a try -out. Zoo TV played large
arenas, bombarding the crowds with music and
video images. The Zoo TV Outside Broadcasts were
the next logical step. The next illogical step was
Zooropa, last year's round of stadium dates, which
was hailed as the biggest tour of all time, not only
in terms of the number of shows but in the sheer
amount of equipment currently on the road.
The production called for intricate planning as
two giant steel stages leapfrogged each other from
W venue to venue. In the venues the main sound rig
ó towered up behind the band, video screens showed
tn enhancing images and satellite links and, hidden
beneath the stage, the `Underworld' was the
W
technological heart of the whole show.
There was nothing easy about the production.
ó The stage position of the band, directly in front of
E the main rig, puts the sound engineers at a

i
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disadvantage from the outset. This called for
The front-of-house system was expanded by
adaption of existing equipment and the
16 Servo Drive sub -bass units and a perimeter
implementation of new technology that was
system, which was installed under lead singer
brought out of its cosy development lab to go on the Bono's position at the front of the main stage and
road immediately.
around the edge of the secondary stage B, some
Live sound rental company Clair Brothers have
100 feet away, linked by a catwalk. This was the
been associated with U2 since the early days and
brand new P4 loudspeaker, a trapezoidal box which
have seen the 4 -piece grow to their present position carries the prefix P' because O'Herlihy, who was
as the biggest band in the world. The company
involved in its development, thought its operation
supplied 140 units of its long -established
had a drive -like quality and so nicknamed it the
S4 Series II loudspeaker (each of which has its own Piston' box.
in -built time alignment system) front of house,
In real terms the whole sound production
configured in 2 stacks of 75, left and right,
appears to be working completely against the
arranged in 3 sets of speakers, 10 high and 7 wide.
recognised laws of physics. The S4 stack was
This enabled the venues to be divided into three
45 feet behind the main vocal position and some
distinct areas, foreground, centre and back, each
38 feet behind the drum riser. This made for an
block having its own equalisation setting,
open-face production of approximately a 250°
programmed into 11 to electronic 1128
spread, which can be seen from anywhere in a
moving -fader graphic equalisers.
stadium, allowing the promoter to sell seats all the
Each stadium was `noised' every morning,
way to the back of the venue in the safe knowledge
usually around 10.00am, using pink noise
that everyone has a clear sight -line to the stage.
generators and analysers. After this a tape of the
The acoustical problem resulting from this was
previous night's show was played through the
that the sound was not focused.
system to see how the building responded and how
Four arrays of P4s, with six cabinets per array
it affected the natural sound. This gave front-ofused to form a semicircle, which focused the sound.
house mixer Joe O'Herlihy a foundation on which
By implementing psychoacoustic principles, it is
to work, although, as he notes, an outdoor show is
possible to convince the audience that Bono's voice
always susceptible to constant change, not least
was indeed coming from him and not from a point
from wind, rain or humidity.
several feet behind him. This procedure is repeated
The system was flown from a steel construction
on the B stage where the speakers sat on their
in such a way that it looks like one solid mass of
sides on the edge of the dais, made possible by their
boxes. In reality each section was uncoupled from
trapezoidal design. The P4 has its own control
the other, which cut out the problem of bass
circuitry and its own graphic equalisation.
resonance. Although in technical terms the S4 has
The efficiency of the system meant that there
not changed much over the years, its physical
was no need for delay towers, which are a common
shape has. The current unit came from a prototype sight on outdoor shows and are generally thought
designed and developed for Zoo TV, bringing
to be standard equipment. Only one gig on the
forward work being carried out by Roy Clair at the
whole tour needed delays but this was due to the
company's Lititz headquarters. O'Herlihy
physical nature of the venue rather than anything
comments: `Three levels of decking is very labour
else. Roundhay Park in Leeds has a 90,000 -person
intensive. It wouldn't have been production
capacity and is an elongated shape, with a dog-leg.
efficient if the system wasn't stacked.'
Birmingham-based SSE Hire was brought in to
It is estimated that if Zooropa had been using
supply delay equipment on this one occasion.
the previous system, setup time would be anything
This extremely high level of production was not
between 12 to 15 hours. However, it took the crew
reached by accident, it is very much a matter of
just four hours to raise the main structure
design and ambition.
-demonstrably more production efficient. This was
`When we were putting the whole Zoo TV
just as well because, while there were two versions concept together,' O'Herlihy explains, `there were
of the stage, which allowed one to be in transit
certain values to be addressed. The US tour of
while the other was in use, there was only one
arenas, which was our baptism, was a standard
sound rig and getting it broken down and settting
production. When we did the Zoo TV Outside
up in reasonable time was imperative.
Broadcast shows the flying technology had to be
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The input modules each have three -band
equalisation together with a separate High Pass filter
and a VCA which enables the signal level to be
editor controlled.
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manufacturing excellence.
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ready, which was in July of 1992. With the indoor
shows the original idea was taken to its optimum
effect -we couldn't take it any further. But
outdoors, with an open field, we could do anything.
Because of its massive scale, it was impossible
not to notice the front -of-house system. Less
obvious but probably even more important in this
situation is the monitoring system. And because
the band played in front of the main stack, it was
imperative that the musicians hear what they
want to hear in order to produce a good
performance. This became all the more tricky on
stage B, some 150 feet in front of the wall of sound.

This introduced all sorts of time -alignment
problems, not least of which is the sound being on a
150ms lag by the time it reaches a player.
The solution was the Garwood Communications
Radio Station in -ear monitoring system, worn by
each member of the band, all of whom had their
ear -pieces moulded by an audiologist to be certain
of directing as much signal as possible into their
ears. O'Herlihy describes the Radio Station as `an
integral part' of the production, as it allowed the
musicians to play on stage B without delay
problems. `The reason the whole thing worked is
because of the in-ear monitoring,' O'Herlihy states.

However, conventional monitoring was also a
priority, with four discreet positions around the
stage. Larry Mullen's drum riser used a
combination of Clair Brothers' 12AM wedges and
the ML18 sub-bass units. Bassist Adam Clayton,
guitarist The Edge and Bono had dedicated
monitor setups and further monitoring positions at
the end of each side walkway plus ML18s and the
MT4 mid-high units as side-fills stage left and
right. As a musician moved away from his main
monitors, the signal `followed' him by means of a
digital routing matrix controlled by a joystick.
The usually fraught job of the monitor engineer
was made all the harder by the monitor mix
position being located beneath the stage in the
`Underworld'. `Monitor beach' -as it is
affectionately known by the crew-housed four
Ramsa 5840 consoles, controlled by Dave Skaaf
(mixing for Clayton and Mullen) and Vish Wadi
(Bono and The Edge), who also have two
assistants. The traditional tool of eye contact is
replaced by video cameras and monitors, which
allow the engineers to see the players in all
possible stage positions.
Due to the high degree of mobility exercised by
the band during the show, wireless technology is to
the fore. A total of 22 dedicated frequencies were
used for Zooropa and from the outset the crew were
not going to take any chances with interference.
`We went into this in depth,' says O'Herlihy.
`Because of the amount of technology that uses
wireless we had to have prededicated frequencies,
so we went to the licensing authority and
purchased the frequencies that we needed. It was
essential that we did not have interference so we
did the right thing and licensed the frequencies.
We didn't have a single problem.'
In addition to the feeds coming off stage,

Listen to the Truth
hree good reasons why people like George
Massenburg and Bruce Swedien use B &K
microphones when they record their award- winning
albums: clarity, accuracy and transparency. Calum Malcolm,
producer of the Blue Nile and Simple Minds, uses B &Ks in
preference to all else. "In ten years, 1 haven't found
anything that will outpe)forrn the B&K 4003."

T

Brüel & Kjær
Danish Pro Audio ApS
Hejrevang 11 DK-3450 Allerod Denmark
Tel.: +45 48 14 28 28 Fax.: +45 48 14 27 00

Australia (03 )4289797. Austria (022)3626123. Belgium (02)5227064, Denmark 48142828, Finland (90)582055. France (01)46670210. Germany (081) 4253980,(061)
714026. (02_ )16401326. (030)559 6627, Holland (03) 4025 2570, India (22) 6150397, Ireland (01)545400, Italy (02)5084272, Japan (03) 54207307. New Zealand
(07)847343414. Norway (66)904410. Poland (02)2275061. Portugal (01)692456. Singapore (065)7489333. Spain (031 2034804. Sweden 1046)320370, Switzerland (01)
8400144. UK (081) 4524635, USA & Canada (519) 7451158. Venezuela (582) 358082
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industry standards for quality,
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A reputation our competitor would die fo,

Last year we sent them reeling with the
stunning, high-end Jade Production console.
And iliade turned them green with env

5n|reistm give thsuv
.

mid-range

o itair
Awash with features and function,
Production Console combines the finest audio

quality with DSP multi-processor control
including the option of motorised faders. N,
Like someone once said-

dynamic inoperuuov^.

in design,

_

-

`.

Present on every channel the unique FdB
Parametric EqualiserTM overcomes the problems
of non-linearity in music and the ear providing
precise control of all frequencies in the audio
spectrum.
In addition, all

monitors have

2-band equaliser

a

plus access to the FdB Parametric EqualiserTM.

The on-board ADP, (Assignable Dynamics
prvcessor), provides a comprehensive range of
gating, compression, expansion, limiting, modulation and auto-pan functions on each channel.
Plus there's the precision uutomvtion, in
motorised fader or VCA flavours.

Quite a specification. - Quite a console.
Solitaire - much more than moving faders.

'
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--SOLITAIRE
Soundtrccs PLC.
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Ewell Road. Surbiton. Surrey KT6 5AH. England. Te;: 081 399 3392. Fax: 081 399 6821.

() Get
to the heart
of the matter

in:

Argentina
INTER VIDEO PROFESIONAL S.A. Buenos Aires
Tel: +54 1 362 5977 Fax: +54 1 361 4441
Contact: Luis Corazza

/

Belgium
ELECTRONIC + SOUND DESIGN, Buzet
Tel: +322 511 6728 Fax: +322 514 4101
Contact: Raphael Bollen

/

Canada
SASCOM MARKETING GROUP, Quebec
Tel: +1 514 433 1677 Fax: +1 514 433 6865
Contact: Mark Vincent

/

France
COACH AUDIO SALES, Vigy

/

Tel: +33 8777 0000 Fax: +33 8777 0121
Contact: Alain Vanzella

Germany
CHARLEYS MUSIKLADEN, Ottobrunn
Tel: +49 89 609 4947 Fax: +49 89 609 0459
Contact: Thomas Riedmeier

/

Guadeloupe
HENRI DEBS PRODUCTIONS, Pointe A Pitre

/

Tel: +590 820706 Fax: +590 829704
Contact: Rose -Marie Debs

Holland
MENDEL SONGS, Waalwijk
Tel: +31 4160 39196 Fax: +31 4160 50687
Contact: Inge Jagt

/

Hong Kong
DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY, Kowloon
Tel: +852 7210 343 Fax: +852 3666 883
Contact: Clement Choi

/

Italy
CONCRETE SrL, Varese
Tel: +39 332 222131

/ Fax:

+39 332 821112

Contact: Lucio Visintini

Japan
EDGETECH (JAPAN) LTD, Tokyo
Tel: +81 3 52800251
Fax: +81 3 52800254
Contact: Yasuhiro Matsuoka

/

Korea
YOUNG NM SO RI SA, Seoul
Tel: +822 267 8697 Fax: +822 274 2611
Contact: K. C. Mn

/

O'Herlihy had to deal with live satellite uplinks
and downlinks, which included a transmission to
and from Sarajevo each night. The satellite feed
was brought in via a regular dish. The show starts
by using the massive video screens on either side of
the stage, which require eight stereo feeds as the
audio shifts in keeping with the motion of the
image. Then there was Bono's nightly phone call,
which is brought through the main system by a
teleconferencing device, equalised through the tc
moving -fader system. Callees included Bill Clinton,
Salman Rushdie and a confused pizza parlour in
the US which got an order for 10,000 pizzas which
were handed out to the audience from the front of
the stage.
All this required a total of 128 channels front of
house, which were brought through ATI Paragon
Series and Clair Brothers CBA consoles. The ATI is
a 40 -input board but becomes a 56- channel
mainframe by the use of its 16 monitor subgroups.
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The CBA is a 32 -input model with 12 returns also
used as inputs; 24 effects returns were used for
treatments. A standard Clair Brothers control
system controlled all processing, in conjunction
with a coherent transfer system.
`That's the word for crossovers these days,'
O'Herlihy smiles. All treatments and effects were
MIDI interfaced through a preprogrammed
Sycolagic system, although there is a manual mode
should the band decide to change anything around.
One thing that becomes clear when looking at
the Zooropa production is that it was not designed
by a commercial brain but was the creation of
technicians and people with an eye for spectacle.
Zooropa brought the rock 'n' roll show into the
1990s but whether anyone follows U2 and does it
again is doubtful. Joe O'Herlihy's description of the
whole shebang as `Commercially, probably the
costliest tour of all time' may just put some people
off trying it for themselves.

Norway
SIGMA MUSIC, Bergen
Tel: +47 5 951975

/ Fax: +47 5 952230

Contact: Erling Lund

Switzerland
Q.S.E., Basel
Fax: +41 61 261 1343
Contact: Tom Strabel

Tel: +41 61 261 1343

/

United Kingdom
QUESTED MONITORING SYSTEMS LTD
Units 4 -6 Star Road, Partridge Green
West Sussex, RH13 8RY
Tel: +44 403 711447

/ Fax: +44 403 710155

Contact: Lisa Metherell

U.S.A.
AUDIO INDEPENDANCE, Wisconsin
Tel: +1 608 767 3333 Fax: +1 608 767 3360
Contact: Dan Abelson

/

THE HEART OF THE MATTER...

When developing the Guested range of monitors we realised that
the sound quality reproduced, could only be as good as that of the
component parts. (Take a look on Stand B26, AES Amsterdam,
or contact any of our International Distributors.)

Quested Monitors...you can hear the difference.

QUESTED

IF THMFS ONE MIC
YOU MUST HAVE -ITS

C

ONE OF THESE TWO!

12 VR

VINTAGE
REVIVAL -

Because the unique, sound
of a Gefell gives you a
microphone that can
be used for no end of

THE

applications.
Microtech Gefell has
been manufacturing

LEGEND

LIVES

microphones in the former
East Germany for the past
50 years, using the original

ON!

Georg Neumann M7 capsule
design. Now, these fantastic
microphones with the unforgettable sound are readily available
- and surprisingly affordable!
UM 70 -A switchable Omni- direcional /bi- directional /cardioid micro-

phone. Superb sound.
Available in a low noise version (UM
70S) and as a
cardioid -only mic
(M 71 or low -noise
version M 71S).
UM 92S
valve
mic which also uses the
M7 capsule. Complete with
flight case, power supply,

Timeless
Technology

-A

for Purist

Mogami cable, suspension

Engineers.

4; mount and windshield.
Gefell also produces a number
of other microphone types. We
suggest you check them out, and
give your digital recordings that
warm sound you thought
had gone for ever.

uCA

MICROTECH
GEFELL
microphones
from
Ir +ng Audio Systems

.
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Behind the Legendary C 12 Sound.
Its a quality so unique, engineers and performers have been -vying to
describe the sound for decades. More open." "Detailed and airy."
"Velvety, almost liquid." "A cleaner high end " "Smoother low end."
Fad is, the C 12 sound was an engineering anamoly Each capsule
was assembled, tensioned and suspended by hand. So, in recliy, two
C 12's could sound somewhat different. Creating them was an art,
mastered by o score of Austrian technicians as skilled as any Swiss

wakhmaker. Then again, if you're after a C 12 - like sound, oak no
furtier. The legendary sound is back in the C 12 VR.

<rn erleyRoad

nbn NW6 )SF

rel: u71 624 6030
Fsx. 371 372 6:70
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Harman International Industries Limited
Unit 2, Borehamwood Industrial Park,
Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 5PZ /E VGLáND
Tel: (0811 207 5050, Fax (081( 207 4572

AKG Akustische u. Kino-Geräte Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Brunhildengasse I, P.O.B. 584, A -1150 Vienna /AUST2IA
Tel:

H

I

l

l

98 124 0

,

Fax:

(1)

98 124245, Telex. 131839

A Harman International Company
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OPERATING LEVELS

IN DIGITALAU D IO
Analogue tape recording gets

its name because the
intensity of magnetism on
the tape is an analogue of the
voltage of the audio waveform supplied
to the record head. The quality of an
analogue magnetic recording is a direct
function of what happens between the
heads and the tape-tape noise becomes
audio noise, tape saturation becomes
audio nonlinearity. As a result, the
amount of noise or distortion present in
an analogue replay is a function of the
amplitude of the recorded waveform
with respect to the signal range that the
tape can handle. In a well -engineered
analogue recorder, impairments due to
the circuitry are negligible compared to
those from the tape -head system.
In contrast, digital recording removes
the quality connection with the medium
(Fig.1). Unless the medium is working
so badly that uncorrectable errors are
suffered, the replay process returns
identical numbers to those which were
recorded. If the replayed data are
identical to those recorded, the medium
has caused no loss of quality and the
quality is determined in the convertors.
The result is the opposite of the
analogue case. Here the impairments
are determined in the circuitry and the
tape is substantially transparent.
The analogue -to- digital convertor sets
a theoretical limit on the sound quality
available in the whole machine. The
bandwidth is limited by the sampling
rate and the maximum signal -to-noise
ratio is determined by the wordlength.

Bandwidth has little to do with level
considerations, so I will not pursue that
direction any further. The wordlength of
samples puts an absolute limit on the
noise performance which an ideal AD
convertor can reach. If the ideal AD is
followed by an ideal D A convertor, the
DA does not cause any further loss of
quality. In practice AD and D A
convertors are less than ideal, but the
actual quality achieved by modern,
well -engineered convertors comes close
to the theoretical limits.
An AD convertor has an input
voltage range equal to the sum of all of
the quantising intervals. Analogue audio
signals can be positive or negative, and
their long term average voltage is zero.
In order to accommodate a bipolar audio
signal, an offset of half the quantising
range has to be added (Fig.2).
In practice, a pure binary output from
the convertor cannot be used for
processing because the analogue offset
results in a numerical offset in the
output. Instead, all digital audio
equipment makes use of two's
complement coding.
In the two's complement system, the
upper half of the pure binary number
range has been redefined to represent
negative quantities. If a pure binary
counter is constantly incremented and
allowed to overflow, it will produce all
the numbers in the range permitted by
the number of available bits, and these
are shown for a 4 -bit example drawn
around the circle in Fig.3. As a circle
has no real beginning, it is possible to

Incorrect
offset

Signal
Correct
offset

Offset

Fig.2: An offset has to be applied to the audio waveform to allow

the maximum signal level before clipping

CIRCUITRY

HAS LITTLE

EFFECT ON QUALITY

ANALOGJE IN

RECORD
CIRCUITRY

ANALOGUE

REPLAY
CIRCUITRY

ANALOGUE OUT

DUALITY DETERMINED BY

lal

TAPE AND HEADS

DUALITY DETERMINED
ATA D CONVERTOR

DIGITAL

A-0
ANALOGUE IN

el

RECORD
CIRCUITRY

REPLAY

CIRCUITRY

DA
ANALOGUE OUT

TAPE AND REMAINING CIRCUITRY
HAVE LITTLE EFFECT ON DUALITY

Fig.1: In an analogue recorder a) the quality is restricted
at the head -tape system and the degradation due to the
circuitry is negligible in a well -engineered machine. In a
digital machine, b) the quality is restricted at the A-D

convertor and the tape has no effect unless
uncorrectable errors occur

consider it to start wherever it is
convenient. In two's complement, the
quantising range represented by the
circle of numbers does not start at zero,
but starts on the diametrically opposite
side of the circle. Zero is midrange, and
all numbers with the MSB (most
significant bit) set are considered
negative. The MSB is thus the
equivalent of a sign bit where `1'
signifies minus. Two's complement
notation differs from pure binary in that
the most significant bit is inverted in
order to achieve the half circle

Analogue and digital
recorders both record audio
waveforms -but there are
significant differences in the
way that signal levels are
established and in the way
that overloading is handled.
John Watkinson goes back to
fundamentals to show the
logical choices for digital
operating levels
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rotation. Fig.4 shows how a real A-D convertor is
configured to produce two's complement output. At
(a) an analogue offset voltage equal to one half the
quantising range is added to the bipolar analogue
signal in order to make it unipolar as at (b). The
A-D produces positive only numbers at (e) which
are proportional to the input voltage. The MSB is
then inverted at (d) so that the all -zeros code
moves to the centre of the quantising range.
Some audio waveforms at various levels with
respect to the coding values are shown in Fig.5.
Where an audio waveform just fits into the
quantising range without clipping, it has a level
which is defined as OdBFs where Fs indicates full
scale. Reducing the level by 6.02dB makes the
signal half as large and results in the second bit in
the sample becoming the same as the sign bit.
Reducing the level by a further 6.02dB to -12dBFs
will make the second and third bits the same as the
sign bit and so on. If a signal at -36dBFs is input to
a 16 -bit system, only ten bits will be active, the
remainder will copy the sign bit. For the best

1111

-56601
N5B'

1010

-b

Fig.3: In two's complement coding, the
number ring resulting from a fixed
wordlength coding scheme is simply
considered to start on the opposite side
to zero. Note the MSB indicates the

polarity
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Australia: ARTECH SYSTEMS
Tel 03 752 4088
Fax 03 758 3686
Belgium: TEM
Tel: 02 466 5010
Fax: 02 466 3082

Canada: SONOTECHNIOUE

416 947 9112
416 947 9369
Denmark: DA DISTRIBUTION
Tel: 031 68 28 11
Fax: 031 65 24 49
France: HILTON SOUND SARL
Tel: 01 46 67 02 10
Fax: 01 47 89 81 71
Germany: SOUND SERVICE GmbH
Tel: 030 850 89 50
Fax: 030 850 89 589
Hong Kong: DIGITAL MEDIA
Tel. 0721 0343
Fax: 0366 6883
Ireland: CTI
Tel: 01 545400
Fax: 01 545726
Italy: GRISBY MUSIC
Tel: 071 7108471
Fax: 071 7108477
Japan: OTARITEC
Tel: 03 3332 3211
Fax: 03 3332 3214
Korea: SAETONG CORP.
Tel: 02 783 6551/5
Fax: 02 784 2788
Norway: LYDROMMET
Tel: 022 37 0218
Fax: 022 37 8790
Tel:
Fax:

1

1

Portugal: AUDIOPRO
Tel: 01 692 456
Fax: 01 690 924

Southern Africa: SOUNDFUSION
447 13 15
673 35 91
Spain: KASH PRODUCTIONS
Tel 01 367 5222
Fax: 01 367 5209
Sweden: TAL & TON
Tel: 03180 3620
Fax: 03115 2071
Switzerland: STUDIO M & M
Tel: 064 415 722
Fax: 064 413 830
UK: STIRLING AUDIO
Tel: 071 624 6000
Fax 071 372 6370
MUSIC LAB
Tel: 071 388 5392
Fax: 071 388 1953
HHB COMMUNICATIONS
Tel: 081 960 2144
Fax: 081 960 1160
USA: GROUP ONE
Tel:
516 249 1399
Fax: 516 753 1020
Brazil: AUDIO VIDEO
Tel:
617 924 0497
Fax: 617 924 0660
1

1

1

1

1

Max. negative
code

quantising range without clipping. The numerical equivalent of some other levels
are also shown. Note levels below clipping have sign bit extension in high order bits
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Tel 02234 8708
Fax: 02234 35 96 11

1

Half max. negative

Fig.5: OdBFs is defined as the level of the largest sinusoid which will fit into the
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Austria: ATEC Gmbh

Tel: 01
Fax: 01

ADC

Fig.4: A two's complement A-D convertor. At (a) an analogue offset voltage equal to
one half the quantising range is added to the bipolar analogue signal in order to
make it unipolar as at (b). The A-D convertor produces positive only numbers at
(c), but the MSB is then inverted at (d) to give a two's complement output

O

FOCUSRITE
WORLDWIDE

FOCUSRITE AUDIO ENGINEERING
Unit 2, Bourne End Business Centre
Cores End Road, Bourne End
Bucks SL8 5AS, England.
Telephone: + +44 628 819456
Facsimile: + +44 628 819443

We would like to draw your
attention to the introduction of
further additions to the unique
Focusrite Red Range of signal

processors.
Illustrated are the first three Reds:
RED 1, four channels of the world's
best mic- preamplifier; RED 2, two
channels of the most popular
outboard equaliser; RED 3, two
channels of the best performing
compressor /limiter money can buy,
which can be switched to true
stereo mode when the lower set of
controls will manage both channels.

So what's new? RED 4 is a

precision Studio Preamplifier,
designed to interface up to 7 stereo
sources (tape, DAT, CD, etc) at
either -10dB or +4dB into the
studio monitoring system. Ideal not
only to augment consoles with
inadequate source selection but
also to improve on the sound of the
playback material.
To further improve the sound in the
control room RED 5 will replace
your existing power amplifiers with
astonishing effect. If you want to

get closer to hearing what you have
recorded RED 5 is the amplifier to
most faithfully amplify your mix,
getting the most from your monitors
(2 x 250 watts at 8 ohms with a
short term peak output of 720
watts).
Finally, let us not forget Red 0. To
some it is a mere blank panel to fill
2U of rack space. To the
connoisseur it is the most pleasing
way to do so. Which is why we call
it a Rack Enhancer. You could say
the same of all Focusrite Red
Range products.

Please contact your Focusrite
distributor directly to arrange for your
own in- studio trial of any and all
Focusrite Red Range.

CLIPPING AT
END OF

TAPE
SATURATION

OUANTISING RANGE

sensitivity of the ear. If a
transient is too brief to
[MBEs
ALL
ARTIFICIAL
deflect a PPM into the
THESE
HEADROOM
LEVELS
CLIPPED
headroom, it will not be
OdBFs
Od8 OdB
heard either.
Operating levels are
used in two ways. On
Od8
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL
DUB
DUB
making a recording from
a microphone, the gain is
increased until distortion
is just avoided, thereby
obtaining a recording
having the best S -N
(d)
Iq
ratio. In postproduction
the gain will be set to
Figs.6c and 6d: At (c) a digital recorder is erroneously line
whatever level is required up so that OdB analogue reads OdBFs. Any signals in the
to obtain the desired
headroom clip at the A
convertor. At (d) artificial
subjective effect in the
headroom prevents this happening
context of the program
material. This is particularly important to
signals in the headroom suffer convertor clipping
broadcasters who require the relative loudness of
with obvious results. If the digital recording is
different material to be controlled so that the
made on an RDAT machine with no confidence
listener does not need to make continuous
replay, the operator may not be aware of the
adjustments to the volume control. It is equally
clipping. This is not funny if the RDAT tape is
important to balance the relative levels of the
meant to be a safety copy!
various tracks on an album.
In order to avoid such problems, and to make
In order to maintain level accuracy, analogue
digital recorders behave more like analogue
recordings are traditionally preceded by line -up
machines, manufacturers and broadcasters have
tones at standard operating level. These are used
introduced artificial headroom on digital level
to ensure that the gain is correct in various stages
meters, as shown in Fig.6d. This is simply done
of dubbing and transfer along land lines so that no
by calibrating the scale and changing the
level changes occur to the program material. In
analogue input sensitivity so that 0dB analogue is
contrast, gain drift cannot occur in digital
some way below convertor clipping. Unfortunately
transmission or dubs because neither can change
there has been little agreement on how much
the numerical sample values. In an all -digital
artificial headroom should be provided, and
system the only use of line-up tone is to set the
machines which use it seldom indicate the
gain of convertors.
amount. One famous CD mastering recorder had
Unlike analogue recorders, digital recorders do
so much artificial headroom that if the level meter
not have headroom, as there is no progressive
were taken literally the result was a 12 -bit CD.
onset of distortion until converter clipping, the
On the other hand the analogue desk driving it
equivalent of saturation, occurs at OdBFs.
would probably clip before the end of the
Accordingly, many digital recorders have level
quantising range was reached.
meters which read in dBFs. The scales are marked
If using a digital recorder for the first time it is
with `0' at the clipping level and all operating
, important to establish how much, if any, artificial
levels are below that. This causes no difficulty
/ headroom is provided. The easiest way to measure
provided the user is aware of the arrangement.
headroom is to put tone into the input and
However, in the situation where a digital copy of
'
increase the level until the A -D is heard to clip.
an analogue tape is to be made, if the operator
The level is then reduced until the distortion just
does not realise how the digital meter is
stops. The reading on the meter then indicates the
calibrated, it is very easy to set the input gain of
t amount of headroom.
the digital recorder so that line -up tone from the
i Another way of resolving level problems is to
analogue tape reads OdB. Fig.6c shows that this
display the actual two's complement numbers
lines up digital clipping with the analogue
from the convertor. This is easily done by
operating level. When the tape is dubbed, all
connecting the pseudovideo output from a PCM
adaptor to a suitable video monitor. Using an
audio signal generator, select a frequency which is
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
a multiple of the field rate, and the bit pattern
-BdBFS
XXX X XXX XXXXXX
becomes stationary on the screen. Fig.7 shows
how the bit pattern of a PCM-1610 -1630 is
2eBFSM X-XXXXXXXXXXX
interpreted. Once you get the hang of it, the video
MUTING
monitor can be used as a level meter in actual use
and it has the advantage that you can see it from
OUBm

HEADryOOM

PERFECTLY
LINEAR

ONSET OF
NONLINEARITY

1OdB
I

LINEAR
REGION

NOISE FLOOR
SET BY DITHER

NOISE FLOOR
DUE TO TAPE

(a) A -D CONVERTOR

fb) TAPE

Figs.6a and 6b: At (a) the dynamic
range of an ADC goes from the noise
floor to clipping and remains linear all
the way. There is no natural headroom.
At (b) an analogue system goes from
noise to the onset of distortion, then
becomes progressively more distorted
until saturation is reached. The area
between the onset of distortion and
saturation is the headroom
.

technical performance, analogue inputs to digital
systems must have sufficient amplitude to
exercise the whole quantising range. In theory the
best quality digital recording is made when the
largest sample just fails to clip. In this case the
signal will be as high as possible above the noise
floor of the convertor which will be the set by the
wordlength and the nature of the dither and-or
noise shaping systems employed.
If the analogue signal has excessive amplitude,
clipping will occur. The convertor outputs
maximum code value for as long as the input is in
or beyond the last quantising interval. The onset
of clipping is sudden and the effect on the
waveform is surgical. On pure tones clipping in
the minutest quantity is irritating, whereas on
programme material a certain amount of transient
clipping is inaudible because the ear has
insufficient time to respond to the harmonics
produced. In practice the best subjective recording
will be one which allows inaudible clipping,

-las

It will be seen from Fig.6a that anA
only two levels of interest, clipping level and the
noise floor. This should be contrasted with the
characteristics of analogue tape shown at (b).
Analogue tape does not have the sudden clipping
of A -Ds, but instead there is a gradual onset of
distortion as the saturation is approached. This is
partly due to the nonlinear shape of the B-H
curve, but also a result of the addition of bias. The
peak flux is reached when the bias and signal
have the same polarity. As saturation is
approached, the bias is clipped asymmetrically
and this has the effect of reducing the signal level.
Analogue tape thus has a more gentle clipping
effect which is sometimes used as a form of
compression. Analogue tape has three levels of
interest, the noise floor, saturation and the onset
of distortion. Practical analogue recorders use
standard operating levels which are in the region
of the onset of distortion. The range between the
operating level and saturation is called the
headroom. In this range, distortion becomes
progressively worse and sustained recording in
the headroom is avoided. However, transients may
be recorded in the headroom as the human ear
cannot respond to distortion products unless they
are sustained.
The PPM level meter has an attack time
constant which simulates the temporal distortion
72
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Fig.7: Interpreting pseudovideo to
measure sample values is easy once the

boundary of the serial sample has been
located on the screen. Some examples
are shown here. The level is measured
by multiplying the amount of sign
extension by 6dB

a long way away.
There is an argument which suggests that the
amount of headroom should be a function of the
sample wordlength, but this causes difficulties
when transferring from one wordlength to
another. The EBU' concluded that a single
relationship between analogue and digital level
was desirable. In 16 -bit working, 12dB of
headroom is a useful figure, but now that 18 -bit
and 20-bit convertors are available, the new EBU
draft recommendation specifies 18dB.
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Think about fast multitrack editing,
go Xtrack audio workstation.
Think about a powerful tool
for real -time creativity,

immediately operational,
"" it Rout tedious start-tin
(lelass. for Rich everything
is fast and easy.
N%

See us at
A.E.S.
Stand E38

The sound is perfect *,
playback is instant.
Your manipulations
are int.titive,
your movements are natural,
let your inspiration go free,
everything is allowed.
Spontaneously,
you can forge your sounds
on several tracks,
make loops,
use time -stretching...
In the post- production,
you edit your audio directly
synchronised to the frame.
At any moment,
you can quickly modify,
change or enhance
your audio track.

The sound library is
immediately accessible
and multiple levels of backup
let you undo as you like.
Production security is total,
your mind is free,
nothing can stop you...
Think about and go for
an audio workstation
easy to install
and largely compatible,
far from the cost
and complexity
of dedicated systems.
To discover Xtrack,
just return this reply coupon
to receive a demonstration
cassette or documentation.
Digigram

Parc de Pré Milliet,
38330 Montbonnot France.
Phone: 33/76 52 47 47.
Fax: 33/76 52 18 44.

*Xtrack supports lavers I and 2

of the ISO/MPEG Audio standard
(Musicam).
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PhonePlease send me an Xtrack demo tape.

J VHS format
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Betacam SP format on request
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Please send me an Xtrack documentation.

Digigram

argument that it is not worth even trying to
recreate stereo from the Elgar recordings, he also
goes on to say that, `I have at the back of my mind

Stereo debate
Dear sir, when someone makes claims that can be
easily established as factually inaccurate, it must
cast doubt on their other claims and opinions.
In his letter to Studio Sound (September 1993,
pp 56, 57) Anthony Griffith states badly that when
he wrote a detailed reply to an article of mine
which appeared in New Scientist, `I then heard
from him [Barry Fox] that before publication it
would have to be shortened and he wanted all
references to himself and Brad Kay removed.'
As copy correspondence will prove to anyone who
wishes to see it, this is just not true. The magazine
editors, not me, wanted Griffith to shorten his very
long letter. I encouraged publication but said that
one short passage was factually inaccurate. To try
and be helpful I wrote personally to Griffith
suggesting that on this point he just deleted four
words. (Griffith was saying that I had reported his
views on Elgar in stereo, when in fact I had only
reported what EMI had given as its reasons for
aborting the plan to try and recreate stereo from
two separate recordings made by Elgar).
Griffith did not want to shorten his long letter,
and told the magazine that he would publish it
elsewhere as part of much longer article. I have
been waiting with interest to read this, but have
never seen it.
Now in his letter to Studio Sound, Griffith is
factually inaccurate in his suggestion that I tried to
get all references to me deleted. And to support his

a memory that someone once told me that work
had been done on this at Abbey road...'
It worries me to think that EMI abandoned its
promised plan to try and recreate stereo from a
matched pair of Elgar recordings on the strength of
a report from someone who is so casual with facts.

Barry Fox, London.

Come in

mit

Dear sir, the DG 4D Audio Recording system for
classical music sessions is obviously technically
sensible and practical once the signal has arrived
at the base of the microphone stand, as reported in
Studio Sound in the September 1992 issue. But all
the comments to and from DG ignore what is still
the most important factor in sound quality
-namely the microphone. Which type, Which
configuration, which make, how many of it and if
many, how near they are placed to different parts
of the orchestra?
Those of us who use microphones know they are
as much the weakest link in the chain as the great
variety of loudspeaker -room combinations faced by
the listener and on which the final judgment is
made. We also know that the differences between
microphones are far greater than those between
any 16-bit/44.1kHz basic digital system or the
effect of using a more esoteric

transmission -recording system.
Can't we hear from DG about the microphones
they favour, their deployment arrangements and
particularly how many are used? Also, as they
make their on -site judgments via their completely
transparent digital multicore, it would be just as
important for us to know which monitors are
employed and the acoustic treatment employed in
the control rooms. If DG are deceiving themselves
in the first place, what about the full -price CD
purchaser-whether they notice the `4D' flash on
the sleeve or not!
Mike Skeet, Forties Recording Company,

Furzton, England.

Design discussion
Dear sir, in my view Manuel Huber has the right
approach, and his critics are living in a past age.
The late Deane Jensen made great advances in the
design of audio transformers but the fact remains
that I and other designers (Manuel Huber
apparently being among them) have created
designs for transformerless mic amplifiers that are
vastly more accurate than any transformer could
ever be. Moreover, the oft -cited fact that
transformers can provide galvanic isolation is a red
herring, at least for studio use, where for the most
part the only hostile voltage is +48V DC.
For occasions (such as outdoor recording) when
safety is paramount, topologies exist that will
withstand (and protect the equipment chain and

still the only 2 -track synchronisable
DAT Recorder, and it now does a whole
load more things that you've been
asking for.
It's

If

you've been saying, "Yes it's

a

great

machine; but if only it did... ", then say it no more.

With its new

F- Version

software the DTR -90 can

do all those things that users have been asking

for- and then some!
Things like: Input level control (including 6dB of gain)
on digital inputs and Auto ID write and Time code position updates in JOG mode using RAM card option and
Four user pre -sets and Lock Resolve & Re -chase
options and Timecode re- stripe facility and Lock to 50Hz
or 60Hz regardless of timecode and 'Offset- Present'
indicator and Vari -speed recording.

-

Stirling Audio Systems Ltd
Kimberley Road
London NW6 7SF
Tel: 071 624 6000
Fax: 071 372 6370

We don't have the space to list all the improvements to the DTR -90 here.
Call Stirling now for your professional demo and personal quotation.

071 G24

interesting magazine.

We have been making constant improvements
and currently have Sonic Solutions hard -disk
editing, Sony SDP1000 digital processing, Studer
analogue machines, various analogue outboard
gear, and Prism AD-1 20-bit AD convertors in
both rooms.
Our engineers, Chris Blair, Steve Rooke and
Nick Webb, are all very experienced and have
always worked with leading producers.
I hope this clarifies the situation and answers some
of your criticisms of UK mastering facilities.

Robert Easton, President 360 Systems,
California, USA.

Chris Buchanan, Manager, Postproduction,
Abbey Road Studios.

The master's voice

The Editor replies

Dear sir, I was disappointed to read your
comments in the Editorial column of December
Studio Sound concerning the general attitude to
mastering in the UK.
For very many years we have, at Abbey Road,
treated mastering as very definitely the final stage
of the creative process and not the first stage of the
manufacturing process.
As far back as 1980 we built our Penthouse
cutting room which was acoustically designed and
very comfortably fitted out with much attention
given to clients' needs. A comprehensive EMI
transfer console was used plus a fair amount of
outboard gear. Later in 1985 we built our DMM
cutting room, again acoustically designed in the
control room style with floating isolated floor.

Agreed, the criticisms I voiced in December might
have been more specific. Had they been so, it would
have been clear that they were aimed not at those
people and facilities actively involved in the
processes of premastering -mastering, but squarely
at the UK record companies who have consistently
refused to grant the mastering industry the
recognition and support it deserves.
I applaud the attitude adopted by Metropolis
Mastering in an attempt to redress this sorry
situation; equally, I acknowledge the efforts of
Abbey Road's postproduction in having pursued the
in a quieter manner.
same goal for some years

users from) common -mode voltages of 400v AC -DC,
on top of the mix signal. Although transformers of
the quality of Deane Jensen's are perceived as
expensive, they are actually the cheap and cheerful
option, as the best active front ends cost somewhat
more. But the price is still a small one to pay for
accurately capturing something that can never be
corrected, once set down.

new cut to a cart machine without taking it off line;
precision editing of audio materials; making
backup copies of valuable audio carts.
This is to say nothing of the uphill task of

Ben Duncan, Ben Duncan Research,
Lincoln, UK.

or APT -X.
As always, I thoroughly enjoy reading your

On the cart
Dear sir, in the October 1993 issue of Studio Sound
Barry Fox enthuses about Sony's MiniDisc,
trumpeting claims about how it `beats' today's best
digital cart machines.
Digital cart machines do not primarily use
solid-state storage or floppy disks as the recording
medium. For example, 360 Systems' DigiCart uses
150Mb Bernoulli cartridges MiniDisc doesn't beat
digital carts on running time either. The DigiCart
delivers 70 minutes of 20kHz stereo.
Barry Fox imagines that MiniDiscs are more
cost -effective, but as broadcasters are quick to note,
cheapness isn't a virtue when you have a job to do
and it can't be done. Far more important than low
cost are the traditional required functions of
modern cart machines that MD's designers did not
see fit to address: follow-on play with zero delay
between cuts; instant access to any cut; attachment
of readable labels to the cartridge; addition of a

To improve audio metering
CORRELATION

-

pressing an unproven consumer-format on a
notoriously conservative broadcast industry, or
asking them to accept ATRAC over the widely accepted standards of linear recording, Dolby AC -2

-if

Tim Goodyer.

focus your attention on both key parameters of audio signals: PEAK LEVEL and PHASE

1119 DIN Version
mounted into case 1120
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(Nordic Scale
Version: 1139)
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RADIO- TECHNISCHE WERKSTÄTTEN GMBH
Telephone (221) 7 09 13 -33
Telefax (221) 7 09 13 -32

D

-5000 Köln

71

W.- Germany

P.O. Box. 710654

Canada: J-MAR
Austria: ACOUSTA ELEKTRONIK, Tel (662) 824627 Belgium /Netherlands: P.A.C., Tel (40) 510484
Finland: AV -POINT ICS AB, Tel (0) 5611366 France: SCV AUDIO, Tel (1) 48632211 Great
ELECTRONICS LTD.. Tel (416) 4219080 Denmark: SC SOUND APS, Tel (42) 998877
Britain: AUDIO DESIGN LTD.. Tel (0734) 844545 Israel: H.M. ACOUSTICA LTD, Tel (3) 5590266 Italy: AUDIO EQUIPMENT SRL, Tel (39) 2000312 Japan: SANIX CORPORATION, Tel (3)
South-Africa: ELTRON LTD.,
7025315
Japan: ONKVO TOKKI.(3) 32083061 Korea: DAESAN INTERNATIONAL INC., Tel (2) 7368442 Norway: SIV -ING BENUM AS, Tel (22) 145460
Tel (11) //WOO Sweden: AV MEDIA AB Tel (755) 65498 Switzerland: AUDIO BAUER AG, Tel (1) 434azav Switzerland: DECIBEL SA .,Tel (2 1) 9463337 USA: RECORDING MEDIA
& EQUIPMENT INC. (305) 7919797

Australia: SYNTEC INTERNATIONAL, Tel (2) 4174700
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The DD1000

The %ACE 100 is t
practical and preferre
}

solution to the
recording and playback
of digital audio on a
PC

or Mac.

with V3.0 is a
serious piece of
hardware but we
realise that the choice of
working irterface is equally
important. The all new
ill offers you
Q -MAC
powerful audio editing with
total visualll control and the
good news is that it

won't pLt a strain on
your computer or your

Q-MAC III.
WHAT YOU
SEE IS WHAT
YOU

HEIA.

resources. With Q -MAC Ill
you can choose the way you
want to work and let the

DD1000

provide

high

quality audio.

For manufacturers seeking to develop

AKAI

professional

FEATURES INCLUDE

or Mac based audio
systems, the ACE100 plug -in Expansion
Card provides a simple, effective and
PC

economic solution

-

allowing the

simultaneous real time playback /record
of CD quality stereo audio.Windows

Q -MAC

Ill

Display Options:
Waveform. Multi Track,
Q -List, CMX Style and
many more

compatible, the extended range of
ACE100 products feature 16 bit

current Apple Macintosh's
Computers

archiitecture and balanced analog audio
I/O and incorporate field- proven apt -X
compression. For details of the
ACE100 range - call APT.

Non -destructive editing

Edgewater Road
Belfast BT3 9J0
Northern Ireland

Audio

1,1

Processing

Technology

Tel 0232 371110
Fax 0232 371137
apt-% and aptot

111111

are registered trademarks of APT'

I

lli

I

Audio Processing
Technology
6255 Sunset Boulevard

Suite 1026
VIIOII

Los Amgeles
CA 90028 USA
Tel 213 463 2963
Fax 213 463 6568

256 cues instantly

available for broadcast/li

production
Want to find out more?
Contact us today for
brochure and the nam
your nearest dealer.
Akai (U.K.) Ltd. E.M.I. Division,
Estate, Parkway, Hounslow, Mid
Tel: 081 -897 6388 Fax: 081 -759

CPTIC

o,sK Oa,VF

Powerful Digital ED,
Pitch Shift & Timestretch
RS422 master control

III

rerñ,o

on optical disk

Full VTR emulation &

Audio Processing
Technology

001000 i

Fast operation from all

UV)

TONY LARKING PROFESSIONAL SALES
ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCK OF USED PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
,

R

AMEK

m

Angela 36 cha, p /bay with Master Mix 2
Angela 36 frame fitted 28 chan, p/bay
DDA
DDA AMR24 28 channels, p /bay
DDA

S

ALL PRICES

AMPEX

POA

£9,995

Harrison Serles 10 32 du& inputs (Total 64)
Private use only. vgc.
£65,000
Helios 32 channel custom console

POA

Helios 40/32 40 channels, 32 monitors,
72 inputs in remix, bantam p/bay

POA

Hellos 24/8/2 discrete electronics

POA

NEVE

these excellent machines
Alesis A -DAT 3 months use

62,500

£2,995
61,995

Fostex E16

SHURE

Shure F942 portable mixer

E495ea

x 2

SONY

£24,995

remote patchbay

POA

65,995

SOUNDTRACS

Lyrec 532 24 track + full remote

OFFERS

Soundtracs Quartz 48 New p/bay
POA
Soundtracs Quartz 39/24
+ p/bay. Private use. immaculate
£11,995
Soundtracs Mesas New
40/24/24 with Tracmix 2 Automation
Normal Price £15,000
Sale Price 69,995
Soundtracs MRX 40/8/16
63,995
Soundtracs Solo 24 channels ex demo.
£2,750
L995ea
Soundtracs FM8/4 (2 available)

MCI - SONY JH24 +

auto 3. Private use

67,995

VGC

track, 71/2- 15-301ps.

MCI 1H110 2

SSL6048E 48 channels Total Recall

G- computer, remote patch,

available Feb'94

4056E Total Recall

POA

Tac Matchless 26 channels, p /bay

£4,995

Tac Scorpion 16/8/8

£2,500

Tac Scorpion 2 30 channel inc 6 stereo, 4 fx

returns, 8 groups 16 monitors,
ext. patchbays & looms

Trident TSM
40/40 frame, 32 channels, 24 groups,
24 monitors, p/bay. Automation
£15,995
Series 70 28 frame fitted 20/16/16 p/bay ....E5,995
Trident Vector coming soon
POA

M79 4 track 1/2"

&

4

band valve EQ

with mic amps
phantom power

5695

+

vat.

best - pure and simple.

DPR502 Dual Midi Gate

OFFERS

Otani MX80 24 track with remote.
Otani MTR9OMK2 + remote

£9,995
£11,995

Otan MTR9OMK2 + remote
& Dolby-A

£12,995

Private use, Immaculate

with over- bridge

Otari MX80 audio cards
Otani MX80 32 channel 2 " head block
(as new) with 8 audio cards

E250ea.

Revox B77 MK2 71/2- 15ips.

E195

Drawmer LX20 new
EMT 140 stereo transistor echo plate
with internal motor
EMT 140 mono valve echo plate

E175

with internal motor

£495

Electrospace Spanner

£195

Fostex 4030 syncroniser + remote

£995

TM150 PSN-K PRO monitor

£195
E95

Linn Drum

POA

£1,495
£595

201 noise gates

Roland TR626 rhythm composer

64,995
E750
£750

Private use. VGC
Series 20 1/4" recorder in console
Series 20 1/2" recorder in console

Roland TR707 Rhythm Composer
Roland MSQ700

Soundcraft MK3 24 track remote

£295

STUDER

Studer A800 MK2 24 track

Studer A80MK4 8 track with Dolby -A
Studer A80MK2 8 track with Dolby -A

£11,995
£19,995
£1,995
£1,995

E295
E250
£395
£195
£95

MANLEY

POA

AUDIO
Neve 2 channels of classic 3 band eq, 1U high 19"
rack mounting, balanced midline inputs,
balanced outputs, phantom power, 240/110 volts
£1,495

S

SR

Catt 280 cards

E350ea

Dolby-A SP24 24 channel unit
Dolby-A M24H
Dolby-A 361 x 2

16 track 1" with console. Unused

62,300
64,995
E1,495

Y

S

T

E

M

S

Dolby-A XP modules, 8 available
Dolby 301 12 x 2 channel units
Dolby A & SR units

INSTANT EQUIPMENT
LIST BY FAX

61,495
£995

A COMPLETE UP TO DATE EQUIPMENT LIST ON YOUR FAx
Dial 0336 413 733 on your fax machine & press start when
instructed. Some machines may need to be switched to poll ng
mode to use this seMCe.
Calls it 3hp per minute cheap rate &
48p per minute all other times.
FOR

E450pr
E95ea
OFFERS

WANTED

PATCHBAYS

DIAL A

POA

RACKS

Tascam MSR24 vgc

-de-e1:77;

MONITORING

DOLBY PROFESSIONAL NOISE REDUCTION

Various GPO type

Tascam MS16

Alesis ADAT digital

NEVE CLASSIC

Dolby

SOUNDCRAFT SPARES

Telephone 0462 480009 for Soundcraft consoles

E50

REBIS RACK 8 x

Soundcraft 760 MK3 24 track with remote.

Soundcraft
LES IS

£195

immaculate

SOUNDCRAFT

RA produce top quality audio products that
demand your attention. Value for money +
no- compromise design. Call for FREE brochure

OFFERS

Orban 672A stereo paragraphic eq
Q -LOCK 310 synchroniser

Sony APR 5000 3 speed 1/4" VGC

ThA

E495

cancelled order
MXR 2 x 15 band graphic
Nomad Active di box

67,995
£1,995

ourAmek.
Phone now.

E195

Korg P3

Saturn 624 24 track with remote. Private use.

Private use. VGC

T We know

E350

Mark of the Unicorn Midi Time Piece New,

Sony JH24 24 track + remote &autolocator.

DDA

£A95ea

61,995

68,995

D

E195

Canford Audio 20 pairs video patchbay
Digitec RDS3600 DDL

JVC

Talk to

Howard or
Steve about

E95

BSS

OTARI

Studio Pod Double rack width
3ft Alloy

FAX!

£195
£125

CASSETTE DECKS

E150ea

£195

Tascam 122

P/X YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT FOR NEW
Why solder on with your old equipment when Audio Warehouse can give you a cracking food part exchange deal?
PLUS: FINANCE AVAILABLE - USE YOUR EXISTING EQUIPMENT AS A DEPOSm
Yes! In certain cases (subject to status) we can treat your Part Exchange as

a deposit (Written details available on requesti.
you just start paying the finance payments when they become due.

CLASSIC OUTBOARD (used)
ANTS

channel

The

E195

E995

._£2,995

Aiwa F770 x 2

TRIDENT

Soundtracs Megas From £8,420 to £18,630
Check out out Megas Sale in the list opposite!
Soundtracs
tra Jade From £30,755 to £51,275

£595pr
£995

202R enhancer
DP402 x 2

3M

Tascam ATR60 2 track 1/2" in console VGC

64,995

BBE

BSS

TEACITASCAM

TAC

including the new Solo Logic auotmated
production console.

£1,500

£1,500

track 1/4" VGC

M79 24 track

NEW Soundtracs Solo From 63,295 to 65,075
"Best in class" Live and Studio mixing consoles

E495

Bokse SM9 (x2)

1/2' head blocks

fitted with hard heads
Studer A827 24 track + remote

SSL

Valley People Keepex 2 4 channels in rack-

Barcus Berry Sonic Maximiser

SONY

Soundtracs1136 /32 p/bay
£11,995
Soundtracs 1L48/32 p/bay 96 inputs in remix,
Automation, private use
£25,000

band graphic eq

Altec 29 band gra phic equalisers
with filters. unused & as new
Aphex Compellor

SATURN

Soundcraft Sapphyre NEW
Soundcraft 600 3918/26 p/bay

2 x9

AKG TDU 8000 2- 8 DDL

LYREC

Revox 0270 2 track. VGC

SOUNDCRAFT

530

SOUNDTRACS-

E595

£1,495
E595
E19Spr
£749
E495
6295

Valley People 2 x Kepex Gates + psu

EX VA,

NEW EQUIPMENT

£1,495
E995pr

x 2

E995

REVOX

MXP 3000 48 chan, 24 groups

Roger Mayer noise gates
TLA Dual Valve EQ NEW

E550

OTARI SPARES
.

E495

ARE

VARIOUS (used)

track for time code
Fostex 4030 syncroniser + remote

1/4" &

Seck 24/8/2 with flight case ...........................£995

compressor
Neve - TLA 2 ch EQ unit
Neve 2254 Comp/lims
Publison CL20C 2 ch compressor limiter
Pultec EQP -1A valve EQ
PYE 2 channel compressor limiters

UREI

33114 classic EQ Modules
E995pr
E895pr
33115 classic eq modules
PPM meters + driver boards
E50ea
Stereo PPM meters + driver boards
E199
VU meters
£25
RAINDIRK
Concord 28 ch. in line. Bantam p/bay.
£2,995
Classic 70's Raindirk Series 3 26 channel console
with p/bay, to be refurbished & 24 monitors
added, giving 50 line inputs.
POA
Serles 3 10/4 P&G etc. a true classic
61,495
SECK

ó

£2,250

Fostex D20

MCI JH110 2

2

or more of

FOSTEX

NEVE EQ & SPARES

SSL

1

Call for details.

MCI

Neve 542 8/2 vgc

Ó

Part exchange your old recorder for

Fostex M20 2 track with centre

HELIOS

+

for details

ALESIS ADAT

HARRISON
Harrison MR3 32 channels, p/bay.

Call

£995

DBX 160X

Ampex ATR102 & 104 coming soon.

67,995
POA
64,495

Series 32/4/2 NEW

98F+'J1

Calrec compressors, 6 in rack

61,250

1580S DDL

Aphex 602B exciter
Audio & Design Scamp Rack
with various modules
Audio & Design F769X -R Vocal Stresser
Audio & Design F690RS Voice Over Limiter
Audio & Design F760 x 4 in rack

POA

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
CONSOLES, MULTITRACKS, OUTBOARD, COMPLETE STUDIO CLEARANCES UNDERTAKEN.

POA
E995
£995

FOR

A COMPLETE

CALL 0464 490145 AND QUOTE You ADDRESS

USED LIST BY POST

We'll get

a

complete updated used

1st

nit to you vnthin 48 house

E995

51

TONY LARKING professional sales ltd,
Contact Steve Gunn, Howard Jones, Tony Larking.

LETCHWORTH,
tony larlcing professional sales

International Broadcasting
Convention (IBC) has come a long way
since its origins at London's Royal
Lancaster Hotel in 1967. This first show,
organised by a small group of broadcast
professionals from various companies who saw the
need for a general technological forum, boasted
30 exhibitors and attracted 550 visitors.
Even then the nascent exhibition was going up
against the International Television Symposium
(ITS), which had begun in its now firm home of
Montreux a few years before. Both have grown
considerably in the years since then-estimates
put IBC's growth in the ten -fold region. For a
number of years the two shows existed in a state of
symbiosis, each held biennially in alternate years.
That comfortable balance of life was thrown out
at the end of last year by the announcement that
IBC is to go annual, although exactly when has
still to be decided. The gloves have come off now,'
said IBC Publicity Manager Tony Lawes -and
given the strong ITS reaction, this is very much the
The

Kevin Hilton

Fighting talk at
showtime while
news is news
for Meridian
-each organisation sees differences between the
two. However, the IBC decision appears to have
been prompted by a perceived change in the
make -up and emphasis of the industry. `There are
no dividing lines between the various media
anymore,' said Lawes, 'and Montreux is still
emphasising TV broadcast. Broadcasters are now a

very small part of the industry.'
In recent years, the advances in technology have
brought a number of previously peripheral
companies further into broadcast, including
telecommunication operators and computer firms.
Conventional optics are also changing, as John
Wilson, Chairperson of the IBC management
committee, observed: 'Film is a big industry
lot
of TV soaps are now being shot on 35mm stock. We
see the exhibition expanding into two specific
areas; one is film, the other is computers.' Wilson
added that there has already been considerable
interest expressed by a number of major

-a

John Tucker (left), namesake of the
IBC /John Tucker Award and a founder
of the IBC, with John Wilson (right),
chairman of the IBC management
committee
case but IBC is far from apologetic.
Just before Christmas, the organisation flew a
number of broadcast journalists out to Amsterdam
to see the newly completed exhibition hall at the
RAI Centre, which replaced Brighton as the IBC's
long-term home in 1992 and is currently gearing
up for this year's event (16th-20th September).
Although this was cited as the main reason for

the trip, in conjunction with promoting the
IBC /John Tucker Award, named after one of the
founders of the show, the bulk of the talk centred
around IBC's proposed new
frequency, which was decided upon
at the organisation's last
management meeting in November.
A working party is in the process
of collating relevant information at
the moment and was due to report
to the main committee in
mid -January. The decision as to
whether annual status will begin in
1995 or 1997 will be taken after
that. 'We're going to stick with the
decision to go annual and adapt
where necessary,' commented

computer companies.
This expansion into other areas can be seen as
justification for becoming an annual show, as well
as trying to offer something different from
Montreux, although it is unlikely that ITS will be
slow in this area either. Another sector that will
see growth at the IBC is audio. 'We've been
criticised, quite rightly, in the past for not
including enough audio,' conceded Lawes. 'It's a
very important part of broadcast generally.'
However, Lawes added that the problem will not
be compounded by having what he called 'dedicated
radio and audio ghettos.' He continued: 'We will try
to have a concentration of audio -radio but it won't
be a dedicated area. People will be able to be in
these areas of mutual interest if they want to be.'
Wilson also recognised that audio had been 'a
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Tony Lawes.

Although both IBC and ITS are
broadcast exhibitions -and largely
address the television market

The new Hall

11

at the RAI Centre in Amsterdam

l

marketing weakness' in the past and said: We are
now seriously addressing it.'
As for the decision to go annual itself, the view of
the IBC management committee appears to be that
it is something they have to do. 'I don't feel too bad
about rocking the boat because Montreux is
already annual because of the Radio Show,' said
Wilson. Backing up his bare -fisted analogy, Lawes
commented, 'We believe that we've got our fingers
on the pulse.'
Whatever the new elements of IBC, a large part
of the convention will continue to be the award for
significant contribution to the broadcast industry.
This was instigated for the show's tenth
anniversary in 1988 and was subsequently
renamed the IBC /John Tucker Award in 1992 to
recognise Tucker's position as one of the founders
of the event.
The significant contribution can be either in the
fields of engineering or management, with the
award restricted to an individual and not a
company or team of people, although it can be
awarded to the leader of a group. 'Another category
is to give it to someone who has not been presented
with a major award before,' explained John Tucker,
who had travelled out to Amsterdam to promote his
namesake.
When it was first instigated, the award consisted
of a £2,500 cheque and a trophy, designed by John
Tribe of London Weekend Television. This glass
rectangle, set in marble, is intended to represent
the marriage between the creative and the
technological skills that exist in broadcasting.
While this has remained constant, the cash award
now totals £5,000. 'The object is to give something
back to the industry,' said Tucker.
On a more mundane level, the RAI exhibition
centre now offers 11 halls and new restaurant and
car parking facilities. Out of a total of 87,000m2 of
hall space, the IBC will take up approximately
25,000m2. 'One of the successes of IBC has been the
move to the RAI,' observed Wilson. A RAI
management representative confirmed that the
centre could accommodate the exhibition for
whenever it does decide to go annual.
IBC. Tel: 071 240 3839. Fax: 071 497 3633.
Meridian Broadcasting, the
Independent Television (ITV)
contractor for the south east of
England, is in the midst of completing
a new newsroom in the town of Maidstone. This
centre is due to go on air during April and will feed
stories from the Kent and East Sussex regions of

the station's transmission area into the main
broadcast complex in Southampton.
The Maidstone news centre comprises a 2,000ft2
studio, four edit suites, graphic studio and a
single- camera studio for bulletins. The technical
installation was largely carried out by Quantel
Broadcast Systems, which contracted Pro -Bel of
Reading, to supply in the region of £200,000 worth
of equipment for the facility. This includes a large
number of distribution amplifiers, the main routing
matrix and a combined vision and audio custom
switcher-mixer for the bulletin studio.
Pro-Bel. Tel: 0734 866123.
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the minds of many in the
world studio business is the use of remote
digital linkages provided by or provided

The hot topic on

through the telephone operating
companies or other subsidiary common carriers or
alternative carriers at each end of the hookup
between recording studios. At the same time, the
Fall 1993 release of the new Frank Sinatra album,
Duets, emphasised the use of remote digital
telecommunications to allow various artists to
perform `with' Sinatra without being in the same
studio at the same time.
The album -which went `Gold' prior to its
appearance in record stores and could achieve
`Platinum' status several times over -pairs Sinatra
with some of the musical leading lights of today's
record industry. After several disappointing
albums and a lightening of his touring schedule,
most record industry observers assumed that
Sinatra's career was coming to a close. His past
records were receiving less bin space in the mall
`chain' record stores and were being sold on
television after midnight-signs of imminent
commercial death if there are any. But Sinatra had
become a legend and an icon after more than
50 -years of making music.
He was solicited by a savvy team of producers
who assumed correctly that many of today's hottest
new music artists like Bono, Gloria Estefan and
Luther Vandross and established contemporaries
such as Tony Bennett, Aretha Franklin, Lisa
Minnelli and Barbra Streisand would leap at the
opportunity to sing with Sinatra. They also
calculated that Sinatra was ready to reach out
musically to an audience one quarter his age.
The project was a remarkably efficient
collaboration. Sinatra, eager to reestablish his
worth yet again was very cooperative. The new
technology of linking remote studio locations via
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network), 'T'
carrier service, Switched `56', coaxial- microwave or
a combination of one or more of the above was
pioneered by Lucasfilm in linking its Southern and
Northern California Skywalker studios. Refined
over several years of use, the technology is now
offered by companies who `broker' the necessary
services and make all arrangements and was used
for many of the `duets'. Other tracks were similarly
laid down at the artists' convenience and merged
with Sinatra using digital technology. This use of
digital electronic transmission allowed a very
complicated album project to be completed without
undue physical demands on an ageing Sinatra.
The use of remote digital technology reduced the
overall project expense by shrinking the
transportation and housing costs for the various
other artists. They recorded their tracks while
performing in a studio near their homes (or
wherever they happened to be on tour). The
professionalism of the performers also helped to
control vagaries in production with the new
technology -since there was none of the `kids in
search of an album' syndrome which regularly
consumes days and months of studio time.
Consider also that the use of the digital
studio -to- studio production technology reduced the
overall studio production `tab' by many hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Also, due in some part to the

Martin Polon

Zen and the sound
of one voice

singing

-a duet

`exotic' nature of the new multistudio multinode

technology, the record project received
extraordinary feature coverage in the nation's
magazines and the arts sections of major
newspapers. TV entertainment and network news
programmes also highlighted the project.
A whole series of objections have been raised to
the concept of `phoning in' a musical project. (These
and other objections to the `digital' liberties now
being taken with musical integrity will be
discussed in another column.) Suffice it to say that
for many in the music industry, and for the public,

curiosity concerning Sinatra far outweighs
considerations concerning production details.
It is curious fact that the development of new
and -or improved technology of digital
communications is moving at such a pace that one
can only look back at the Duets project and say,
`that was then and this is now.' It is equally clear
that the future of communications on this planet is
going to evolve into a high -quality digital matrix
capable of random -access linkage from any point to
any other point. The following directions illustrate
the dimension that future digital communications
will take into the home, into the office and into the
recording studio and any combination thereof:
A joint venture has been entered into to create
Lightstream Corporation to build the
infrastructure for the American nation's data
(super) highway.
Time -Warner will deploy their `full service
network' in 1994 to 4,000 homes in Orlando,
Florida. The system will include current
multichannel one-way interactive communications
with the home. Each home will have a video
camera and audio origination plus a sophisticated
`setup' microprocessor control unit that will allow
audio on demand and video (movies) on demand.
This and other similar systems will incorporate
data-telecommunications `type' switches that will
integrate existing public switched copper networks,
fibre optics transmission systems, `T' carrier

It is equally clear
that the future of
communications on
this planet is going
to evolve into a
high -quality
digital matrix

systems, coaxial head-end -based TV redistribution
systems, ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network), microwave systems and other newer
systems as they emerge.
The key to the successful implementation of this
future technology infrastructure is the use of ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) with multiplexing
ovoíée, music, data, still vi eo and full-motion
video. Other systems such as X25, Frame and so
on, do not have all of the advantages of ATM.
ATM is the international standard for cell relay
of entertainment, education and information
ranging from megabit to gigabit speed. It is
suitable for local-area and wide -area
communications services. It is designed for voice,
data and multimedia over both public and private
networks. It is an international standard, endorsed
through the various domestic and international
telephone and telecommunications carriers who
sought its creation.
ATM is similar to packet systems except that the
packets are called cells with a fixed size of 53 bytes
(5 -byte header /48-byte payload), by agreement
among the telephone company originators of the
system. This system is optimised for 'busty' traffic,
which the majority of the intended sources are
capable of being at one time or another.
Synchronous transfer modes such as the Tl carrier
system has to have dedicated or reserved time slots
to move a fixed amount of information. ATM does
not require reserved `slots.'
To take all of this technology one step further,
the introduction of so- called `smart agents,' will
provide users with `steerable' software that mimic
the action of computer viruses and travel about
networks and communications nodes to actually do
the work of making a suitable path for intrastudio
digital connection. These `agents' will provide all
sorts of functionality on the networks to actually
handle sending, receiving and set up tasks without
the need for human effort and intervention. They
have been designed to automate tasks like data
retrieval of particular files such as all necessary for
the user to indicate what specifically was wanted
and the software `agent' would go into action,
circulating about all of the available databases
until the job was finished and return with the
retrieved data. It would not have any limits in the
least in relatively long terms.
time dimension
The `agent' would `work' until the job was done.
Instead of studios depending upon `setup
contractors' who arrange for the digital
interconnection to be made, `agents' riding the new
ATM networks or the enhanced Internet or the
phone companies ISDN matrixes of fibre pipes
would be sent out with a specific task and return
with links established for a particular time and
place. The connection would be enabled when and
where it was wanted and the only things left for
the user would be to pay the bill for the services
used
result of the connecting `agent' contacting
a `charging' agent to establish a debit protocol as
part of its routine.
There are, however, many studio owners and
operators who still earn a pleasing profit from their
analogue facilities. And there are other detractors
who perhaps should be viewed as being
`temporarily challenged' by digital technology.
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WORKSTATION

The Sabine ADF- 2400-the DSP solution to feedback problem,'
The Sabine ADF-1200 and
ADF -2400 workstations are

digital signal processing
engines designed with a
specific emphasis on feedback control.
As such, they provide automatic
detection and dynamic filtering of sound
system feedback resonances, making
them useful in any live sound situation
and also anywhere where there are
monitoring systems which might be
triggered into feedback (including radio
and TV broadcasting). In addition, the
filters, signal delay, and noise gates can
be used manually for sound -system
timing, or to get rid of unwanted noises
on programme material. They will be
particularly useful as an on -line device
during sound effects lay -back or mixing,
since subtle timing alterations can be
made in addition to improving effect
quality. In this case the filters and gates
can also be used to generate some of the
required effect themselves. The
ADF-2400 2- channel model is the
subject of this review. The ADF -1200 is
a similar, single -channel unit.

Quick start
in a typical application, an ADF unit
should be connected between the mixer
output and the input to any processing

directly associated with the loudspeaker
systems. The ADF-2400 can be used for
various purposes, but its main function
is as an `automatic' feedback suppressor.
The basic, but effective operating
manual begins with a quick start
process. This first requires that a signal
is passed through the system with
microphones off. The front panel
clip -level controls on the ADF are
adjusted using the front panel LED level
display to match the ADF internal clip
point to the sound system clip point
-thereby optimising dynamic range.
The use of music, or pink noise for this
is essential, since any pure tone will be
regarded as a feedback and immediately
result in automatic filter action. After
the microphones are set up and enabled,
the ADF is switched into active filter adjustment mode as the system gain is
raised-usually using the mixer master
faders. This should be done with an
approximate balance between
microphone sources. As each feedback
frequency is reached, the ADF tunes a
filter to it and sets its attenuation
depth. The manual says to raise the gain
slowly, and indeed this is necessary to
allow the filter depth to reach the
required level before the next feedback
frequency starts up, and to allow
feedback resonances to be dealt with in

an orderly manner.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
which resulted from following these
instructions using a 2- microphone setup
with a foldback monitor. The starting
point for this used the ADF unit's
default settings for `global parameters'
(more about these later) and filter
modes. For this first run the filters had
a maximum allowable bandwidth of
octave.
With filter settings adjusted to allow
to widening up to a '/2 octave, the
resulting curve from the same setup is
shown in Fig.2. A low- frequency
resonance was also introduced by
holding a hand
around the sides
of the microphone
capsule. Another
try with '/3- octave
maximum filter
width is shown in
Fig.3. When filter
widths were
not altered,
the ADF-2400
'/10

repeated similar
results.
The ADF-2400
worked well
in capturing
feedback

Sam Wise examines
the ADF-1200 and
ADF-2400 dedicated
DSP units intended
to reduce feedback
problems not only in
live situations, but
also for broadcast
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Fig.!: Curve shows the amplitude
response of Channel B, following
automatic feedback suppression using
filters of Vio- octave maximum bandwidth

A low-frequency

frequencies in this manner, which is similar to that
used by live sound engineers to manually filter
feedback modes using conventional equalisers.
Recordings were made of the resulting outputs
so that I could listen to them at my leisure (and
when I was not talking into the mic at the same
time as listening). The results were good, with
ringing disappearing at the required gain level and
audibly better quality. Gain before feedback
improved 4dB in this case, but this will vary
according to individual circumstances.
The 12 available filters per channel can be
individually set for Fixed, Dynamic or Parametric
modes of operation. The first of these is not quite
as it sounds, but rather means that the frequency
of the filter is fixed automatically as these setup

feedbacks occur, though the filter depth may be
automatically altered further later. In fact, my
experiments showed that the centre frequencies of
the Fixed mode filters could also automatically
alter within about ±5Hz of the original frequency.
The Fixed filters are the first to be automatically
adjusted as each feedback frequency appears.
Dynamic filters are those that remain totally
automatically adjustable in frequency and depth,
primarily to cope with feedback which occurs
during operation. During the initial setup
operation, the Fixed filters are used first, followed
by the Dynamic filters, until all are used up. After
this the first Dynamic filter which was set is

Fig.2: Curve represents Channel B as in
Fig.l. This time the filter bandwidth is

allowed to grow to '/s octave.
element has been
introduced by cupping a hand around
the microphone capsule

20

00

1k
F
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30k

equeney IH.)

Fig.3: Curve represents Channel B as in
Fig.l. This time the filter bandwidth is
allowed to grow to octave. A lowfrequency element has been introduced
by cupping a hand around the
microphone capsule. The three figures
are similar in the mid to high frequency region, but not identical
reused to cope with the next feedback, and so on.
The unit is quite effective at optimising both
Fixed and Dynamic filters. If a feedback frequency
is near an existing filter, this might be widened or
deepened up to the set limits to capture the
problem feedback component automatically
without introducing another filter
Filters which are set to Parametric are
completely under manual control. The numeric
keypad is used to set the frequency, width and
depth of the filter. Unlike the other modes
available, Parametric filters can be used to boost

IF SILENCE IS GOLDEN I THIS CC

/nodular design, from its custom-welded RFI- killing
steel frame to its incredibly flexible floating subgroups, the handcrafted Orion is every bit a D &R.

The D &R Orion. From its Hi-Def. h:Qs to its fu/b.
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Filters

up to +12dB, as well as to cut. Once automatic
filter adjustment has been completed, the filters
can be set altered to Parametric mode in order to
force the retention of the automatic settings. This
might be useful in applications in speech
announcement systems, where the microphones
and loudspeakers remain in fixed positions. Any of
the 12 filters can be set to any of the three
operating modes.
One thing not to expect from the ADF -2400 is
that it will prevent feedback altogether
works
by detecting feedback once it has already
happened. As mentioned above, it is common for a
live sound engineer to follow a similar manual
process when setting up systems, but before the
audience or performers are present to hear it. In
this sort of use, the ADF-2400 speeds up the
process, does it more accurately, and depending
upon the exact acoustical characteristics involved
can give a more transparent result due to the
potential narrowness of the filters. In other
applications, untrained users will give rise to
feedback under conditions where there is no sound
operator present to take corrective or preventative
action. In these cases, the ADF will not prevent the
initial feedback, but can identify it and prevent
recurrence without operator intervention.
Furthermore, the ADF will not automatically
remove ringing from a system. The device is not

-it

Performance

One channel on ADF-1200, two on ADF-2400, may
be combined. There are 12 independently- controlled
digital notch filters per channel.
Each filter:
automatic or manual parametric
operation 20Hz-20kHz range in

Notch depth:

Input impedance: balanced,

steps (manual)
(automatic)

High -pass filter: manual operation 12dB per
octave slope
frequency range 20Hz-1kHz,
'/3- octave centres

Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.02% at 23dBV at
1kHz

Power requirements
±20V AC, from 50/60Hz adaptor available in 100V,

Digital delay
channel
Programmable in milliseconds, feet or meters,
100µs resolution

Noise gate
Dwell time:

0-999 ms

Threshold:

-1 to -95dB

amplitude)

Real -time analyser

10

years

Dimensions
rackmount, 19 x 3.5

inches

Weight
without power supply adaptor

Options

Memories
user -defined, l factory default,
configuration

x 7.5

(483 x 90 x 183 mm)

91b. (3.9kg)

31- band,' /3-octave, 20Hz -20kHz
8

120V, 220V or 240V; 22W

Memory battery life

2 -unit

(relative to peak

XLR

power fail or from front panel
switch
Frequency response: ±0.25dB, 20Hz -20kHz
Signal -to-noise ratio: >100dB typical (with noise
gate active)

from 0dB to -80dB in 3dB steps

ADF- 1200 -340ms total, ADF-2400--170 ms per

1012,

Maximum signal levels: balanced +29dBV peak
Bypass:
passive, input to output on

1Hz resolution
from +12dB to -84dB in 1dB

Low -pass filter: manual operation
12dB per octave slope
frequency range 3kHz- 20kHz,
'/3- octave centres

>10kt2, XLR with pin

hot
Output impedance: balanced, approx.
with pin 2 hot
2

1

most recent

-0 transformer isolation RS232 -RS422 serial
interface (to be announced)
AES -EBU; SPID digital interface (to be announced)
I

ISOLE SHOULD COST X456% MORE
Next time you audition a console, from anyone at any price, ask

dozens of unique. k6;ì- sonic -performance features. And we back

to bear a test for which we're well -known. It goes like this: We

each board with our renowned factory- direct technical support.

select

'mir across the board. and assign every channel to the

Flow much is all of this worth? Well, if silence is

mix bus. We crank up the studio monitor amp, all the way. We
push up all the channel and master faders, all the way. We turn

golden, then every D &R is worth its weight in gold.
In which case. until we raise its price about 75 times, the

the console's monitor level up. All the way. Next, we invite

D &R console pictured at left is one truly impressive

each customer to place his or her ear right next to one of the

investment opportunity.

monitors tweeters.
Gingerly, they listen, to not much at all.

Then,

we

bring the monitor pot down from what would be

a speaker- destroying level to a merely deafening level. Before

ears are plugged and music blasts forth, we invite one last. close

listen, to confirm the remarkable: Even with everything
assigned and cranked up, a D &R console remains effectively

and astonishingly

- silent.

Of course, a D &R

-

is much more than the quietest analog

board you can buy. So we equip each handcrafted D &R with

Rijnkade

D&R Euc: reoric,'
1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands

1515,

tel ( -) 31294418014

D&R WEST: (818) 2915855

fax ( -) 31294Q1ú987

D&R NASHVILLE: (615) 661-4892

D&R SOUTHWEST: (409) 7563737

De? handcrafts consoles for mottling, lite sound, theatre, post -production and broadcast, for e'orld-dass to project facilities.

D&R USA: (409) 588 -3411

"Weight in gold- comparisons based upon 11193

,nark! prives.
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SYNCROTECHSYSTEMS DESIGN
Unit C, 9 Gíbbes Street
Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067
61 -2-417 -5088 phone
61 -2-417 -8360 fax
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Fig.4: Frequency response of a 1kHz
filter at '/lo octave bandwidth and
varying depth. Notice consistency of
filter width. Filter depth is also very
accurate
Amplitude Idae)

o

In Fig.7, a set of five '/3-octave filters of -20dB
depth are combined. Notice that not much
combining interaction takes place. This is the
correct design choice for a equalising device
intended primarily for feedback suppression and is
equivalent to noncombining conventional '/3-octave
filters. In Fig.8 the bandwidth is narrowed to
1/10 octave and depth increased to 60dB. Here there
is no interaction visible at all, feedback would be
totally suppressed at the selected frequencies, and
the effect on most wanted signals would be
inaudible. Fig.9 shows a mains -hum filter
configuration set to 50Hz and several of its
harmonics. Bandwidth is now 0.01 octave, and
depth 60dB. This creates an effective but inaudible
mains noise -filter.

Signal delay facility
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
200

5k

Fig.5: Frequency response of a 1kHz
filter at a constant -60dB depth but
varying bandwidth. Notice constancy of
filter depth

The signal delays within the ADF are fully
adjustable over the range varying from a nominal 0
to 340ms in the ADF-1200 and from a nominal 0 to
170ms in the ADF-2400. Adjustment resolution is
100µs, limiting the range of use in sound systems
to low-frequency intercabinet alignment or overall
system delay. Since the ADF output is normally
full range, it is likely that alignment delays for the
individual sound system components will be
further downstream anyway, therefore this is not
much of a limitation.

Filter performance
The following examples use the Parametric filter
mode to show the response and interaction of the
filters. Fig.4 shows the result of fixing the
frequency at 1kHz with a' /10- octave bandwidth
and varying the depth. The constant -bandwidth
nature of the filter is obvious, with little widening
of filter shoulders as depth is increased. In Fig.5
frequency and depth are held constant while filter
bandwidth is varied from 1/10 octave to 1 octave.

When not in use for feedback control, the filters
can serve many other purposes. Some examples
are given for comparison with typical '/3-octave
filter sets in both feedback and other applications.
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CANADA
ADCOM ELECTRONICS
310 Judson Street, Unit 1
Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5T6
phone
4 16) )251-3977
1fax

TRAX AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
2239 Columbia Street, Suite 102
Vancouver, BC V5Y 3Y3
(604) 873-5292 phone
(604) 873-5323 fax
DENMARK
DANSK AUDIO DISTRIBUTION
Fuglegardsvej 5
2820 Gentofte
45.31. 682811 phone
45- 31- 652449 fax
FINLAND
STUDIOTEC KY
Kuusiniemi 2
02710 Espoo
358 -0- 592055 phone
358 -0- 592 -090 fax
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NETHERLANDS
TRANSTEC By
Brugwachter 19
3034 KD Rotterdam
31- 10-414-7055 phone
31- 10-411 -3580 fax
NEW ZEALAND
GROUP 3, INC.
P.O. Box 2039
South Hamilton, MA 01982 U.S.A.
(508) 927 -2379 phone
(508) 927.1648 fax

NORWAY
SIV. ING. BENUM

Haakon den Godes vei 14
Vinderen, 0373 Oslo
47- 22- 145460 phone
47- 22- 148259faz

POLAND
TONMEISTER RECORDINGS
6120 Massachusetts Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20816
U.S.A.
(301)

HONG KONG

20

UNION SOUND
593 -23, Kong Nung 1 -Dong
No Won -Ku, Seoul
82-2-976-4080 phone
82-2-976-4079 fax

D.D.D.
97, Boulevard de Magenta
75010 Pads
33-1- 4246-0186 phone
33- 1-4246-2048 fax

STAGE TEC GmbH
Bahnhofstrasse 13
79843 Lbffingen
49- 951 -71295 phone
49- 951 -747632 fax

10

KOREA

FRANCE

R. BARTH KG
Gdllparzerstrasse 6A
D -2000 Hamburg 76
49-40-229-8883 phone
49-40-223-209 fax

DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Flat C, 1/F., Comfort Bldg.
86 -88, Nathan Rd.
Tsin Sha Tsui, Kowloon
852- 721 -0343 phone
852 -366 -6883 fax

phone
229-8002

RUSSIA
I.S.P.A.
7/4 Kutuzovski Pr.; Block 6, Apt. 12
Moscow 121248
7 -502-224 -1008 phone
7- 502 -224 -1009 fax
SOUTH AFRICA
EMINENTLY MORE SUITABLE (EMS)
24 Napier Road
1st Floor, South Wing
Richmond, Johannesburg
27- 11- 482 -4470 phone
27- 11-726.2552 fax
SPAIN
SONY ESPAA
Maria Tubau, 4
28050 Madrid
34 -1- 536 -5700 phone
34 -1- 358 -9794 fax

IHZI

Fig.6: Frequency response of a single
'/e- octave filter at a constant -60d13 depth

but varying frequency. Notice the
constancy of bandwidth

INDONESIA
ROSCOR
Jln. H.R. Rasuna Said
Kay. X -7, No. 6
Plaza 89, Suite 301
Jakarta 12920
62- 21- 850.6781 phone

SWEDEN
PREFIX
Gullrands Vág 163
S -145 64 Norborg
46-8. 531 -911-83 phone/fax

SWITZERLAND
DR. W.A. Gt1NTHER AG

Amplitude Id &1

ISRAEL
D.Z. SOUND PRODUCTIONS
18 Shenkin Street

Givataim 53 301
972 -3- 556-2849 phone
972 -3-573 -1744 fax

Finally in Fig.6, width and depth are maintained
while frequency is shifted. No parameters
interact -you can really believe what the settings
tell you.
The internally-generated filter responses can be
viewed in an idealised way on the panel LCD
screen.

Other filter
applications

AUDIO SALES
Neusiedlerstrasse 19
A -2340 MShcing
43- 2236 -26123 phone
43- 2236 -43223 fax

GERMANY
Ampllm,de (380

clever enough to identify ringing for what it is,
since it is usually provoked only when the system
is stimulated and therefore appears transient. If
there are spare filters available to remove these,
then system gain must be raised further to allow
full- blooded feedback to occur. At that point the
ADF will recognise the problem and set the filters.
Reducing the gain will probably produce a more
acceptable sound.

AUSTRIA

START LAB, INC.
2 -14.19 Okino Bldg., 4th FI.
Minami -Azabu
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
81- 3- 3448 -9841 phone
81 -3-3448 -9095 fax

Seestrasse 77
CH 8703 Edenbach -Zurich
41- 1- 910 -4141 phone
41-1-910-3544 fax

TURKEY
BES

ITALY
AUDIO LINK
Via Lambro, 14

20129 Milano
39-2-2940 -6796 phone
39- 2- 2940 -8938 fax
JAPAN

100

1k

10k

Frequency (Hz)

Fig.7: Combined frequency response of
'/a- octave filters at a constant -20dB
depth. This is similar to the result
which would be obtained using a

conventional noncombining filter set

DAIKIN INDUSTRIES LTD.
1000 -2 Ohtani, Okamoto -Cho
Kusatsu, Shiga 525
81-775-65-6196 phone
81-775-65-6652 fax
NIPPON PHONOGRAM CO.
Wako Bldg., 8-5 Roppongi 4 -Chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
81-3-3479-3714 phone
81 -3 -3408 -1692 fax

27 A Eski Búyúkdere, 4 Levent

80650 Istanbul
90.1- 268.6900 phone
90.1 -268 -6901 fax
UNITED KINGDOM
TYRELL CORPORATION
20 Great Chapel Street
London W1V3A0
44-71-287-1515 phone
44. 71.287 -1464 fax
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Cut to picture with SonicVideo."

Load, edit, and dump simultaneously.
No other digital audio workstation offers the multi-

tasking capabilities of the Sonic System. You can load
and unload to the hard disk(s) in the background
while you edit in the foreground. And while you're
working, you've got plenty of playback capability
even the most basic Sonic System can play 12 or more
channels simultaneously from a single hard drive!
With NoNOISE' you can now run two jobs
simultaneously in the background and keep working
in the foreground.

-

Create radio spots, edit and master a CD, cut sound
for film or video, and restore sound with NoNOISE.
The Sonic System is the power platform for a wide
variety of applications. Our product line is entirely
modular and can be easily expanded or customized to
your line(s) of work.
Share soundfiles with the engineer(s) next door.

With MediaNet," you can share soundfiles, edit
decision lists, and processing resources among Sonic
systems. MediaNet is the true Power Users' network
it supports playback of 80 or more channels
simultaneously, and multiple users can access the
same hard disks (even the same soundfiles!) without
introducing a drag on the host system.

Our built -in digital video gives you fast access to
picture so you never have to wait for a tape machine
to shuttle. SonicVideo plays back smoothly without
any interruptions even when listening to 24
channels of digital audio!

-

Write audio CDs and CD -ROMs in double speed.
Sonic Solutions was the first to integrate a
workstation with a CD recorder. You can create high precision CDs which can be used for direct glass
mastering, archives, or reference copies. And soon,
you will be able to create the new CD -DVs (CD- Digital
Video) on a Sonic System!
Invest in a Sonic System.
No other system offers the breadth or flexibility of

the Sonic System. And no other system can match the
performance for the price an entry level system,
including Macintosh and hard disk, is under $10,000
(slightly higher outside the US).

-

-

For more information on why Power
Users prefer Sonic, please call your
local dealer or our product hot line
t (415) 485 -4790.

eadquarters
891 East Francisco Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94901 USA

Tel. 415 485.4800 Fax 415 485.4877

Sonic Europe
Brugwachter 19, 3034 KD Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel. 31.10.414.7354 Fax 31.10.414.7365
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Conditions

Rp

Noise Gate

Inactive
Noise Gate

-10
-15

1

22Hz -22kHz
RMS
-90.2dB

22Hz -22kHz
Avg
-91.5dB

CCIR 468 -3

Unwtd

CCIR 468 -3
Wtd

-86.3dB

-81.1dB

-92.5dB

-93.7dB

-88.4dB

-84.1dB

Wide -band noise performance at OdBu clipping level and higher. Noise levels in dB

-20

below signal reference level

-25

(0-384.6), meters (0- 116.8) and milliseconds
(0 -340) on the ADF-1200; and half of these values
in the ADF -2400 per channel. Adjustments can be
made in any of these units by simple use of the
cursor controls. The distance calculations are based
on a fixed temperature, so are only approximate,
but close enough for most purposes.
Aside from the intrinsic delay of 1.2ms, the delay
settings were found to be accurate within 0.lms.

-30

too

1k

10k

Fremieney.1Mi1

Fig.8: Combined frequency response of
'ho-octave filters at -60dß depth. Notice
that compared to Fig.7 the mid -band
level is maintained, and the filters do

not interact. Feedback at these
frequencies is, however, reduced
further and the audible effect on
wanted signal is also reduced since the
filters are narrower than the ear's
critical band s

Real -time
analyser facility

Amplitude War)

The built-in RTA only depicts the response of the
input signal, providing no means of viewing the
effects introduced by the ADF's own filters. This
can come in handy if levels, and therefore stresses
on the loudspeakers, are getting high allowing an
informed judgment to be made on additional
equalisation. Unfortunately, it is impossible to

10

oh
-10 l-

20,
-30,

watch this and adjust an internal filter at the same
time. When in RTA mode, filters retain their last
settings, but feedback detection is disabled, so no
further automatic adjustment will take place. The
RTA can be used to examine either A or B
channels, but no provision has been made to store
any of these observations. This means that it is not
possible to compare the two channels in any way.
For someone with a poor short-term memory like
myself, this is something of a shortcoming. It is
easy to understand why the unit cannot
cost -effectively display simultaneous real -time
information on both channels, but some memory
facility would be very inexpensive to implement.
When working on the RS232 remote control add -in,
it would be good for Sabine to consider this
requirement. Another shortcoming is the inability
to display the signal in both preprocessed and
postprocessed form. Since both input and output
audio signals exist within the unit in analogue and
digital form, this too looks outwardly easy. The
results of filter action are nót always easy to infer
from the idealised filter- response display provided.
Display resolution adjustment would also make
the RTA display more useful. While the large 45dB

t
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Fig.9: Combined frequency response of
'/,00- octave filters at -60dB depth set to
multiples of the 60Hz mains frequency.

The narrow filters remove the offending
noise while having no audible effect on
the programme material. There is a 2dB
boost visible at the right of the lower
frequency filters. This too, should be

inaudible

In fact, the nominal '0' intrinsic delay of the ADF
is not zero at all. As with all digital audio devices,
it has an intrinsic system delay, in this case it is
about 1.2ms. Live -sound users should therefore be
careful to treat either all or none of a group of
speakers, since a delay between cabinets could
otherwise cause acoustic signal cancellations which
would be audibly obvious.
The delay is displayed simultaneously in feet

STEREO VARIABLE EMPHASIS LIMITER 3

As a protective

limiter for live recording and broadcasting

For dynamic range reduction In professional to semi-pro format transfers

Incorporates Independent flat limiters and variable emphasis limiters
Manuafactured using BBC design information
PPM10 In- vision PPM and Charts

Twin Twin PPM Tack and Box Units
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz
Stabilizers and Fixed Shift Circuit Boards for howl reduction
10 Outlet Distribution
Peak Deviation Meter
PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 Microprocessor and PPM8 IEC /DIN - 50 / +6dB drives and

Advanced Active Aerial

Amplifier 4
movements

Broadcast Stereo Coders

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
THE FORGE, CRANLEIGH, SURREY GU6 7BG

- TEL: 0483 275997

FAX: 0483 276477

display range is good for giving a feel of the
spectral content of music and speech signals, the
present system is rather coarse for use in setting
sound -system equalisation. The level indication
steps varied, but were generally about 3dB to 4dB
per step at the best resolution available. There is
no accurate calibration to refer either. The overall
result is a general impression of frequency
response, nothing more accurate than that. When
tested with pink noise, the RTA gave a visibly flat
response down to about 100Hz, below which a
too -short time constant and -or low frequency
roll-off gave results up to 3dB down.

Noise gate
A noise gate on a sound system is typically used to
remove the audible effect of noise generated by
upstream equipment when it is not masked by

reinforced sound. In some equipment, the gates are
really included to reduce the self-noise of the
equipment, but this is not the case with the ADF
series, where intrinsic noise levels are already low.
When the input signal drops below an adjustable
Threshold, the noise gate virtually mutes the
output. A Dwell Time adjustment is provided
which can be set to determine the time that the
input signal is below the threshold before the gate
is closed. In the ADF, gate closure is accomplished
by turning off the D-A convertor and setting the
output signal to zero, thus there are no VCAs
involved.
While the gate is closed, the digital system
continues to monitor the digital output of the input
A-D convertor. As soon as the signal level rises
above the threshold, the output D-A is enabled
again. The dwell time is also controlled digitally, so
as designed will be signal level independent.
Noise gate threshold is adjusted relative to the
clipping level of the A-D convertors in the ADF.
This enables the threshold to be adjusted over a
106dB range.
Under test, the noise gate performed as specified
to within 1dB of the set threshold. Noise levels of
the ADF-2400 itself were marginally better with
the noise gate active as shown in Table L.

Memory presets
There are a total of nine memory presets, with one
of these assigned to the factory default settings. To
save the current setting, the memory Preset Table
is selected from the main menu and the cursor
moved to the Save field. Pushing the number key
corresponding to the required preset number and
then Enter completes the function. Loading a
preset is similar, using the Load field. Any memory
can be given an alphanumeric name of up to eight
characters using the + and - keys to step through
the alphabet. This is more awkward than
necessary, since the alphabetic characters which
are most often required are halfway through the
list from both ends. It is possible to toggle easily
between saved presets to audibly compare the
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CALREC

Without this feature, other rack
equipment doesn't measure up.

modules, designed for fitting in

Look through the technical press and you
can see dozens

of ads

for audio modules,

all

a

standard

I9in rack unit. All the more commonly used

offering fast attack, transparent processing,

units are available ex- stock, and we can

full function variable compression,

design specialised units to meet your

precise needs.

independent peak limiting...blah, blah,
blah...The one thing they can't offer

is

The RQ Series

the

one thing you really, really need: Calrec

of audio modules:

quality.

all

Our RQ Series

is a

range

of

I

U deep

with added

Calrec.

Calrec Audio Ltd, Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire HX7 8EZ Tel: 0422 842159 Fax: 0422 845244
RQ modules are available through these Calrec distributors: UK: HHB Communications, London (081-960 2144); Australia: Synchrotech, Sydney (02 417 5088): France: DSP, Pans (45 44 13 16)
): Hong Kong/China: Jolly Sound Ltd (3620202/5): Japan: Nrssho Electronics Corporation, Tokyo (3 3544 8444)
Germany: ProAudro Marketing, Frankfurt (069 65 80
South Korea: Av,s Trading Company, Seoul (02 565 3565): Sweden: Estrad Music. Stockholm (8 640 1260): Switzerland Stud,oworld, Wett,ngen (056/27 12 33)
I

I
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results. On power up, the ADF automatically
recalls the last used memory.

Global parameters
Computer jargon is getting in everywhere. Here
Global Parameters refers to standard settings the
ADF uses when automatically controlling the
filters in feedback suppression mode. These global
settings are stored with and applied independently
to each memory preset, aiding with optimisation of
presets for different user applications. The settings
controlled are as follows: Filter Width adjusts the
maximum allowable automatic width setting of

feedback suppression filters. The range is from
1 octave down to Vim octave. The manufacturer's
recommendations are' /io octave for music and
'/5 octave for speech -lecture applications. These
digitally generated filters are much narrower and
more stable than conventional analogue filters.
Filter Depth sets the maximum depth that the
ADF can automatically use in the range from 0dB
to -80dB. Threshold sets the level of signal increase
which the ADF determines as feedback. This
adjustment is provided to allow reliable detection
of feedback, while preventing suppression of
genuine musical tones. Persistence also has an
effect on the ability to distinguish between the

AIR
The New MTA Series 980 Console
Designed for track laying and mixing
(minimum 62 line inputs with eq.)
Full 4 band eq. on inputs and monitors

Manufactured by a company with over
25 years experience in console design
Superb audio performance and musical eq.
VCA or moving fader automation available

Excellent value for money

Malcolm Toft Associates Limited
The Old Farmhouse, 27 Ash Hill Road, Hampshire GU12 6AD
Telephone: 0252 318700
Facsimile: 0252 345546

wanted and unwanted signals. Pure tone
generators such as flute or organ will require a
lower value than for speech, which is by nature
very transient. Mode determines how the
ADF-2400 works. Dual Mono mode allows each of
the two channels to work independently, while in
Stereo mode the filters track in the two channels.
Clustering sets the allowed proximity between two
adjacent ADF filters. When Yes, adjacent filters
can be set only 1Hz apart. When No, the minimum
spacing is 5Hz.
Under test, the persistence control was found to
have a profound effect on the recognition of
feedback. A burst signal was set up with is on,
followed by 3s off. Under these conditions, a
Persistence of 5 resulted in detection. At a
Persistence setting of 1, a 3s burst length followed
by a is pause was detected. Each time the signal
repeated, it was identified as having occurred
before, and the depth of the appropriate filter was
automatically increased. The range of control of
this variable seems sensible, but why is a
persistence of five more sensitive than a
persistence of one? This seems confusing to me.
Threshold sets a relative level before tones are
identified as being feedback generated. However,
once again the numbers seem backwards, with a
threshold of five responding at a lower signal level
than a threshold of one. With Persistence at 5, and
Threshold at 5, a ls-length tone 40dB below the
clipping level can trigger the unit if repeated
several times at regular intervals. Decreasing to
four will trigger with a -38dB tone, and so will a
Threshold of 3, it just takes a little longer.
Curiously, with the threshold set to both 1 and 2,
the required signal level is -34dB. This criticism
aside, the ADF-2400 can pick out recurring
feedbacks quite reliably.

Other performance
matters
Convertor linearity was tested and found to be
virtually flawless down to -90dB referenced to
maximum input level; within 1dB at -100dB; rising
to +3dB in error on channel A and -1dB in error on
channel B at -110dB. This is a reasonable
performance.
Input stage clipping occurred at +28dBu, with
output clipping at +28dBu into 100kn, or
+27.2dBm (60052 load). The clipping level of the
unit as a whole is set by the front panel CLIP LEVEL
ADJUST pots. Their range is from +28dBu to - 10dBu,
coping with the whole range of professional to
domestic operating levels. The controls keep the
output stage following in trim, giving an overall
input to output gain of 0dB at all settings with a
worst case error of about 0.2dB.
At an input level of -10dB, there is a 4dB
degradation of dynamic range. The manufacturer's
specified dynamic range of >100dB when the gate
was closed could not be achieved.
Distortion levels of all types are comfortably
low
least to specification.
The front panel BYPASS switch operates true
bypass relays, passing inputs direct to outputs.
These also work in the event of power fail.
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FILE EFFECTS
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THE TOP SPOT EFFECTS LIBRARY

THE BEST ATMOS CD COLLECTIO
SKYLINES S CITY SOUNDS TRAVEL 8, TRANSPORT
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.
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OLIVER STONE

THE PREMIERE EDITION
CITITRAX
THE EDGE EDITION

.

.

The Hollywood Edge produces the same
excellence that I fight for on all my films'

op_:

6
CARTOON TRAX

digital sound naturally

THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF THE BEST IN DIGITAL SOUND EFFECTS

Josef Weinberger Ltd
12 --14

Mortimer Street, London

Tel: (071) 255 1829

W1 N 7RD

Fax: (071) 436 9616

Build quality

my opinion. You can figure it out easily enough
without the manual (except for Threshold and
Persistence). The operative who assembled the unit
has daubed some silicone rubber compound onto
components likely to suffer vibration fracture, but
this appears somewhat haphazard and could be
improved to ensure durability. Internal
construction is tidy and clean, with full component
legends on all four PCBs. Audio connectors are
Cannon plastic XLR types, with incoming low
voltage AC power on a latching 5 -pin DIN. There is
ample room in the unit for future add -ins, for
which access openings have been provided.
The lid is held on by Allen -head screws to

The outboard mains supply seems well made, and
does not get overly warm, unlike others we have
seen. The keyhole on it makes hanging out of the
way reasonably easy. It is a double -insulated
design without any earth on the power cable. There
were no UL or other approvals in evidence
thought that was the main point of using such
units, the availability of such approvals. This is an
AC -only power supply, the rectifiers and regulators
are inside the main chassis.
The front -panel legends are clear, and the user
interface fairly easy to use, though a bit clunky in

-I

VITALIZER

The range is from
1 octave down
to /loo octave.
These digitally
generated filters
are much narrower
and more stable
than conventional
analogue filters
1

The Vitalizer is a psycho-acoustic tool that transports the art of equalization into a new dimension.

Ingeniously designed by SPL to
be compatible with the way
the human ear erceives sound,
it will enhance any part of the sound spectrum
WITHOUT forcing compromise elsewhere.

"61ualites

sound in

a

sound on Sound

.g

dispensable in fine -tuning my mixes ".

with it, and

Audio Media,

nothing which could not easily be sweetened
I

shall be sorry to see it

"as

Studio Sound

go back ".

his is one high quality, great sounding unit ".

Mix Magazine

"Iny studio whether for broadcast, music /jingles
post production can find uses for the Vitalizer ".

"31re best

"7ere

such device

are

a

F

way none at my existing equalizers

comes close to matching"

".have found

minimise tampering. With this weight of
equipment, the 2.5mm -thick front panel will
provide substantial enough rackmounting support
in most applications. The covers and sides are steel
with a black powder-coat finish.
There are GROUND-LIFT switches on the back, one
for inputs and the other for outputs. These do not, I
think, work as intended. If both are lifted, the
shells and pin 3 of all XLRs float. If output is
switched to grounded position, shells and pin 3 of
output XLRs cease to float. If inputs are grounded,
Input A XLR shell continues to float. Indeed this
floats all the time. These connections to ground are
only via the chassis, there is never any connection
to mains earth. Safety-wise this is okay due to the
external mains transformer, but on occasion
purchasers may have to earth the chassis
especially.

I

or video /film

Summary

Audio And Production

have had the pleasure of using".

Moei. Studio & Recording

number of valid uses and the Vitalizer can fulfil them all ".

Professional Sounds

Where others tweak, excite and waffle, the Vitalizer
uniquely unlocks the true potential of your mix
with outstanding clarity.
It is simply an equalizer without equal.
Manufactured by

:

I

SASCOM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING: THE HOME SERVICE +44 (81) 943 4949. FOR DETAILS ON YOUR US DEALER CALL: 905-420 3946
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The ADF-2400 and its sibling do what they set out
to do well. The use of what appear to be 16 -bit
convertors may limit their use in some systems,
but this is compensated for somewhat by the front
panel clip -level adjustment -allowing best use to
be made of the existing dynamic range. The
weakest link is the user interface, which could do
with some further thought. This would be a useful
unit to place at the sound -mix position for live
sound shows, and in the racks in railway stations
and other speech announcement locations without
operators. For broadcasters in audience attended
TV studios, it will also prove useful. And, for those
with a bit of spare cash, it will be a handy equaliser
and denoiser for use in sound- effects-type
applications.

Sabine Musical Manufacturing Co Inc, 4637
NW 6th Street, Gainesville, Florida 32609.
Tel: +1 904 371 3829. Fax: +1 904 371 7441.
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, 4 The Willows Centre,
Willow Lane, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 4NX.
Tel: 081 640 9600. Fax: 081 640 0106.

THE FIRST WIRELESS
MICROPHONE SYSTEM
DESIGNED BY THE PROS
WHO INSTALL IT.
Nobody knows more about wireless microphones than
the permanent installation experts who install them
for a living.

That's why we designed our new SC Series wireless system with a healthy dose of input from sound professionals.
The result is the most feature -rich, high -performance collection of handheld and lavalier microphones, transmitters
and receivers available. A system with something for
everyone.
Like a fuel gauge that tells the user how much life is left
in the transmitter battery.

Ph Is tone key squelch, which eliminates the popping and
hissing you hear when the wireless transmitter is
turned on or off.
And the frequency agility that lets users
and gain peace of
overcome interference
mind by fine tuning to a clear frequency.

-

-

Its all there to make wireless microphones
perform better for your customers. Because
you asked for it.
For more information about the
SC Wireless Systems contact:
Shure GmbH, Lohtorstr. 24, 74072 Heilbronn,
Germany, 49- 7131- 83221, Fax 49- 7131 -627229.

See us at AES, Stand #B22

SHUPE

8

SC WIRELESS

Once again, you are invited to the biggest and most celebrated professional
sound and lighting event in Asia- Pacific...

Pro Audio Light Asia '94
A

The 6th Annual International Trade Exhibition for Professional Recording,
Sound Reinforcement, Duplication, Public Address, Live Sound, Disco Lighting,
Theatrical Lighting, Lasers, Special Effects and Associated Equipments for the
Leisure, Presentation, Entertainment and Related Industries for the Entire
Asian Region

July 6 - 8, 1994
World Trade Centre
Singapore
M exhibition guaranteed

to be the central
meeting place for all involved in professional
sound and lighting in Asia- Pacific.

The '93 show attracted more than 200
individual exhibitors and represented
manufacturers from Continental Europe,
the U.S.A., Japan, and Australasia, plus
two large national groups from Italy and
the United Kingdom. The attendance was
mainly composed of professionals and
dedicated end-users in the region.

For the '94 show, over 75% of the
available stand space has already been
allocated to renowned international
manufacturers. The Italian Group
organised by the Italian Institute for
Foreign Trade (ICE) in cooperation with
the Association of Italian Discotheque and
Theatre Equipment Manufacturers (APIAD)
and the UK delegation organised by
Professional Lighting and Sound
Association (PLASA) along with the British
government will again support the '94
event. Many manufacturers of famous
brand names will be participating in the
large national pavilions.

Don't miss this unique opportunity to gain
a foothold in the fast -growing Asia- Pacific
market. Book your stand
To exhibit/visit Pro Audio & Light Asia '94,

please contact the show manager, Alan Suen

BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL TRADE FAIRS LTD.
18/F., First Pacific Bank Centre
Gloucester Road
Wanchai
Hong
Tel: 852 865 2633
Fax: (852) 865 5513, 866 1770
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DDC-1

TRANSFORMERS

The Complete Digital Interface Problem Solver
Tired of not being able to interconnect your digital
equipment? Take a closer look at this unique digital
interface problem solver from Seem Audio.

We have designed and manufactured more than half a million

transformers during the last 50 years and have several thousand orignal designs.

DoC-1 allows you to control all the important parameters relevant
to MOM Audio:
Features:

We can supply single prototypes at very reasonable prices,

®

with quick despatch, quoting without delay against detailed
specifications

®
®

a

®

Audio format
Sampling rate
Requantization

®

Sync loss protection

Synchronization
Level and channel balance

Sowter Transformers are in constant demand the world over,
matching and splitting, Line for such uses as Microphone
distribution (up to 10 secondaries), bridging, input and output,
to Recording, Broadcast or P.A. Quality. Also Loudspeaker

-

transformers and output, mains and chokes for Valve
Amplifiers, to name but a few

Synchronouslasynch. conversion
Psycho acoustical optimal noise shaping

®
®

Automatic de-emphasis
Internal frequency synthesis

®

Remote control

a

Sync inputs: AESIEBU, WORD CLOCK

El

Sync outputs: AESJEBU, WORD CLOCK
OPTICAL
Audio inputs: AESIEBU,

®

Audio outputs: 2 AESJEBU, SIPDfF OPTICAL

®

Word length: 14.24 bits

a
Dimensions: IT. 111 (also available In
eurocard format 100x220mm)

Mfg

4 Sampling rate: 27-54 kHz

e`llE-,424'&,a.

We will send details of our range on request and
quote for any requirement.
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E.A. SOWTER LTD.

Box 36 Ipswich IPI 2EL
Tel: 0473 252794 Fax: 0473 236188
P.O.

Please contact:
Seem Audio. P. 0. Box

115. N- 1380Heggedal,
Tel (+47) 66 797730. Fax ( +47)66 796154

Norway,

-
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See us at stand no F12 at AES
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CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

111111111111

Please call Steve Grice or Phil Bourne

THE COMPLETE

Rates and details +44 (0) 620 3636
The

attention of advertisers is drawn to "The

SE.RVICE.....

Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ",

which requires that, all advertisements by person

DIRECT-

who seek to sell goods in the course of business

Compact Discs
Digital Cassette Duplication
Full Pre -Mastering
1630 with 32 Bit DSP
Editing, PQ Coding
Restoration De Click

must make that fact clear.

All job advertisements are bound by the Sex
Discrimination Act 1975.

Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block

capitals or typewritten and addressed to:
Publications Limited, 8th Floor, Ludgate House,

One off CDR's
Copy Masters
Print /Reprographics

245 Blackfriars Road, London

Free Quotations

Steve Grice /Phil Boume, Studio Sound, Spotlight

.

SE1 9UR

FOR SALE

NEW TAPE HEADS SUPPLIED FOR MOST
MAKES, TAPE HEAD RE- LAPPING /RE- PROFILING. Same day turn round. Head technology, 11 Brittania
Way, Stanwell, Staines, Middx. Tel: 0784 256046

CASSETTE DUPLICATION

- Second to None. Simon
Stable Promotions. Lyrec Loop -bin. On -body printing.
Shrink- wrapping. Blanks wound to length. Sample tape
available. Tel: 0869 252831

it

J ref

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO
STUDER REVOX
NEW AND USED SALES
SERVICE - SPARES

MARKET LEADERS
© 081 -446 3218 LONDON
0480 461880 CAMBRIDGE

APPROVED CONVERSIONS
STUDER A62 B62 SPARES

£1500.00
£6000.00
£1200.00
£4000.00
£7500.00
£1400.00
£1000.00
£1000.00
£650.00
£600.00
£1200.00
£1600.00
£2800.00
£500.00
£1200.00
£650.00
£600.00
£1400.00
£2686.00
£2100.00
£2265.00
£3600.00
£7500.00
£1800.00

Digital and analogue editing.
mastering. Duplicating of and

format including
One -off CDs from £19.90
Also CD testing, custom wound
blanks and voice-over recording.

Ref SS591, 13a Hamilton Way
London N3 IAN
Tel: 081 -346 0033
Fax: 081-346 0530

encivisualm
NEW & USED EQUIPMENT SALES WORLDWIDE
Otani MT1190 Mkll

remote & locator
MCI 2 inch 24 track

Fostex G24x5
Studer A800 Mklll
Roland DM80 4 track system
Roland DM80 8 track system
Roland DM8OS Mac software
Akai ADAM digital recorder
Alesis adat 8 trackdigital
Alesis BRC remote
Lexicon IARC
(for 480L or 224)
Lexicon 480L

Lexicon 224x1
Lexicon PCM70
Eventide H3000 harmonizer
Roland RSS system
Maasenburg GML eq
AMS 15805
Poston 4050 auto locator
TAC matchless 32 frame
AMEK Mozart 56 frame,
supertrue automation
SSL 4000e 56 frame 48 mono
channels Producer desk
Soundtracs Jade 40 frame
36 inputs

Tel: +44(0)81 749 8222 Fax: +44(0)81 749 8767

7 Goldhawk Mews, London W12 8PA

SITS VAC

111.11

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLES
WHY PAY MORE FOR DATS?

CRYSTAi,l.
SET UP BY

AN

ESTABLISHED COMPANY
TO MARKET A NEW
RANGE OF AFFORDABLE
PRODUCTS

DAT
DAT
DAT
DAT
-

TEL: 0246 275479
FAX:

printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length
TEL: 061 -973 1884

with us
We make the hits
Make

STUDER A80 EIGHT TRACK
STUDER A 80 SIXTEEN TRACK
STUDER A80 TWO TRACK
STUDER A810 FOUR SPEED
STUDER A812
STUDER B67
STUDER B67 PORTABLE VU
STUDER C37 STEREO VALVE
STUDER A725 CD PLAYER
STUDER B62, TROLLY
REVOX PR99
REVOX B77 MKII
DOLBY A 16CH
DOLBY A 2CH
REVOX C221 PRO CD
REVOX BI26 CD PLAYER
REVOX A77 HS
REVOX C279 WITH EXP
REVOX PR99 MKIII
REVOX B77
STUDER D730 PRO CD
STUDER D740 CD R
REVOX MB16
REVOX PR99 BROADCAST

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,

ALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST

FROM £2.75 + VAT!
FROM £2.75 + VAT!
FROM £3.30 + VAT!
- FROM £3.69 + VAT!
WE USE MAXELL TAPE
R48
R62
R92
R122

-

RECENTLY RATED FIRST IN A
NATIONAL SURVEY

TEL 0223 208937
FAX 0223 208937
NORTH ROAD WENDY ROYSTON HERTS SGS OAB

0246 550421

EXPORT SALES
Due to continued expansion, AMEK

requires an Area Sales Manager to
work a variety of oversea territories.

-

The right applicant will have experi-

ence of audio mixing console sales
2

AUTOMATIC TAPE WINDERS FOR SALE. Very

good condition, (just serviced) £3,(XX) each or £5,700 for
the two Tel: 0869 252831

MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE SALE
must sell a quantity of PLATINUM Level IV recording desks. Available
24 or 32 channel frames. 8 group, 24 track monitoring or as 12 group
monitor desks. Bar graphs on every channel and output. Fully Modular design,
excellent specs.
We

Prices start at under (3000. Phone for

Studer MIdI 1/4" machine.7.15.30 IPS Meter Bridge
with mono monitor speaker. Good Condition £850.00 Call

a

brochure and price list.

Trade enquiries and Expert sales welcome.

10444) 400432.

Sony PCM2000 DAT Recorder with PSU/NPI Battery
charger. £1500+ VAT. Audio Developments AD 066(11)
Stereo Mic Amp. £200 + VAT. Tel: 0446 774708

HAMMOND C3 TYPE ORGAN

25 Note peadal board,

bench, Leslie and PR 40tone cabinet. Extensively rewired
!1495 TeL 0453 752142 (Daytime)

fessional audio products. The job
requires invovlement in direct sales of
high cost capital equipment in addi-

John on (1227- 742822 or 081 855 2907.

STUDER A820 24 TRACKS (2600 hours) ANALOGIC
AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT + 24 DOLBY SR Inside +
Remote control and Autolocator priced at 300 00(1 FF +
VAT Please contact Arielle on: (33 -I) 39 76 88 45

and a good general knowledge of pro-

in

tion to the management of overseas
RENTAL
pro -audio dealers.
[ EUROPE AUDIO RENT
the no.

1

Please write with your C.V. to:

I

pro audio rent on the continent

We rent out analog and digital multitracks (4-816-24 tracks), consoles, mecs and all modern
outboard equipment. Also samplers, soundmodules, DAT (with timecode), U-matie, synchronizers.
New: Sony 3324S
PHONE HOLLAND (31)

-

ring for our competitive prices

3465.70670

OR FAX

(3i) 3465.72707

Wendy Aunins, Amek Systems &

Controls Ltd., New Islington Mill,

Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield
Road, Salford M5 4SX

FOR SALE

Buying and Selling ( lt aality i )r( )lessior k ll
R at ta trot )c
equipment ti Irot
nick ryan

$'

+44 (0)892 861099

Fax

+44 (0)892 863485

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF

USED
PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT
For

Tel:

a

complete new and used equipment list contact Tony Larking
Worldwide Delivery Service

+44 (0)462 480009

.

Fax:

+4 (0)462 480035

w,. ups.stá ki.

(Visitors strictly by appointment only)

new

used

o.o..d. equipment

of

L T D

tony larking professional sales

L E T
T O
1355 sgft studio to let at Canalot
in trendy North Kensington Formerly
Sam Therapy. Acoustics by Andy
Monroe. Large live room. Established
location. Reasonable terms. Serious
enquires to Penny Blanche on
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081 -960 -6985/8580

CANALOT PRODUCTION STUDIOS, 222 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON W10 5BN

UK SALES ENGINEER

Our client, is a leading manufacturer of high quality audio mixing consoles and signal processing equipment which is which is marketed

around the globe. Expansion has created a position for a sales engineer to be responsible for developing the UK market through existing cus-

tomer base and dealer network, together with new business development. Candidates will need to have

a

proven track record in sales with

experience of the live sound industry encompassing excellent self management skills. They should also be keen to work in a team oriented
company with

a

desire to develop the role into man -management.

A competitive basic salary, commission structure, company car and benefits package will be offered to the sucessful applicant.

Contact Ian Larkman on 0582 494492 or fax your C.V. on: 0582 494901.
Precision Consultants The Electronics & Broadcast recruitment Specialist, Fortuna House, P.O. Box 183 Luton LU4 9XN.

you remember the
Churchill-Shelley issue?
Was Winston really
Norman? Churchill made
his wartime speeches in the House of
Commons and there was at that time
no provision for recording or radio
relay. So the story goes that actor
Norman Shelley took time off from
playing Winnie the Pooh and other
childrens' radio parts, went into a
recording studio and impersonated
Churchill for discs which were then
shipped to radio stations round the

visiting Kodak's
HQ in Rochester, in
upstate New York, I
got a `from the horse's
arse' update on the company's policy
on blank CDs.
While

Although Kodak bought early
batches of dye -polymer blank CD -Rs
from Taiyo Yuden in Japan, all
Kodak's blanks are now made in
Rochester. The only difference
between blank Photo -CDs and blank
data CD -Rs (suitable for audio
recording), is in the code pressed into
the pregroove.
All types of Kodak blank use
Infoguard, although Photo -CDs do
not carry the Infoguard label.
Infoguard is, in fact, a clutch of
features. The first, and most
important of these, is stability. The
laser in the recorder makes marks by
chemically altering the dye in the
disc. If the dye can be altered by
unwanted light or heat sources, or
naturally reverts to its original state,
the recording is lost.
While being gracefully tactful
about the competition, Kodak claim a
more stable dye composition than
other blanks on the market. This
stability follows from using a dye
which is stabilised by an added
chemical which can itself break down
in time.
The dye is tuned to react to light
only at the infrared wavelength of
0.78 microns, which is the standard
for the laser in the disc writer. Other
light frequencies, for instance
wide -band sunlight, do not switch the
colour of the dye.
The reflective surface is gold, as on
all write-once discs, and gold is more
prone to scratching than aluminium.
So Infoguard puts a matte
scratch-resistant coating over the
lacquer layer which protects the gold.
The clear surface is claimed to resist
finger prints, too.
Each disc is digitally serial
numbered, with production line
identification and date of production.
There is also a machine -readable
bar code, which the reader -writer can
recognise and compare with a similar
code encrypted in the data stored in
disc. This allows the player to check
whether a disc is a genuine first generation copy or a second generation dub.
Blank Photo CDs are only sold to
Photo -CD processing centres, and
they will not work on a data/audio
recorder anyway. Quoted price in the
USA for 63-minute data -audio blanks
in $25 each and for 74-minute blanks
$27. List price for Europe is a
converted $28. I asked Larry Zimmer,
98 Studio Sound, February 1994
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Present your ID-CD blanks
and counterfeit Churchill again
Kodak's Worldwide Manager for CD
Media, why 74- minute blanks cost
more and why have they been late
coming on the market.
`When the CD system records for
63 minutes on a disc (blank or
pressed), the linear writing speed is
1.4 metres/second,' he explained. `For
74 minutes, the linear speed is
dropped to 1.2 metres/second. The
writer- reader slows the disc speed
down automatically, depending on
the type of disc loaded. The
instruction is in the pre -groove.
slowing the speed reduces the size of
the data marks on the disc and thus
leaves less margin for error in the
optics, and the chemistry of the
transition. The dye has to heat and
cool with more precision.
Zimmer also explained why Kodak
now certify disc writers for use with
blank discs, especially 74- minute
discs. The writer automatically tunes
the power of the laser to match the
blank media, by making a short test
recording on every fresh disc, and
reading the test before starting a full
recording. But this self-tuning is not
enough to guarantee error -free
recording for all combinations of
blank disc and writer.
Zimmer reminded me how, in the
early days of CD -R, Fuji discs only
worked with Yamaha writers and
Sony writers were tuned to work with
Taiyo blanks. Compatibility is now
wider, between different brands of
writer and blank discs, but Kodak
still see certification as necessary,
especially for 74- minute discs.
It is easy to forget that we are still

at a very early stage of CD -R
development, so I asked Zimmer the
question everyone wants answered.
When will we see erasable dye blank?
Will we ever see one?
`I have my doubts,' he said. `There
are inventions to be made before that
can happen. Really, to talk about
erasable CD, and compatibility with
the Red and Yellow Book standards,
is an oxymoron.'
Although Kodak are cagey about
future plans, the company's line of
thinking is pretty clear. If there is to
be an erasable disc, then it makes
sense to build it on a completely new
format that uses CAV (Constant
Angular Velocity), like a computer
disc, with formatting in sectors to
speed search access and retrieval.
The CD standard is based on CLV
(Constant Linear Velocity) which is
fine for storing both sound and
pictures, but slows data access to
speeds which are snail -like by

computer operating standards.
Although we are unlikely to see an
erasable -compatible CD in 1994, a
radical development in the write -once
blank market is now on the cards. I
know that at least one CD pressing
plant now plans to shake up the
whole pricing structure by moving
into mass production.
The company behind the planned
moved is not Kodak. But it is already
very big in the CD- pressing business.
As the prime mover puts it: `Blank
CD -Rs are only pressed CDs, with a
dye coating. We can make them for
70p and sell them for £1.50. The
current costs are obscene'.

Later Churchill's speeches were
released on LP and cassette by Decca,
and when Decca folded, the material
was licensed to EMI Records.
First Decca, and later EMI, have
dismissed the idea that some of their
recordings are impersonations. But
significantly neither Decca nor EMI
have ever provided a copy of their
archive documentation for the master
recordings.
I have pursued the story, to the
undisguised irritation of Decca and
EMI, because I spoke personally with
Shelley 20 years ago and he told me
how the recordings were made. But I
did not tape our conversation, and
Shelley is now dead. So I have had no
way of proving what the actor told
me. More accurately, I have until now
had no way of proving what Shelley
told me.
Just before Christmas, BBC TV
produced a rather curious
programme, in conjunction with BBC
Radio. Arena's Radio Night
`butterflied' over a wide range of artycrafty topics, but at one time settled
briefly on an investigation of the
human voice. The programme also
looked at impersonations. The BBC
researchers had read what I had
written about Shelley-Churchill, and
asked for more information. I told
them how I had talked to Shelley
after seeing him on a TV chat show in
the early- 1970s.
The BBC have now tracked down
the original programme. It was Just a
Nimmo
chat show hosted by
British actor Derek Nimmo. On
11th February 1974, Norman Shelley
was the guest. The BBC found a
videotape of the programme, and we
can now see and hear Shelley, in
person, recounting the story that he
told me.
Faced with this new evidence it is
not time for EMI to release the
documentation that came from Decca
with the `Churchill' archive tapes, or
for EMI finally to admit that the
tapes came from Decca with no
reliable documentation?
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STUDER Mixing Consoles
Mixing ergonomics, economics

&

technology

In an audio environment, STUDER
signifies expertise, professionalism
and mastery in console technology.

STUDER has an established and

enviable reputation for producing
modular mixing consoles; with
excellent specifications and proven
operational history; to cover the
entire spectrum of mixing
applications.
,.

We design and manufacture
mixing consoles to meet with the
explicit demands of both mobile
applications and fixed installations;
on -air, sound reinforcement, music
production, drama and dubbing
studios - Consoles which span the
range from; analog to hybrid
analog/digital; to complete digital
signal processing systems - with or
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a Division of STUDER REVOX AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH -8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland
840 47 37
Telephone +41
870 75 1, Telefax +41
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Subsidiaries:
Austria: +43 1 470 76 09/10
U.K.: +44 81 953 35 33
France: +33 453 35 858
Germany: Berlin +49 30 72 40 88
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Japan: +81

3 3465 221
Singapore: +65 250 72 22
Canada: +1 416 510 1347
USA: Nashville +1 615 391 3399
San Francisco +1 415 326 7030

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Better Gate Finally Found,
Aphex Forced to Pay $10K!
AF0I-IEX

SYSTEMS

1001

11068 Randall St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
(818) 767 -2929

10/09/93
PAYTOTHE
ORDER OF

Aphex Systems Ltd.
* *

$

** *TEN

THOUSAND AND 00/00

* * *

10, 000. 00

**

DOLLARS

Bank of Credit & Commerce Inc.
DEFUNCT IN USA
ACCT: QATAR
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A BETTER GATE THAN
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1987 Aphex offered to pay $2,500 to
anyone who could find a better gate than their
Model 612. When no challengers appeared,
Aphex upped the offer to $10,000! Still, no
one met the challenge! The Aphex Model 612
Expander /Gate became the industry
reference standard in studios and in sound
reinforcement around the world. Until now.
In

Introducing the all new Model 622 Logic
Assisted Expander/GateTM.
The Logic Assisted Gate circuitry of the
Model 622 assures positive, accurate and
reliable triggering, patents pending.
The ultra pure audio path features the
exclusive Aphex VCA 1001 offering
unmatched speed without clicks. Combined

APMEX
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2

34 56o

with enhanced servo -balanced /O, the Model
622 boasts a dynamic range in excess of
20 -bit digital!
I

Other special features include:
Key input monitor via front panel
headphone jacks
24dB /octave parametric Key input filters
Dedicated Expander mode
Relay bypass with remote control
Switchable ducking mode
5 -Year Limited Warranty
Made in the U.S.A.
Listen to the Model 622 Logic Assisted
Expander /Gate at your Aphex dealer today.
You will agree it was worth every dollar
Aphex had to pay ... itself.

Improving the way the world soundsSM

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A I (818) 767 -2929
100% owned, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A.
©Aphex Systems

